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Abstract

Concerns over the safety of the continued use of aging transport aircraft have been voiced

in the industry. A key component in the structural integrity of aging aircraft is the damage

tolerance of fuselage structural repairs. The investigation focuses on the analysis and

testing of contemporary repair methods and develops two improvements. The first

technique, known as "soft patching," is appropriate for damage tolerant riveted repairs to

incidental fuselage damage. Soft patching involves the use of high strength, moderate

elastic modulus GLARE 3 fiber metal laminate patches. They extend the fatigue life of

riveted repairs to monolithic aluminum fuselages while reducing life cycle costs. The

second technique involves bonded crack patching of intact fatigue cracks in fuselage

skins. An easy to use analysis program is presented along with analytical and test results

of a low cost, high performance patch material known as GLARE 2. The findings

demonstrate that GLARE 2 can replace the expensive boron/epoxy composites used in

fuselage crack patching applications.

Key words: Repair, fatigue, damage tolerance, fuselage structures, crack patching,

adhesive bonding, surface pretreatment, riveting, advanced composite materials, fiber

metal laminates, GLARE, coefficient of thermal expansion, finite element analysis,

continuum analysis.
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1
Introduction

"No one sews a piece of new, unshrunk cloth on an old garment; if he does, the patch
tears away from it, the new from the old, and a worse tear is made. And no one puts
new wine into old wineskins; if he does, the wine will burst the skins, and the wine is
lost, and so are the skins; but new wine is for fresh skins."

Mark 2: 21-22

1.1 Historical Background

"By the afternoon of December 12, 1903, the machine was again ready. Orville
Wright recorded in his diary that day:

'Got machine outside in afternoon with intention of making a trial .... In starting
one time the frames supporting the tail were caught on the end of the track and
broken.'"

The Wrights spent the morning of December 14th "making repairs to the damaged
tail of the Flyer." Later that day, Wilbur made the first real trial of the Flyer with only
partial success. The gravity-assisted (and thus unofficial) flight covered only 32
meters, and on landing, the front landing skids and part of the front rudder were
broken. "Repairs to the damaged machine occupied the next couple of days,"
leading up to the historic first powered flight on December 17th [1].

The need for good repair techniques predates powered flight and continues to be an

integral part of flying today. Structure' -'pairs to commercial airliners are most typically

required for fatigue cracking, corrosion and incidental damage such as impact [2]. For

military aircraft, battle damage joins the above list.

Investigators traced the cause of the largest-ever loss of life from a single aircraft accident

to an improperly performed structural repair. In August 1985, 520 persons perished when

the aft pressure bulkhead of a Japan Air Lines Boeing 747 failed. In the crash
investigation, Boeing stated "its engineering team had carried out the bulkhead repair

incorrectly, and that the mistake led to a weakening of the structure which caused the

bulkhead to fail along the repair line." Figure 1.1 shows the repaired area.
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of structural repairs. Aloha Airlines' flight 243, an early model Boeing 737, suffered

catastrophic failure of its forward fuselage in April 1988, as shown in figure 1 .2. Although

one flight attendant died in the uncontrolled decompression, remarkably, the aircraft landed
safely with 94 people on board.
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Figure 1a 2 Photo of Aloha Airlines' flight 243 after cabin pressure failure (41.
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Post-failure investigation of the aircraft and the airline by the U.S. National Transportation

Safety Board (NTSB) revealed the cause of the mishap. "The failure mechanism was a

result of multiple site fatigue cracking of the skin adjacent to rivet holes along the lap joint

upper rivet row and tear strap disbond which negated the fail-safe characteristics of the

fuselage [41."

NTSB investigators found at least 25 separate fuselage skin repairs on the aircraft. Two

of these repairs occurred on the only portion of the failed section recovered. Inspectors

discovered a small section of a right side lap joint lodged in the right wing after the

explosive decompression. Investigators found "extensive fatigue cracking in the upper row

rivet holes both under and between the patches." The longest crack found in this piece

was about 7 mm long.

Some writers have speculated whether the lap joint failure (which initiated on the left side

of the fuselage) was due to fatigue damage at another previous repair location. The

answer lies at the bottom of the Pacific Ocean. Regardless, the discovery of hidden

fatigue cracks in the failed section points out that repairs can often impair the

inspectability of a structure. The NTSB report concluded that the mishap was primarily the

fault of Aloha Airlines. The air carrier "should have followed a mainmenance program to

detect and repair cracking before it reached a critical condition 141." In the words of an

NTSB member, "one of the lessons learned by the whole industry from this accident is the

criticality of maintenance and inspection programs [51."

Several factors combine to make fuselage skins one of the most severe problem areas for

structural durability and maintenance. First, any corrosion damage to fuselage skins will

probably remove a significant percentage of the skin thickness. Second, taxiing and

frequent ground handling cause a significant amount of incidental impact damage to thin

fuselage skins 121. Finally, the relatively uniform stress level over a large part of the

fuselage makes the occurrence of multiple site fatigue damage likely at lap joints.

Following the Aloha incident, the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) began several

corrective actions to assure the quality of airline structural maintenance. One action taken

by the FAA has been to increase the number of field inspectors from 2,100 in 1988 to

more than 3,000 in 1991. The FAA assigned these field inspectors "the task of assuring

maintenance compliance by airlines and independent repair operators [61."

3
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1.2 The Damage Tolerance Concept

In 1978, the FAA amended the Federal Aviation Requirements (FAR 25.571) to include the
damage tolerance philosophy for new transport category aircraft. Damage tolerance
replaced the older "fail-safe" and "safe-life" concepts. The damage tolerance philosophy

states "engineering evaluation of the structure under typical load environmental spectra
must show that catastrophic failure due to fatigue, accidental damage or corrosion will be

avoided throughout the operational life of the aircraft." In 1981, the FAA extended
damage tolerance requirements to transport aircraft types already certified. The rule

change included any repair affecting "threshold, frequency and type of inspection of
principal structural elements [7, 81." (Threshold refers to the first major structural

inspection performed on an aircraft, usually at about half the design life. Thereafter,

inspections are done with increased frequency.)

The threshold inspection is the first major structural inspecti, performed on an aircraft. It

is usually performed at about the middle of the planned economic life of an aircraft. The

threshold is based on experience, calculations and full-scale fatigue testing, which

establish a conservative estimate of the minimum time required for detectable cracks to

occur. The threshold inspection is then followed by periodic inspections spaced at shorter
intervals. These intervals are based on the amount of flights a detectable crack takes to

grow to a critical size. This number is divided by a safety factor, usually about three, to
give greater probability of detecting a crack before it causes a failure.

The Aloha incident and further study of the phenomenon of multiple site damage led the

FAA to change its philosophy in dealing with chronic structural problems. "In the past, the

agency has relied upon repeated inspection to detect damage in an aircraft structure."
This process can add significantly to maintenance workloads. The FAA now places new

emphasis on developing a permanent modification to solve the problem without increasing

inspection requirements [6]. Airlines typically perform these so-called "terminating

actions" during a heavy overhaul known as a D-check.

This new philosophy resulted in a flood of FAA airworthiness directives (ADs) aimed at
repairing up to 2,600 aging transport aircraft operated by U.S. carriers. A report issued by

the U.S. General Accounting Office said "these ADs represent the largest structural
maintenance requirement ever placed on U.S. airlines." The deep recession of this decade

4
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has ended doubts whether enough capacity exists to perform the work by the FAA-

mandated 1994 deadline [9]. Earlier, however, writers expressed fears that by 1993

several hundred airliners would "be queuing outside the hangars for new skins and joints

[10]." In fact, hundreds of aircraft now sit mothballed around the world, awaiting

customers. Figure 1.3 shows just such an aging 737 in storage at Mojave, California. A

large number of riveted fuselage repairs are visible.

Figure 1.3. Boeing 737 in long-term storage in the Mojave desert, California [11).

These actions in the commercial airline fleet follow a decade of improvements in aircraft

reliability and maintainability (R & M) by the U.S. Air Force. As an example, the so-called

"R & M 2000" initiative targets increased combat capability through greater structural

reliability. Further, the initiative targets reduced work requirements (through more durable

airframes and shorter repair times when maintenance is required) and decreased life cycle

cost (by making long-lasting repairs with inexpensive materials and processes). However,

R & M 2000 considers more than aircraft under development; it also applies to existing

aircraft. Substitution of more reliable subcomponents and adoption of better materials and

processes to maintenance techniques are two examples.

5
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1.3 Application of Advanced Materials and Processes

In 1905, with two years of powered flight experience behind them, the Wright
Brothers exchanged a series of letters with the Army Board of Ordnance and
Fortification. The Army "wanted to see if the machine, provided it could fly, could
be adapted for military use. For all anyone knew, the Wright machine might be some
weird agglomeration of fragile parts, unusable in rough circumstances, unable to
stand up to continuous operation [12]." The War Department finally accepted the
Wrights' bid to furnish a flying machine for $25,000 three years later [13].

In today's world of advanced aerospace materials and processes, purchasers are equally

reluctant to try something new. A new material can take 20 years or more to make the

jump from the laboratory to the flight line. Japan's development of an advanced carbon

fiber composite wing for the FS-X fighter is an example. "As engineers start to consider

the aircraft's real operational requirements, worries are being expressed about how to

maintain the plastic wing's quality during manufacture and when in service, and how to

repair it after damage in combat [14]."

Any new material or process must strike a balance between damage tolerance, structural

efficiency and life cycle cost. As Jurgen Weber, Chairman of Lufthansa Airlines said, "Air

carriers do not support innovative design changes for the sake of flying the latest state-of-

the-art technology, but for the economic benefits they offer [151."

The United States Air Force (USAF) has explained the process for the successful transition

of advanced materials to aircraft under design development. Lincoln [161 listed five criteria
"essential to the successful completion of the tasks of the USAF Aircraft Structural

Integrity Program. Those five factors are:

--stabilized material and material processes,

--producibility,

--characterized mechanical properties,

--predictability of structural performance, and

--supportability."

According to Lincoln, the supportability of new materials is "a major consideration because

of accidental and battle damage." Before a new material is mature enough for use on an

aircraft, it must first have a viable, economic inspection and repair concept. This

6
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maintenance concept must consider both the working environment and the existing

maintenance system.

One way to ease the transition of new structural materials and processes into flying

service is to demonstrate them first in small, controlled flying demonstrations on

conventional aircraft. This method has been moderately successful in the past.

1.4 Outline

This dissertation will concentrate on the application of advanced materials and processes

to the damage tolerant repair of existing transport category airplanes. The paper will show

that small changes in analysis and repair techniques can result in significant improvements

to the durability and damage tolerance of pressurized fuselages at substantial life cycle

cost savings over current techniques. The aims of the study in general terms are:

" to develop simple repair techniques that satisfy damage tolerance requirements
(safety and durability) without imposing impractical requirements on maintainers,
and

" to prove by analysis and experiments that the proposed repair techniques will be
satisfactory.

For these purposes, this thesis presents the following:

"* Chapter 2: current practices for riveted repairs, analysis of improved techniques

"* Chapter 3: results of static and fatigue testing of these improvements

"* Chapter 4: developments in materials and processes that simplify and improve the
quality of bonded repairs

"* Chapter 5: analysis of bonded "crack patching" repairs, including a user-friendly
computer program to simplify the process and a parametric study of several
advanced composite patch materials

"* Chapter 6: results of fatigue and damage tolerance testing of low-cost material
advances in crack patching

"* Chapter 7: summary and conclusions

7
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"Although it is generally rash to cut holes in existing structure, some people seem
unable to resist the temptation to do so."

J.E. Gordon, Structures or Why Things Don't Fall Down (1978)

2.1 Introduction

Riveted repairs make up the single largest type of repairs performed on metal-skinned

aircraft structures. Riveted repairs possess many advantages over other techniques: They

are quick and easy to carry out on the aircraft and require little support equipment.

Maintenance personnel often install riveted repairs with little or no engineering analysis.

Though commonly used, riveted repairs are not without their disadvantages. Swift said
"riveted repairs can substantially degrade fatigue life if extreme care in detail design is not

taken." [11 Most riveted repairs provide only for the restoration of equal or better static

strength to the structure. Typically, repairers ignore fatigue, although the damage

tolerance requirements mandate its consideration.

The problem of properly repairing an aircraft structure is complicated. Usually, the repairer

has no access to the original structural loads and stress calculations of the designer.

Instead, one must rely on the Structural Repair Manual (SRM) provided by the

manufacturer. The SRM typically shows only "approved" methods and maximum

repairable damage sizes.

This chapter discusses current practices for riveted repairs, highlighting some pitfalls in the

accepted methods. Improvements based on modified design improvements made to new

structures are discussed, and a new approach to repair known as "soft patches" is

introduced. A detailed finite element analysis of some typical riveted repairs is presented,

supported by extensive static and fatigue testing of concepts for damage tolerant riveted

repairs.

10
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2.2 Current Practice: Design for Static Strength

The literature covering five decades of aircraft maintenance is consistent in discussing

general requirements for riveted repairs to aluminum structures [2-41. Writers heavily
emphasize the restoration of equal or better static strength to the structure. Figure 2.1,
from 131, shows an example of a riveted repair of a small (51 mm) skin crack in a 0.64 mm

thick 2024-T3 aluminum skin.

STOP DRILL OR

o0 0 0

0 0

0 0 0 0

0

0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 o 0 0

0 0 0

Figure 2. 1. Example of a riveted repair performed on a cracked aluminum sheet (31.

General guidelines for such a repair can be summarized as follows:

"* Stop-drill the ends of the cracks with a 3 mm diameter hole to prevent the
crack from spreading [2-41.

"• Select patch materials of the same gage (thickness) or one gage thicker than
the original skin. Use material of the same type [2,41.

"* Choose a rivet diameter at least three times the thickness of the thickest
sheet joined in the repair 12,31.

11
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* Cut the patch so it overlaps the damaged area by eight times the diameter of
the rivets (two rivet rows). Use 12 times the rivet diameter in case of three
rivet rows [2J.

* Use a rivet pitch (the space between rivet centers in the same row) of at
least three times the rivet diameter [3].

* Select the number of rivets using rivet tables in the aircraft Structural Repair
Manual or by a formula (adapted from [21) which equates rivet shear
strength with the tensile strength of the missing material:

NTr /Td2 = LtDra, (2-1)
4

simplifying, the required number of rivets is

N = 4Ltarv (2-2)

A similar formula has been developed to set the bearing strength of the sheet equal
to the tensile strength of the missing material:

Naodt = Ltcr., (2-3)

solving for the number of rivets,

N = Lukft (2-4)
doab

Where: N is the number of rivets per side of the patch,
L is the length of the crack,
t is the thickness of the original skin,
d is the rivet diameter,
ab is the skin bearing strength,

a.,, is the skin ultimate strength and
r is the rivet shear strength.

The repairer is to choose the larger result from equations 2-2 and 2-4.

* Use edge distances of at least twice the rivet diameters [3).

12
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" Carefully drill and deburr (smooth) the rivet holes before riveting 13].

" Figure 2.2 shows typical rivet hole patterns for double and triple or multiple
rows, respectively 121.

" When using countersunk rivets, avoid countersinks deeper than three-fourths
the thickness of the countersunk sheet. This prevents the so-called *knife
edge condition," which results in a high stress concentration. The knife-edge
condition drastically reduces the fatigue life of a repair [5,61.

STRENGTH THROUGH THIS
SECTION IS 03% 0f SHEET
WITHOUT HOLES.

STRENGTH THROUGH THIS
SECTION IS To % OF SHEET
WITHOUT HOLES. - . -

THICKER SHEET) 2..~ .0
3 ~O 2

I� 3')TRIPLE OR MULTIPLE ROWS

to 40 20 t

IA) DOUBLE ROW

Figure 2.2. FAA-recommended rivet pattern for structural repair [21.

2.3 Improvements to the Current Practice

Most authors on the subject of airframe structural repair never explicitly mention fatigue.
A repair mechanic could closely follow these guidelines to produce a riveted repair that is a

fatigue "hot spot." Some examples follow.

Simply stop-drilling a crack produces only a marginal retardation of crack growth.

The stop-drilled crack behaves as a sharp notch with a high stress concentration.

In the example shown in figure 2.1, the 51 mm crack stop-drilled with a 3 mm

diameter hole gives a stress concentration factor (Kti of 9.4. A better practice

13
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would be to stop-drill the crack with a larger hole (4.8 mm, Kt = 7.7), then fill the

hole with a cold-expanded rivet. This procedure increases the remaining fatigue life

of the unrepaired sheet by up to two orders of magnitude [6]. If filling the hole is

not possiole, a larger hole should be made at the crack tip before patching.

Otherwise, the crack will quickly re-initiate.

" The use of two rivet rows instead of three in attaching a patch to a pressure skin

results in high bearing loads at each rivet. The fatigue life of the repair is drastically

reduced compared with three rivet rows [51.

" Employment of rivet pitch values of three times the rivet diameter (3D) results in a

peak stress concentration of more than three times the gross skin stress. A

minimum rivet pitch of four times the rivet diameter reduces peak stresses,

enhances fatigue life and improves residual strength in the presence of a crack [5].

" Figure 2.2 (from the FAA) advocates leaving out alternating rivets in the first and

last rivet rows. This is not a good idea because they are already the fatigue-critical

rows. Fewer rivets in the end rows simply increase the bearing load carried by

each remaining rivet, reducing fatigue lives [7].
O]0UTBD.

----------------------------- --

-- ° ° U;e.f- o •- -

LO O - 0 40 0 0 --. 4-0 0 0 0 0 0 0-0-0- 0 0 0 000 0 0/0 \ 0 0 ai

a I

*58 *ir4,

Figure 2.3. Sketch of repair made to Lockheed Electra lower wing skin.
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An example taken from airline service illustrates the previous point. A Lockheed Electra

developed cracks in the lower wing skin next to an access cover. The resulting repair,

shown in figure 2.3, was "designed" to reinforce the cracked portion by placing a doubler

plate over the original blade-stiffened wing skin.

The wing was a "fail-safe" design with multiple span-wise planks. To provide additional

strength in the repair, the designer specified two riveted angled triplers inside the blade

stiffeners. These ran along the outer edges of the access hole. The outer two rivet rows

used four rivets each, while the other (inner) rows all had six [8].

The consequences of placing an extremely stiff patch with a reduced number of rivets in

the critical first and last rows can be easily understood. Approximately 10,000 flight

hours after the repair was performed, new fatigue cracks initiated at the inboard critical

rivet row (A and B in figure 2.3). The design obscured the inspector's view of any new

cracks until the cracks joined up and grew to a complete fracture of the wing plank, when
"moderate turbulence" caused a 450 kg fuel loss that forced the pilot to make an

emergency landing. Upon further inspection, investigators found similar hidden cracks that

developed from the outboard critical rivet row as well.

To improve the fatigue performance of riveted repairs, one should treat them as a

structural modification involving (small) lap joints. This difference in treatment is primarily

a matter of perspective. While maintainers approach riveted repairs as static strength-

critical items, designers consider joints to be fatigue-critical. The detail design of a joint is

"the most important single factor affecting the fatigue life [51." The following apply:

"* Use symmetrical joints whenever possible.

"* Minimize local eccentricity.

"* Avoid abrupt changes in cross-section.

" Relieve critical first fastener row loads by:
- - tapering the joint or patch (see figure 2.4),
- - employing a thin auxiliary doubler one extra row (figure 2.5), and
- - using a smaller or more flexible rivet in the critical row.

These recommendations are often easier to incorporate in a new design than in a repair.

Lack of space or equipment may severely limit repair methods. The repairer may have

15
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access to only one side of the structure. He may lack milling equipment or simply not

have enough time available to perform such a complex repair.

DOUBLER

___0 I KS

.0 10L0

SKIN

BASIC 0.05 DOIUBLER

2CO I
TqXDDOUBLE

100 -

* jAT FIRST FASTENER

5a, - 21.432 KS!
S "00 6 " 1 0 V a , 1 .4 4 2

LIFE - 5.000 CYCES

Figure 2.4. Tapered joint for reduction of critical first row fastener loads it].

0.-04--

0.025

SKIN

4*4

... SECONDARY DOUBLER 4
...- + INSIDE

-1" - - IMPROVED EXTERNAL
. . DETECTABILITY AT CRITICAL

FIRST FASTENER ROW

.*. .t~ e- ~ PRIMARY DOUBLER

-4..4 , + SECONDARY 
DOUBLER

EXTENDED ONE FASTENER RON

15 KSI

Figure 2.5. Example of a thin auxiliary doubler extended by one row
to improve fatigue life and inspectability [11.
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The load transfer in and around a repair is sometimes even more complex than in joints.

With a lap joint, all loads are transferred from one sheet to the next. The one-dimensional

case shown in figure 2.6a illustrates the point. The patch repair, however, is a case of (at

least) two-dimensional load transfer.

The patch must carry the loads of the (now-)removed skin. If the patch is too stiff (figure

2.6b), it also can attract loads from outside the patch area, resulting in high stresses in the

load transfer areas. This causes fatigue problems in the skin area immediately next to the

patch. If a patch is

not stiff enough

(figure 2.6c), the

damage being

repaired will have

too high a stress.

This could cause a

fatigue crack to re-

initiate from the

original damage.

(The latter case is

uncommon.)

S~(C)

Figure 2.6. Schematic of load transfer in a) lap joint, b) stiff patch repair,
c) flexible patch repair.

A patch needs to be just stiff enough to carry its share of the load without attracting

the load from surrounding structure. Also, the patch must possess sufficient static

strength and fatigue resistance so it does not become the weak link. This can be hard

to achieve with conventional patch materials.

17
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2.3. I Rngers for Inspectability

The externally applied repair patch often hides any fatigue cracking in the critical first rivet

row of the repaired skin. Cracks under externally applied repair patches are sometimes

difficult to detect before they grow to critical size, as shown by the Aloha incident [91.

When the substructure allows, patches can be applied internally, leaving the outer skin

visually inspectable. (This practice is also preferred from an aerodynamic point of view.)

Swift 111 attacks the problem of inspection in the detail design of fatigue resistant joints.

His method combines long fatigue life (durability) with good damage tolerance (residual

strength in the presence of cracks) and excellent external inspectability. The so-called

"fingered" inner doubler shown in figure 2.7 "effectively reduces the inner doubler area

between the first and second fastener rows, thus relieving the first fastener load. This

results in [reduced) skin bearing stress and improves crack initiation life. This

configuration offers the highest fatigue life coupled with excellent external inspectability."

The Douglas DC-10/MD-1 1 longitudinal fuselage joints employ this type of doubler on new

structural joints 1101. Unfortunately, geometric (space), economic and time constraints

sometimes rule out use of the fingered inner doubler in repair.
ANY SKIN CRACKING AT CRITICAL FASTZNR ROW
Is EXTERNALLY VISIaLE

15 KSI SKIN

FIRST FASTENER ROW

- FINGER TO REDUCE
FIRST FASTENER LOAD

INNER SECONDARY DOUBLER
(0.025 INCHES THICK)

INSIDE

OUTER PRIMARY DOUBLER
(0.032 INCHES THICK)

Figure 2.7. "Fingered" inner doubler for long joint fatigue life
and external visual inspection M1).
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2.3.2 'Soft" Patches

A new approach to smoothing the load transfer into a riveted patch will be presented here.

It involves the use of the high-strength, moderate modulus material GLARE 3 as a patch

for monolithic aluminum skins.

GLARE 3 is a fiber metal laminate made up of thin sheets of aluminum alloy adhesively

bonded to cross-plied glass/epoxy composite prepregs. It is one in a family of laminates

designed to replace monolithic aluminum in fatigue-critical fuselage skin applications. One

of its outstanding properties is an extremely slow fatigue crack growth rate, combined

with high residual strength in the presence of damage. GLARE laminates are also about

eight percent less dense than aluminum and are resistant to impact damage and burn-

through. The laminates can be drilled, cut, formed, riveted and bonded much like

monolithic aluminum alloys [11-181.

The mechanical properties of GLARE 3 are listed in comparison with 2024-T3 in table 2.1.

Table 2. 1 Mechanical, Physical Iop&s of 2024-T3 and GLARE 3

Material Lay-up Thickness, E11, E22, 0'0.2, 0".1 , 0-•uneo-c

mm GPa MPa MPa MPa

2024-T3 monolithic v&iable 72 359 455 440

GLARE 3 2/1-0.3 0.85 60 315 662 452

GLARE 3 3/2-0.2 1.1 57 295 804 469

GLARE 3 3/2-0.3 1.4 58 305 717 456

Using "soft" (i.e., low modulus) patches for the repair of aluminum fuselage structures was

first discussed in [111]. The basic concept of using "soft" patches is to transfer the load

previously carried by the removed or failed structure without attracting too much additional

load into the repair area. It will be more fully developed in section 2.4.
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2.4 Finite Element Analysis of Riveted Repairs

"Don't fight forces, use them.'
R. Buckminster Fuller, Shelter (1932)

The finite element analysis method was chosen to complement traditional direct methods

of strain measurement used in stress analysis. Strain gages, photoelastic coatings and

thermoelastic measurements are practically limited to the outer surfaces of structural

elements. In contrast, the finite element method gives one the ability to look inside the

structure of interest. Because of the significant amount of bending involved in most

riveted patch repairs, finite element analysis offers the best opportunity for analyzing and

understanding their mechanical response to flight loads.

This section presents the results of extensive modeling done to understand the load

transfer in rivet repairs. Supporting strain gage measurements provide confidence in the

accuracy of the model.

2.4.1 Specimen Geometry

A typical riveted patch repair to a fuselage skin is shown in figure 2.8. The sketch shows

a 50 mm diameter hole cut into a 600 by 300 mm sheet of 1.0 mm thick 2024-T3

aluminum. The hole simulates the removal of corrosion or impact damage. The repair

must accomplish two primary purposes: It provides an alternate load path in place of the

removed material, and it acts as a pressure seal for the fuselage skin. The configuration is

not intended to represent an optimized repair. Rather, it serves as a typical baseline for

comparison of various patch concepts and their influence on the overall load transfer

picture in the structure. The dimensions of the modeled specimen, also used in the fatigue

tests discussed in the following chapter, were set by the limits of the fatigue testing

equipment.
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Figure 2.8. Riveted repair specimen used in this study for

finite element analysis and fatigue testing.

The four riveted patch types modeled in the analysis are summarized in table 2.2.

Tabe 2.2. Summarof dved peftef modefed In Uis &aysi.

Patch material Patch thickness, Patch extensional

mm stiffness (Et), GPa-mm

2024-T3 1.0 72

2024-T3 1.3 94

2024-T3 1.3/0.7 tapered 72/50

GLARE 3, 2/1 layup 0.85 51

The thickness tapered 2024 patch is shown in figure 2.9. The monolithic patch

thicknesses were chosen by the previously discussed "rules of thumb." The GLARE patch

thickness was picked to match as closely as possible the blunt notch strength of the

original 2024 skin. The ratio of the extensional stiffness (elastic modulus multiplied by

thickness) of the GLARE 3 and the untapered 1.3 mm 2024 patches was approximately

0.54. All patches were attached with NAS1097AD countersunk rivets of 3.2 mm

diameter.
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155

S32.5 90 " i 32.5

1.30.7 y

Figure 2.9. Tapered patch used in this study.

2.4.2 RaItw Bement Modeug

The point of the finite element modeling was to provide a clear picture of the role of patch

selection in the load transfer into and around the repair joint. Model pre- and post-

processing was accomplished with PATRAN; finite element calculations were performed

using ABAQUS version 4-9.

The model was treated as a geometrically non-linear problem. In this sense, sheet rotation

due to secondary bending was allowed. Shear and normal deflection and rotation of the

rivets were also modeled. The material responses were treated as linear elastic. This is

considered a valid assumption: The calculated stress levels remained below the yield point

of 2024-T3. All materials were treated as isotropic, a slight inaccuracy with the GLARE 3

patch. Although E11 and E22 are equal in GLARE 3, the material is neither isotropic nor

homogeneous. This simplification was considered to have minimal impact on the results.

2.4.2. 1 Elements. The skin and patch were modeled as a series of 8-noded quadratic

quadrilateral shell elements (PATRAN Quad/B/16, ABAQUS S8R). The rivets were

modeled as quadratic three-noded beam elements (PATRAN Bar, ABAQUS B32). The
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circular cross-section beam element used to represent the rivet allowed bending, shear and

extensional loading of the rivet to be considered. The beam diameter was chosen to

match the rivet diameter of 3.2 mm.

2.4.2.2 Rivet Attachment. Beams were used

to model the skin-to-patch connection in the

rivet lbeam)_ method discussed by Seegers [191 and
N patch shal elemnt Slagter (201. Figure 2.10 at left shows the

connection schematically. The rivet holes
skin shel element were not explicitly modeled.

This method of connecting beams to the

eight-noded shell elements is effective for modeling concentrated shear loads such as

rivets. It allows rivet flexibility and rotation to be analyzed accurately, although certain

assumptions made in the modeling are inaccurate. The modeled beam length is only one-
half of the actual rivet shank, which reduces rivet flexibility. On the other hand, the

attachment of the beam at its end points means the modeled beam is more flexible than a

real rivet, supported by the rivet hole over its entire length.

The use of beams avoided the stiff "hard points' of multi-point constraints or spot welds,

which overestimate the magnitude of first rivet row loads. The connection of the beams

at a single point in the shell element resulted in a stress singularity at that point. This in

turn induced high local tensile stresses in the shell. (Real rivets cannot pull but only

transmit load through bearing on a surface.) The rivet section forces are input into the

model at the infinitely small nodal (attachment) point, resulting (locally) in very high

stresses. These local disturbances damp out quickly, and overall model accuracy is good,

as will be shown in the following section.

By not explicitly modeling the rivet holes, the output does not directly yield numerical

values of the expected high stress concentrations of the rivet holes. Furthermore, no

attempt was made to model the contact between rivet and hole, which involves plasticity

and friction effects. For a more detailed look at these effects, the reader is referred to the

work of Slagter [201 and Miller [211.

The alternative of using a solid modeling approach for each of the 21 rivets and 42 rivet

holes in the present model was considered (briefly). It would have resulted in an untenably
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large model that exceeds the scope of this work and the available computer facilities. On

the other hand, reducing the size of the model to a simpler three-rivet lap joint was not

seriously considered either. Such a simplification would have eliminated from

consideration the complex biaxial load transfer around the cutout that was the primary goal

of the modeling.

Because of the implicit hole modeling and the beam attachment method, stress and strain

contours within approximately two rivet diameters of the attachment nodes are considered

inaccurate. No direct comparisons of indicated stress levels can be made at the implicitly

modeled rivet holes with levels shown at the explicitly modeled cut-out. Nonetheless, the

effect of patch selection on the global load transfer picture is presented clearly within the

previously discussed limits.

2.4.2.3 Boundary Conditions. Modeling took advantage of the specimen symmetry about

the quarter axes to reduce computational times by modeling only one-fourth of the

specimen. Additional boundary conditions for the models included displacement and in-

plane rotation restraints parallel to the loaded edge(s), to simulate the load introduction

clamps. Fixed displacements corresponding to a stress of 100 MPa in the equivalent

undamaged, unrepaired sheet were imposed in the primary (hoop) load direction on the

loaded edge. For the biaxial case, an additional fixed displacement corresponding to a

stress of 50 MPa was imposed in the secondary (longitudinal) load direction. A schematic

of the uniaxial load case boundary conditions is shown in figure 2.11.

Load cases representing both uniaxial and biaxial tension were analyzed. The uniaxial

model was 500 mm long by 300 mm wide, with 155 mm square patches. This geometry

matched exactly the unclamped dimensions of the static and fatigue specimens discussed

in chapter 3. The biaxial model was modified to 500 mm square to give sufficient width

for accurate distribution of secondary (transverse) loads. A biaxiality ratio of 0.5 was

chosen representative of typical fuselage pressure loads.
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patcih cutout edge

b6

46

skin"

Figure 2. 11. Uniaxially loaded model with boundary conditions shown.

2.4.3 Convergence Study

Before detailed calculations of the model began, a series of computer runs were made with

increasing mesh densities to ensure the accuracy of the results. The critical areas were

expected to be at the side of the cutout and in the rivet area. For the cutout area, an

unpatched open hole model was used for refinement testing. Refinement continued until

mesh densities resulted in a stress concentration factor of about 3.1, consistent with

elastic theory [71 for a hole in a finite width plate. In the rivet load transfer area, a single

15 mam-wide strip with three 3.2 mm diameter "rivets" was used, as shown in figure 2.12.

Mesh densities of four elements per rivet pitch gave good convergence. The mesh

densities were relaxed in areas of low or no stress gradient.
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1L

15 I . .

Figure 2. 12. Strip model used for convergence studies. All dimensions mm.

patch cutout edg

skin/

Figure 2. 13 Final arrangement of the biaxially loaded finite element model.
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Figure 2.13 shows the final arrangement of the biaxial case finite element model. The

model contained approximately 3,000 shell elements, 21 bar elements and about 10,000

nodes, resulting in over 60,000 degrees of freedom. The uniaxial model was only slightly

smaller, with 9,135 nodes and approximately 55,000 degrees of freedom.

2.4.4 Validity of the Model

The output of the convergent finite element calculations is compared in this section with

measured and observed results from statically loaded specimens.

2.4.4.1 Displacements. Figure 2.14 shows the deformed shape of the uniaxial specimen

(deformations exaggerated for clarity). As expected, the patched area experiences

considerable bending deflections. The inner surface of skin experiences the maximum

bending tension at the outer rivet row. However, realistic direct strain measurements are

extremely difficult in this area, underscoring the utility of the finite element method. The

deformed shapes were consistent with those observed during the tests.
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patch

skin/

<--- load directioncuoteg 
l

cutout edge•

UNIAXIAL 100 MPA 1 MM 2024 RIVETED PATCH
ABAQUS V4-9-1 5-MAY-93 14:24:31 2961 9135
PROCEDURE 1 TIME STEP 1 INCREMENT 3

Figure 2. 14 Deformations of the uniaxially loaded model.

2.4.4.2 Rivet load distribution. The results of the ABAQUS calculations of first row rivet

bearing forces are presented in figure 2.15 for the uniaxial case. Figure 2.16 shows the

biaxial case. In both, the effect of the patch stiffness can be seen to have a large effect

on the rivet forces. The stiffest patch attracts the highest rivet loads in the first row,
which should have a negative influence on fatigue life. The GLARE patch, with the lowest

stiffness, has the lightest first rivet row loads.

The major difference between the two load cases is primarily a function of the magnitude

of the loads applied. The corner rivets (displayed on the left side of the graph) feel the

highest resultant loads.
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Figure 2. 15 Beam section resultant forces for the first rivet row, uniaxially loaded model.

In the uniaxial case, this high shear loading of the corner rivet is primarily a Poisson effect.

This is consistent with the results of MWller [211, who found the same behavior in

unstiffened riveted single lap specimens. The longitudinal extension of the sheet causes

lateral contraction, resisted by compressive loading on the patch. Most of this load is

reacted with high transverse shear loads in the outer rivet columns, including the corner

rivets.

In the biaxial specimens, the corner rivet can be considered as twice located in the first

row: once for the longitudinal and again for the transverse load. In contrast with the

uniaxial case, the biaxial loading places the patch in transverse tension.

The tapered patches in both load cases display a small dip in the section force carried by

the rivet adjacent to the corner. This is possibly due to being located in an intermediate

thickness zone (1.0 mm) compared with its neighbors.
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Figure 2. 16 Beam section resultant forces for the first rivet row, biaxially loaded model.

Figure 2.17 compares the rivet bearing loads for the uniaxial and biaxial cases (1.3 mm

monolithic patch). One can immediately see the increase in bearing magnitude in both

directions for the biaxial case. Furthermore, the sense (direction) of the transverse bearing

force is reversed. The Poisson force on the patch for the uniaxial case is compressive; the

biaxial case puts the patch in transverse tension.

0 452 483 475 0

'989 93 9

cornW rivet centw fiva

Figure 2. 17. Comparison of first row rivet bearing forces, 1.27 mm aluminum patch,
uniexial and biaxial load cases. Forces are in Newtons.
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2.4.4.3 Comparison with measured strains. Two riveted specimens identical to that

shown in figure 2.8 were manufactured and instrumented with electrical resistance strain

gages. The GLARE 3 and tapered 2024 patches were used. Strain gages were limited by

practical considerations to the outside surfaces of the specimens. Thus, comparison of

the model predictions on the inner, more highly loaded surfaces is not possible. However,

if the predictions of the model are accurate on the outer surfaces, they can be considered

equally accurate elsewhere. (Of course, the area around the rivet holes is excepted.)

Table 2.3 Comparison of measured and predicted strains in riveted patch
measured predicted percent

Location strain strain difference

GLARE 3 patch
skin: 1. 12 mm beyond first rivet row, center 1077 1150 -6.8

2. between lst/2nd rivet rows, corner 1335 1350 -1.1
3. adjacent to patch, mid-length 1420 1250 + 12
4. adj. to patch, back side, mid-length 1040 1150 -11
5. cutout edge 2455 2350 +4.3
6. free edge, patch side, mid-length 1402 1400 +0.1

patch: 7. center, cut-out side 1155 1025 + 11

Average difference (%) 6.6

tapered (1.3/0.7 mm) 2024 natch
skin: 1. 12 mm beyond first rivet row, center 1593 1600 -0.44

2. between 1 st/2nd rivet rows, corner 1478 1250 + 15
3. adjacent to patch, mid-length 1274 1200 +5.8
4. adj. to patch, back side, mid-length 994 1100 -11
5. cut-out edge 1867 2100 -12
6. free edge, patch side 1382 1450 -4.9

patch: 7. center, cut-out side 813 750 +7.7

Average difference (%) 8.1

Test conditions: 100 MPa uniaxial tension
+ means measured strain magnitude exceeded predicted strain
- indicates predicted strain magnitude exceeded measured strain

Table 2.3 compares the results of the finite element model with the measured strains at

selected locations of interest. Figure 2.18 shows the location of the gages. The average

difference between measured and predicted was 6.6 percent for the GLARE 3 patch

specimen. For the tapered 2024 piece, an average difference of 8.1 percent was
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recorded. This slightly higher error in the tapered patch can be a result of the stepwise

tapering done in modeling the patch. The test specimen had a smooth milled taper.

As expected, differences between the mathematical model and the measured strains were

greatest in areas of high strain gradient. The measurements were especially suspect

between rivets, where differences ranged up to 15 percent. This can be attributed to

strain gage placement and the averaging function of a finite size strain gage. The

agreement between measurements and calculations is satisfactory.

(6)

3 (4)
oO o0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 050 0 0 0 0

0 00 00 0

0 00 00 0 0
0 00 7 00 0

load direction 000 lad direction
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.

Figure 2. 18. Location of strain gages referred to in Table 2.3. Parentheses
indicate strain gages on the back (patch) side of the specimen.

Some details are worthy of mention. The less stiff GLARE patch is loaded to 42 percent

higher strain than the thicker tapered 2024 patch. This is not anticipated to cause

problems in the GLARE patch, stronger and more fatigue resistant than the monolithic

material. However, the edge of the 2024 skin cut-out also has a higher strain with the

soft patch: 2,455 microstrains with the GLARE patch (corresponding to 49 percent of the

yield strain of 2024-T3) versus 1,867 for the tapered patch, an increase of 31 percent.

The strain results are considered good enough to proceed with confidence in the model.
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2.4.5 Finite Element Analysis Results

The results give a fuller appreciation of the role of patch selection on the load transfer into

and around the patch. Two factors dominate the response. The first is the patch

extensional stiffness (the product of elastic modulus and thickness or EtV. Patch

extensional stiffness determines bearing load transfer and overall load attraction of the

patched area. The second is the patch thickness at the first rivet row, which sets the

secondary bending stresses in the skin.

2.4.5. 1 General. When one considers a single-sided riveted patch repair, it is conven-ient

to divide the repair conceptually into three zones, as shown in figure 2.19.

3

-- -- -- - - '•.- C"-• '-- -- " -- --- -- --

10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 d
0 0 0000 0 0 00

o 0 0 . 0.- 1iI Ioo IIIo I
0 0 0 I 3 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C 0

2 0 0 0 0 0 C0 0 0 01

/3

Figure 2. 19. Conceptual model of three zones in a riveted repair.

Zone 1, the strip including the cut-out, may be considered as a special case of a single lap

joint. On first examination, it must transfer all skin loads into the patch with only three

rivet rows. Zone 2, by comparison, transfers only some of its load into the patch with five

rivet rows. However, the load normally carried by the cut-out area actually has two

potential load paths: into the patch and into the skin around the cut-out into zone 2.

This contrasts with an ordinary lap joint, which must transfer all loads from the first sheet
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to the second in one direction. As a result, zone 1 of the repair is expected to be the

region of second highest load.

Zone 2 is a combination of a doubler strip and the underlying sheet to which it is riveted.

This zone is the stiffest region of those under consideration here. Therefore, it attracts

load from the less stiff areas on either side. The skin/doubler combination acts as an

alternate load path for the material that has been removed from zone 1. Strain

compatibility conditions mean high stresses occur in the skin just outside the patch. The

step change in thickness induces bending, which has its highest tensile value on the inner

surface of the skin along the first rivet row. In combination with the stress concentration

of the rivet holes and the high bearing forces of the first row of rivets, this area should

experience the highest stresses.

Zone 3 is the unstiffened area outside the repair patch. It sees the lowest stresses and

experiences little bending. Depending on the relative stiffness of zones 1 and 2, zone 3 is

unloaded slightly because of the load attraction of the stiffer zones.

2.4.5.2 Uniaxial Model. As mentioned previously, four patch types were modeled. Figure

2.20 presents plots of the first principal stress for the four patch cases under 100 MPa

uniaxial tension. All plots show the inner surface of the repaired sheet that, due to

bending effects, always experiences the highest stresses. The primary load direction is

oriented along the y-axis in the figures. One can see the large influence of patch selection

on the overall stress pattern of the repaired sheet. The results validated the decision to

emphasize finite element modeling over surface strain measurement techniques (e.g.,

strain gages, photoelastic and thermoelastic methods). The outer surfaces were always

loaded much less severely than the inner surfaces. This was primarily the effect of

bending due to the step change in neutral axis at the outer rivet row.

A general impression can be gained by observing the size of the disturbed zone of the first

principal stresses around the patches. From figure 2.20a (1.3 mm patch) to figure 2.20d

(0.85 mm GLARE 3 patch), the disturbed area grows progressively smaller. A distinctive

stress *hump" is visible around the doubler area (zone 2). This illustrates how the doubler

attracts load; again, the stiffest patch shows the largest disturbed area. It is interesting to

note the relative similarity of the overall patterns of the 1.0 mm and the tapered 1.3/0.7

mm aluminum patches (respectively, figures 2.19b and c).
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Figure 2.21 shows the critical rivet areas in greater detail. (Recall that simplifying

assumptions made during model construction render an area of approximately two rivet

diameters around each rivet not meaningful. A circle of two diameters rings each rivet to

indicate "off-limits" stress readings.) The differences between the various patches are

subtle, but small differences in stress levels can translate to large differences in fatigue

performance. As expected, the highest stresses again occur with the 1.3 mm patch

(figure 2.21a). The 1.0 mm and tapered aluminum patches (2.21b and c, respectively)

show approximately one fringe (5 MPa) lower stresses in the first rivet row. The GLARE

patch (figure 2.21 d) shows an additional reduction of one fringe.

In all uniaxial cases, the second rivet of the critical row was located in the most highly

loaded region. For the tapered patch, the corner and second rivets were about equally

critical. However, at distances more than several rivet diameters away, the larger

disturbed zones centered on or nearest the second rivet. Beyond the first rivet row in the

direction of the cut-out, the skin stresses decayed rapidly to below the nominal 100 MPa

level.

The higher corner rivet loads have already been attributed to lateral (Poisson) contraction.

Indeed, as shown previously in figure 2.15, the corner rivets consistently attracted about

15 percent higher bearing loads than the other rivets in the same row. However, the

stress plots appear to indicate that the second rivet is located in the area of highest stress.

As will be discussed in chapter 3, fatigue tests showed that cracks usually initiated from

the second rivet in the critical outer rivet row. Although the corner rivet consistently feels

the highest resultant section force, the second rivet usually shows the highest stresses

and the largest disturbed zone in the contour plots.

The second rivet may feel the influence of neighboring rivets. The stress field of each rivet

extends into the disturbed zone of the adjacent rivets. In a way, the second rivet "stands

on the shoulders" of the two adjacent rivets and thus experiences the highest stresses.

This superposition of stresses gives the second rivet the highest stress concentration in

the uniaxial cases. The corner rivet has a slightly smaller disturbed area because it has

interaction with only one highly loaded rivet.

The orientation of the first principal stress is almost parallel to the loading axis. Cracks

occurring in the rivet rows should run roughly parallel to the rivet line, or roughly

perpendicular to the loading axis.
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A word of caution is in order regarding the stresses plotted at the edge of the cut-out.

Recall that the rivet holes were =o explicitly modeled. Hence, the stresses plotted in the

region of the rivet holes are not directly comparable with the stresses shown at the

explicitly modeled cut-out. Furthermore, stresses above 165 MPa were not differentiated

for the sake of greater clarity in the area of interest.
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Figures 2.20cd. First principal skin stresses of riveted patch designs, 100 MPa uniaxial tension.

The circles indicate areas near rivets considered inaccurate.
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2.4.5.4 Biaxial Model The principal stress results of the biaxially loaded model are

presented in figure 2.22. The major differences in the output were caused by the addition

of 50 MPa transverse tension (shown horizontally in the stress plots). The biaxiality

resulted in a clear shift in the location of the most highly loaded rivet to the corner rivet.

This was expected, as the corner rivet lies in both critical rows with respect to the two

loading directions. The corner rivet is clearly the most highly loaded.

The relative rankings of the patches remained the same as with the uniaxial model: The

skin panel with the GLARE patch again showed the lowest stress, although the magnitude

of the differences increased.

The plots show the orientation of the principal stresses has rotated from the uniaxial

cases. The lateral load in the biaxial case is a tensile load. This contrasts with a smaller

compressive (Poisson contraction) load exerted on the patch in the uniaxial case. In

combination with the change in critical rivet location to the corner, fatigue cracks that

occur under biaxial loading should run out from under the patch very quickly. Depending

on the actual biaxiality ratio encountered, crack orientation should be offset somewhat

between the two principle load directions. In other words, fatigue cracks initiating in

corner rivets should run skew from the first rivet row. This should make visual detection

of a crack easier in case of an externally applied patch.

These results are consistent with the work of Miller and co-workers. They analyzed a

riveted repair to a large rectangular cut-out adjacent to a stringer spanning two fuselage

frames. The corner rivet holes in the skin were also found to be critical. Patch stresses

were quite low 1221.

It was unclear from the analysis where fatigue failure would nccur in the biaxially loaded

GLARE 3 specimen (at the cut-out or the corner rivet hole). Peak stresses recorded at the

cut-out remained consistent with the uniaxial case. For example, with the GLARE 3 patch,

the skin stress at the cut-out for the uniaxial case was 182 MPa. In the biaxial case, the

stress level was 185 MPa. While appearing high, these stresses are about half the yield

stress of 2024-T3.
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2.5 Discussion

The finite element results indicate that patch thickness and stiffness play dominant roles in

the load redistribution around a typical repair configuration. Conventional aluminum alloy

patches cause high stress concentrations at the first rivet row. These can lead to early

cracking in the corner rivet (biaxial load case) or the adjacent rivet (uniaxial load case).

In the biaxial case, the high stresses at the corner rivet hole and the orientation of the first

principal stress should make cracks easily visible. This predicted failure behavior involving

riveted aluminum patch repairs casts doubt on the value of complex patch configurations

like fingered patches to ease inspections. Thickness tapering or fingering of patches, while

increasing the overall life of a riveted repair, do so at a high cost of time and labor.

Furthermore, tapering only incrementally increases the amount of cycles during which a

skin crack can be detected. This imposes a heavy inspection workload on the airlines.

High-strength, moderate-modulus patch materials like GLARE 3 give the lowest stresses at

the critical rivet row, without the need for thickness tapering. The high-strength material

allows a thinner patch to be used. This in turn reduces both secondary bending and first

rivet row bearing loads, compared with a conventional aluminum patch. The low

extensional stiffness of the patch attracts less load into the repair area.
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2.6 Summary and Conclusions

Current methods of riveted repair of pressurized aluminum fuselage skins cause fatigue
problems for operators. Besides their adverse affect on safety, conventional riveted repairs

are accompanied by the unwanted economic burden of increased inspection requirements.

A new concept called "soft patching" has been analyzed for improving the load transfer

and fatigue performance of riveted repairs to pressurized aluminum fuselage skins. Soft
patching involves the use of thin, untapered patches of the high-strength, low-modulus
fiber metal laminate GLARE 3 in place of thick tapered monolithic patches. This reduces
load attraction to the repair zone, while diminishing bearing loads on the critical first rivet

row and decreasing secondary bending.
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3.1 Introduction

"Partial strength produces general weakness."
Sir Robert Seppings, Royal Navy, 1830

This chapter describes the performance of a series of static strength and constant

amplitude fatigue tests performed on unstiffened 2024-T3 panels. The panels had milled

central 50 mm diameter holes (simulation of removed damaged skin) and riveted one-sided

patches. The specimen configuration was shown previously in figure 2.8. It represents a

flush skin patch; that is, the patch is mounted inside the fuselage skin.

The specimen configuration and test conditions established the uniaxial finite element

model described in chapter 2. Specimen manufacturing conditions were closely controlled.

Usually, the only variables were the patch material and thickness.

This close control of conditions admittedly is not feasible with repairs performed in the

field. It was implemented to reduce experimental scatter and focus on the effect of patch

selection on fatigue life. The manufacturing and test conditions and all exceptions are

noted in the following pages.

A few specimens were purposely manufactured with known defects to provide a feeling

for the sensitivity of the various patches to common errors made in fuselage structural

repair.

The test results show that the soft patching concept explained in the previous chapter

improves significantly the fatigue performance and damage tolerance of riveted repairs.

Soft patching can be accomplished with lower life cycle costs than with the tapered

monolithic aluminum patches used today.
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3.2 Specimen Manufacture

Specimens were sheared to final outer dimensions, after which the central cut-out and

rivet holes were milled on a numerically controlled milling machine. Countersinking of the

rivet holes was performed on a drill press with a conventional countersink tool. Most of

the specimens were countersunk in the skins to simulate a flush patch repair. Two

specimens were countersunk in the patch to simulate an external repair. Special care was

taken to avoid the "knife edge" condition.

Rivets were carefully cold-milled to a "custom" length. The shank extending through the

two sheets was equal to 4.8 mm (1.5 times the rivet diameter) +/- 0.1 mm. Riveting was

accomplished on the specially designed force controlled riveting machine in the Structures

and Materials Laboratory. A riveting force of 8,500 +/- 50 N was adequate to achieve a

driven rivet diameter of 4.8 +/- 0.05 mm. This extreme care in riveting followed from the

recent results of MWller [1]. His tests showed an elevated fatigue sensitivity of 2024-T3

to rivet shank length and squeezing force.

Some specimens were purposely manufactured with known defects to estimate the

effects of typical errors made in the repair process. Two knife edge countersink depths

were tested. Separately, a few specimens were riveted with only enough squeeze force to

hold the rivets in place (3800 N instead of 8500 N).
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3.3 Test Conditions

3.3. 1 Static Tests

Static tests were carried out under displacement control on the 100 ton MTS test frame.

Displacements were input by hand, resulting in a low but non-constant crosshead rate.

3.3.2 Fatigue Tests

All constant amplitude fatigue tests were performed on a computer-controlled, servo-

hydraulically actuated six-ton test frame. Tests were done at room temperature in

laboratory air, with a sinusoidal wave shape at a frequency of 10 Hz. Most tests were

continued to failure.

The stress ratio R (mrrn/lmax) was 0.05. Maximum gross stresses varied from 105 to 140

MPa; however, as the results will show, none of the patch types were tested throughout

the stress range. Stress levels for individual patch types were chosen to produce fatigue
lives in the range from approximately 150,000 to 600,000 cycles.

It was not the intent of these tests to establish precise "repair fatigue allowables."

Rather, the goal was an investigation of the effect of patch selection and load transfer on

fatigue quality. Many "real world" variables with strong influence on fatigue life such as
riveting quality and operating environment can and do reduce the magnitude of the lives

tested here. Thus, these absolute life values cannot be applied directly to operational

aircraft.
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3.4 Test Results

3.4. 1 Static Tests

Two samples were tested statically to failure: a tapered aluminum patch and an untapered

GLARE 3 patch. Both failures occurred across the first rivet row in the skin at a stress of

330 MPa.

3.4.2 Fatigue Tests

Figure 3.1 shows the fatigue test results of specimens manufactured within the control

specifications outlined in section 3.2. The general "order of merit" of the fatigue tests

matched the finite element results exactly. The high stresses predicted by the model in

the 1.3 mm untapered patch consistently gave the lowest lives. These were followed in

increasing lifetime by the 1.0 mm untapered patch, the tapered patch and the GLARE 3

patch. The location of the countersink (in the skin or in the patch) made no real difference

on the findings.

The outcome of the tests was striking: the GLARE 3 patches far outperformed all

aluminum patches in number of cycles to fatigue failure at all stress levels tested. For

example, at a stress range of 114 MPa, the GLARE patch outlived the untapered patches

by a factor of three and exceeded the tapered patch life by a factor of 1.5.

For all specimen types except the untapered 1.3 mm 2024 patch, the results showed very

little scatter. This may be attributed to the care taken in specimen manufacturing,

especially in the strictly controlled rivet squeeze forces.
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Figure 3. 1 Constant amplitude fatigue performance of riveted repairs to 2024-T3 sheets.

3.4.3 Failure Modes

All aluminum patch specimens failed by fatigue of the critical first rivet row in the skin. In

most instances where a first crack was observed, cracking initiated in the second rivet

hole of the first row. Some exceptions were noted with the tapered patches, where the

first crack sometimes initiated from a corner rivet hole. When cracks were observed,

failure followed rapidly. In the tapered patch specimen tested at 130 MPa, for example,

the first crack was observed visually at 220,000 cycles. Its length was 16 mm.

Complete failure was imminent 8,400 cycles later, when the crack had grown to an

effective length of 85 mm (including associated rivet holes). The test was halted before

final failure.

Skin specimens patched with GLARE 3 showed a different failure mode with their long

fatigue life. The first crack would initiate at the cut-out in the skin, then grow quickly until

it lay between the nearest two rivets. This was followed by a period of slow crack growth

across both sides of the cut-out for more than 100,000 cycles, until the total crack
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exceeded the patch width by 10 to 20 millimeters. Finai fracture occurred in the skin

followed by tensile failure of the GLARE patch.

The crack growth behavior of the GLARE 3 and tapered aluminum patches tested at 130

MPa is illustrated in figure 3.2. Initiation times for the two patch types were similar,

although at different locations, as mentioned previously. Many thousands of cycles

occurred between initiation and failure in the skin repaired with the GLARE patch.

3.4.4 Effect of Defects

Selected tests were repeated with an additional element added to represent typical

mistakes made in repairs. The knife edge condition, which results from too deep a

countersink was tested first. Insufficient squeeze force, which can occur when access to

the repair is restricted, was tested as well.

3.4.4. 1 The Knife Edge Condition. Knife edge countersinking is well-known for its drastic

reduction of fatigue lives in riveted joints. According to Niu, the knife edge condition is

said to exist when the total depth of the countersink exceeds about two-thirds of the skin

thickness (21. One can expect that the typical quality of riveting found in repairs is poor

compared with newly manufactured aircraft. This is because of the relative lack of control

of the riveting process during repair.
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Figure 3.2. Comparison of crack growth behavior of the GLARE 3 and tapered
aluminum patches tested in constant amplitude fatigue at 6.5-130 MPa.

In the first series, countersinks were made to approximately 80 percent of the sheet

thickness. The countersinks were about half the sheet thickness in the standard

specimens. Table 3.1 shows the results.

Table 3. 1 Effect of 80% knife edge countersink on riveted repair fti9gue lives.
Fatigue Life of Fatigue Life of

Patch Type Nominal Sheet Standard Knife Edge Life Reduction,
Stress, MPa Countersink Countersink %

GLARE 3 140 311,000 67,000 78

GLARE 3 130 356,000 293,000 18

Tapered 2024 130 228,000 75,300 67

When the countersink depth was increased to the entire skin thickness, the life reductions

were even greater. At 130 MPa, the GLARE 3 specimen failed after 29,400 cycles (a 91

percent reduction). At the same stress level, the tapered patch showed a 92 percent fall,

to only 18,100 cycles.
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3.4.4.2 Rivet Squeezing Force. Another common defect in riveted repairs is improperly

driven rivets. Table 3.2 illustrates the effect of insufficient squeeze force on the riveting

operation on fatigue life. A properly filled rivet hole is necessary for good fatigue

performance. "To obtain substantial interference, the rivet must be bucked (driven)

squarely. Especially in field repairs where space may be" restricted, rivets are not driven

squarely. When this occurs, fatigue lives can be reduced by almost an order of magnitude

[3].

Table 3.2. Effect of insufficient squeeze force on veted repai fue ves.
Nominal Cycles to Cycles to Life

Patch Type Sheet Failure, Failure, Reduction
Stress, 8,500 N 3,800 N %

MPa Squeeze Force Squeeze Force

GLARE 3 130 356,000 44,600 87

Tapered 2024 130 228,000 _ 27,300 88

These specimens were manufactured with 3,800 N of squeeze force, instead of the 8,500

N prescribed in the baseline tests. This resulted in a driven rivet head expansion of only

about 10 percent, compared with 50 percent expansion for the baseline specimens. (The

intent here was to simulate, in a controlled way, the effect of rivet clinching, which

happens when the rivet is not driven squarely.)

The results portray the influence of poor hole filling on fatigue lives. Again, the GLARE 3

patch specimens failed across the first rivet row instead of across the cut-out, as observed

in the nominal case. Nonetheless, the GLARE 3 patch repairs continued to outlast the

tapered patches.

Figure 3.3 summarizes the effect of defects on the fatigue life of riveted repairs. Although

the number of defective samples tested was small, the tendency toward reduced fatigue

lives is clear. With equivalent defects, though, the specimens with GLARE patches

outlasted those with tapered 2024-T3 patches by an average of 140 percent.
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Figure 3.3. Effect of defects on riveted repair fatigue life.
All failures occurred in 2024-T3 sheet.

In addition to the considerable reduction in fatigue lives, a change in failure mode occured

in the defective specimens with GLARE 3 patches. Instead of the damage tolerant mode

of cut-out cracking and slow growth observed with the nominally countersunk specimens,

both defects shifted the failure location to the first rivet row in the aluminum sheet. This

coincided with the area where all the aluminum patch repair specimens failed.
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3.5 Discussion

In chapter 2, finite element analysis showed that patch thickness and stiffness played

dominant roles in the load redistribution in and around a typical repair configuration. The
high stress concentrations at the first rivet row in stiff conventional patches lead to shorter

fatigue lives in comparison with the soft GLARE 3 patches.

The fatigue life of 2024-T3 skins repaired with GLARE 3 riveted patches far exceeded 3ny

other riveted patch configuration tested. Furthermore, uniaxially loaded 2024-T3

specimens repaired with GLARE 3 patches exhibited a more damage tolerant failure mode
(very slow crack growth from the cut-out) than monolithic repair patches. At equivalent

stress levels, crack initiation times for tapered 2024 and untapered GLARE 3 were similar.

However, skins repaired with the GLARE patch exhibited slow crack growth periods

roughly 10 times greater than the tapered patch repairs.

The use of high-strength, moderate-modulus materials like GLARE 3 enables repairs to be
made quickly, without the need for thickness tapering. The high strength material allows a

thinner patch to be used. This in turn reduces both secondary bending and first row rivet

bearing loads, compared with a conventional aluminum patch. The lower overall

extensional stiffness of the patch attracts less load into the repair area.

The failure mode experienced with GLARE 3 patches enhances the damage tolerance of

uniaxially loaded riveted repairs. Cracks grew very slowly from the cut-out. An alternate
load path exists through the patch, even when cracks extend well beyond the patch edges.

This alternate load path results in a kind of macroscopic crack bridging by thp GLARE

patch. Crack bridging retards crack growth in the aluminum skin until the skin crack

exceeds the width of the patch. This very slow crack growth reduces the need for

structural inspections of GLARE patches.

Typical defects found in riveted repairs (poor riveting and knife edge king)

reduced the fatigue lives of riveted repairs by factors of up to 10. Whel, . .icts

occurred in aluminum skins patched with GLARE 3, the crack location changed from

across the cut-out to the first rivet row. The GLARE 3 patch repairs retained their better

performance compared with the monolithic patches, though. The location of the

countersink (in the skin or in the patch) did not affect this performance.
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In the analysis of biaxial loading more typically encountered in pressurized fuselages, the

corner rivets became more critical with all patch types. However, stresses at the cut-out

remained approximately equal to the uniaxial case. A change in failure location to the first

rivet row in the aluminum skins is anticipated.

Regardless of failure location, the more favorable load transfer in and around thin GLARE

patches should result in the highest fatigue lives possible for a riveted repair.

A simple rule of thumb can be applied in the substitution of GLARE 3 patches for repairing

fuselage skins of 2024-T3. Repairers should choose a GLARE 3 patch thickness in the
range from 85 to 100 percent of the skin being repaired to assure adequate static strength

while maintaining a low patch extensional stiffness. Table 3.3 provides a simple look-up

reference applicable to common fuselage skin thicknesses.

Table 3.3. Recommended GLARE 3 Patch Thickness for 2024-T3 Repairs.

Original skin thickness, GLARE 3 patch GLARE 3 patch

mm (inches) thickness, mm (inches) lay-up (Al sheet thickness)

1.0 (0.040) 0.85 (0.033) 2/1 (0.3)

1.3 (0.050) 1.1 (0.043) 3/2 (0.2)

1.6 (0.063) 1.4 (0.055) 3/2 (0.3)

1.8 (0.070) 1.55 (0.061) 4/3 (0.2)

2.0 (0.080) 1.95 (0.077) 4/3 (0.3)

Elimination of the need for tapering the patch saves a large amount of time and-cost from

the repair process. The cost comparison in table 3.4 shows that the increased cost of the

GLARE material (approximately 10 times the cost per pound of aluminum sheet) has a

negligible effect on the finished cost of the repair. In fact, the cost of the additional

machining step of tapering approximately equals the premium paid for GLARE. Additional

savings for the GLARE repair will result from reduced inspection costs.

Table 3.4. Cost comparison of GLARE 3 and tapered 2024-T3 riveted patch repair.
2024-T3 GLARE 3 2/1-0.3

Category t = 1.3/0.7 mm t = 0.85 mm
Material $ 11 $ 75
Milled taper 51 0
Installation labor* 390 390
Total $ 452 $ 465

*Includes cutting, drilling, deburring, sealing, riveting, cleaning and inspecting.
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Riveted GLARE 3 repairs are best suited for patching of incidental damage and localized

corrosion attack of monolithic aluminum fuselages. Conventional corrosion control

practices (i.e., "wet" installation of fasteners and fay surface sealing with corrosion

inhibiting sealant) should be applied. An even more damage tolerant method known as
"crack patching" is better suited for the in situ repair of intact cracks in cases widespread

fatigue damage. Crack patching is discussed in detail in chapters 5 and 6.

3.6 Summary and Conclusions

Current methods of riveted repair of pressurized aluminum fuselage skins cause fatigue

problems for operators. Besides their adverse affect on safety, conventional riveted repairs

are accompanied by the unwanted economic burden of increased inspection requirements.

A new concept called "soft patching" has been introduced to improve the fatigue

performance of riveted repairs to pressurized aluminum fuselage skins. Soft patching

involves the use of thin, untapered patches of the high-strength, low-modulus fiber metal

laminate GLARE 3 in place of thick tapered monolithic patches. This reduces load

attraction to the repair zone, while diminishing bearing loads on the critical first rivet row

and decreasing secondary bending.

Soft patching improves the fatigue life of riveted repairs by 50 to 200 percent over various

techniques involving monolithic patches. It simplifies the repair task by eliminating the

need for costly, time consuming thickness tapering of patches. Inspection workloads are

reduced while safety and damage tolerance are improved at a lower life cycle cost.
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Chapter 4. Materies and Processes for Bonded Repairs

"I am a parcel of vain strivings tied by a chance bond together."
Henry David Thoreau, Sic Vita (1841)

4.1 Introduction

The use of adhesive bonding to join two or more metal parts has been recognized as a

structurally efficient, fatigue-resistant method for decades. This chapter introduces the

basics of structural adhesive bonding for aluminum aircraft fuselages. Where appropriate,

emphasis is given to special processes peculiar to the bonded repairs (as opposed to new

manufacturing of aircraft). The following points are discussed, with emphasis on practical

aspects:

* history of adhesive bonding (section 4.2),

* adhesion theory (section 4.3),

* design and analysis of bonded repairs (section 4.4),

* surface pretreatments (section 4.5),

* adhesives and curing techniques (section 4.6),

* advanced patch materials(section 4.7), and

* inspection of bonded repairs (section 4.8).

4.2 Background of Adhesive Bonding Technology Development

Successful applications of adhesive bonding in aircraft structures date back to the second

World War. De Bruijne, a Dutch chemist working in England during the early 1940s,

invented the first "Redux," a phenolic adhesive. The DeHavilland Aircraft Company used

Redux to bond plywood spar webs to aluminum spar caps in the Mosquito aircraft,

overcoming a critical material shortage.

The Fokker F27 aircraft has had over 30 years of outstanding service experience

employing adhesively bonded metal primary structures. However, some aircraft

manufacturers continue to view adhesive bonding as black art. They limit bonding to local

reinforcements (doublers) and non-critical secondary structures.

The successful development and increasing application of advanced fiber-reinforced

organic matrix composite structures has challenge num producers and designers of
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metal aircraft. They must take further advantage of the higher structural efficiencies

available from the judicious use of adhesively bonded metal structures. Otherwise they

face a continual, if gradual, replacement of metal aircraft primary structures with organic

composites. The USAF/Douglas/Boeing Primary Adhesively Bonded Structure Technology

(PABST) program of the mid-1970s (11 marked a turning point in the perception of

bonding.

Since PABST, manufacturers have begun to consider adhesive bonding as more science

than art. The development of the highly fatigue-resistant adhesively bonded Aramid

Reinforced Aluminum Laminates (ARALL) began at Delft University around 1980.

Development of ARALL in the Netherlands and the United States has shown the potential

for virtually eliminating fatigue failures from tension-dominated wing structures [2-41. The

first production application of ARALL occurred on the aft cargo door of the Douglas/USAF

C-17 military transport [51. The cargo door has operated successfully in a demanding

application, while saving 26 percent of the weight of the original aluminum design.

However, the ARALL skins are riveted to their monolithic substructure.

Investigations into fiber metal laminates have continued at Delft, resulting in the glass-

reinforced aluminum laminate known as GLARE. GLARE combines the excellent fatigue

resistance of ARALL with a higher blunt notch strength [61 and impact resistance [71 than

either aramid ARALL or aluminum 2024-T3. GLARE promises real weight savings as a

fuselage skin material, especially in fuselage crown areas 18,91. Adhesively bonded fiber

metal laminates show promise for reducing aircraft operating costs through structural

weight savings (which jel costs) and reduced structural maintenance expenditures.

Most aircraft manufac s have active GLARE development programs, including

Deutsche Airbus in Germany [101, and Douglas and Boeing in the United States. The

material is baselined for certain secondary structural applications on the Boeing 777 and

has been mentioned as a leading candidate for the upper fuselage skins of the proposed

Ultra-High Capacity Aircraft [111.

When faced with the greater structural efficiency of bonding, why then do most aircraft

structural repairs done in the world today rely on mechanical fastening? The first reason is

the long-lasting perception of poor service experience from the early years of bonded

structures and bonded repairs. The chosen adhesive or surface preparation technique

often proved inadequate, and bonds simply failed. The negative experience of Boeing with
"cold-bonding" adhesives on early model 727, 737 and 747 lap joint doublers is one
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example 112-15). Cold-bonded aluminum patches applied to corrosion-damaged NF-5

vertical stabilizers also experienced durability problems [161. These and other less widely

publicized bonding failures forced researchers back to the laboratory. They seek acceptable

combinations of patch materials, adhesives and surface preparations to provide adequate

structural repairs with sufficiently long service lives. Doublers and some skin-to-

substructure connections are now reliably bonded in aluminum fuselages, although riveting

remains the leading fastening method. Bonded repairs to primary structure remain

uncertified in most cases.

A specialty application of bonding receiving widespread attention is the use of high-

stiffness bonded composite patches to repair cracks in aluminum aircraft. Chapters 5 and

6 are devoted to the subject of crack patching analysis and testing, respectively. This

process has paid large dividends in specific cases where replacement or conventional

repair techniques proved too costly.

A large obstacle to the universal adoption of bonded composite repairs for metal aircraft is

their high cost. The extreme example is that of boron/epoxy, which costs roughly 100

times more than aluminum. The additional cost of facilities required for present-day

bonded repair capability is simply too high for most repairers. Most structural film

adhesives require freezer storage and have a storage life of about six months. Repairers

have had a long-standing requirement for economical repair materials with long shelf lives

which require simple bonding processes.

Another drawback to the adoption of bonded primary structural repairs is the perception

that they take too much time to perform. Scheduled maintenance "down time" on a 747

costs air carriers hundreds of thousands of dollars per day in lost revenues. Unscheduled

(emergency) down time costs much more. Airlines must perform structural repairs of

accidental damage quickly, usually in one eight-hour shift, and usually at night.

Maintainers may defer more extensive structural repairs (terminating actions) until

scheduled overhauls. However, this comes at a cost of frequent re-inspections of the

suspect structure.

Perhaps the most damaging aspect to the general acceptance of bonded repairs is that

operators perceive them as requiring too much engineering analysis to be useful. To

overcome this so-called "Ph.D. maintenance syndrome," researchers must develop simple

analysis and repair techniques. These techniques must allow the accomplishment of safe,
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structurally efficient repairs with a minimum of reference beyond the manufacturer's

structural repair manual. Skill levels must be typical of what exists in the aircraft

maintenance facilities of major (western) airlines today.

The challenges facing widespread adoption of bonded repairs to metal aircraft primary

structures can be summarized as follows:

* repair materials and processes must be durable and reliable.

* repair techniques must be cost-competitive with riveted aluminum repairs.

* repair time should not exceed eight hours, and

* skill levels needed to analyze, perform and inspect bonded repairs should match

those available in the industry.

4.3 Adhesion Theory

This section serves only as an introduction to adhesion theory. For a much more in-depth

theoretical review, the reader is referred to the excellent work of Kinloch [171. Another

useful book focusing on the practical side of adhesive bonded repair is Bonded Repair of

Aircraft Structures 1181.

Adhesive bonding can be defined as the process of joining two or more materials called

adherends by a continuous inter-layer of an adhesion-promoting substance (adhesive). As

opposed to the discrete load transfer accomplished by mechanical fastening, adhesive

bonding accomplishes a more uniform load transfer. Furthermore, it does not involve the

removal of any of the load-bearing material as is done with riveting.

Wettability is a term describing the action of an adhesive (or adhesive primer) in liquid form

on the surface of the adherend. The adhesive must be able to spread evenly over the

adherend surface to achieve acceptable bonding quality. In practice, this means the metal

adherend must be extremely clean and free of oxides, paints, oils or other contaminants.

As will be discussed in section 3.4, good adherend surface preparation is the most

important step in the adhesive bonding process.

The adhesive bonding process relies on "the attainment of intimate molecular contact at

the adhesive/adherend interface." Good contact across the interface is the first stage in
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the formation of strong and stable adhesive joints. "The next stage is the generation of

intrinsic adhesion forces across the interface, and the nature and magnitude of such forces

are extremely important." The bond must be sufficiently strong and durable to ensure that

the interface remains stronger than the adherends throughout its service life [171.

At least five theories covering the mechanisms of adhesion have been proposed in the

scientific literature 117,19-231. The two leading theories are summarized here as they

apply to metal bonding.

4.3. 1 Adsorption

The widely accepted adsorption theory explains adhesion as the result of interatomic and

intermolecular forces acting at the adhesive/adherend interface. In adsorption theory,

bonds can be classified as either primary or secondary, which describes their relative

strength. Primary bonds can only exist between a metal and an adhesive under a very

special set of circumstances and will be discussed further in section 4.5 [17].

The secondary bonds of the adsorption theory are most commonly the weak van der Waals

forces. This category also includes hydrogen bonds, which may be two to 10 times

stronger than van der Waals forces. In van der Waals forces, the weak electro-negativity

differences in dipolar molecules attract each other. According to the adsorption theory,

these weak forces produce the adhesive strength, sometimes supplemented by hydrogen

bonds. However, for effective bonding, adhesive and adherend must be no more than 1

nm apart. Excellent wetting of the adherend by the adhesive is therefore critical.

Table 4.1 summarizes the different bond types and their typical bond energies. Primary

bonds clearly produce higher bond strengths than do secondary bonds. The practical

production of such bonds in typical metal bonding, however, is difficult. The expected

high values have not been realized, as will be discussed later.
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Table 4 . Bond types and typl bond On ies [ 171.

Type Bond energy (kJ/mol)
Primary

ionic 600-110
covalent 60-700
metallic 110-350

Secondary
hydrogen

involving fluorine up to 40
excluding fluorine 10-25

van der Waals
permanent dipole-dipole 4-20
dipole-induced dipole less than 2
dispersion (London) 0.08-40

4.3.2 Mechanical Interlocking

This theory attributes the strength of an adhesive joint to the mechanical keying, or

interlocking, of the adhesive into irregularities of the adherend surface, as shown in figure

4.1. Kinloch [171 states that mechanically roughened adherends "do not generally result

in a surface topography with cavities suitable for establishing mechanical interlocking with

an adhesive." He instead advocates "chemically roughened" (typically anodized) surfaces

for good interlocking. However, unpublished work by Oosting at Delft University [241 has

established an empirical relationship between surface roughness of mechanically abraded

substrates and adhesive strength. Both mechanical and chemical roughening result in the

exposure of more surface area to be bonded. This may be the real reason for their

apparent improvement in bond strength.

The mechanical interlocking theory has not adhesive
gained wide acceptance. Moreover, machppical pnec anJqal n

several characteristics of adhesive bonding nnootig ,nits ockg liec angjul

cannot be explained by mechanical

interlocking alone. It cannot, for example,

explain the decrease in bond strength that

accompanies long-term exposure to a hot,

humid environment. However, mechanical

surface abrasion does provide the following

benefits:

Figure 4. 1. Mechanical interlocking.
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* removal of contaminants (oxide layers, grease, paint, etc.) and improved
wettability,

* increase in the total surface area to be bonded, and

* increase in the energy dissipated in fracture compared to a polished surface.

"Chemically roughened" (i.e., anodized) surfaces will be discussed in detail in section 4.5.

4.4 Design and Analysis of Bonded Repairs

The goal of a properly designed bonded repair is to restore the damaged structure's

ultimate load carrying capability. Damage growth should either be arrested or significantly

retarded. The repair must be carried out without causing further damage or creating a new

weak link in the structure. In short, the repair allows the structure to fulfill its original

intended function.

This section will discuss the mechanics of adhesive bonds. It focuses on the forces acting

on the constituents of the bond and presents some simple rules of thumb for adhesive

bonded repairs. The discussion is closed with comments on the damage tolerance of

flawed bonded repairs.

4.4. 1 Forces Acting on an Adhesive Bond

A well-designed adhesive bond transfers loads through shear, not through normal tensile

loading of the adhesive. Shear and normal forces make up the basic types of loads acting

on adhesive bonds, as shown in figure 4.2. Normal, or mode I loads, occur perpendicular

to the plane of the bond. Mode II (shearing) loads act parallel to the bond surface.

Combined loads are variously called peel or cleavage forces, but these are primarily terms

of convenience. Peeling loads usually refer to the combined shear and tensile loads acting

on a thin adherend, while cleavage forces are the result of an offset tensile load.
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normal shear peel cleavage

Figure 4.2. Forces acting on an adhesive bond.

Understanding the various loads that can occur in an adhesive joint aids in the proper

design of adhesively bonded repairs and in the selection of a good repair adhesive. Many

examples of 'good" joint design are given in the literature (see figure 4.3). However, the

repairer does not always have as much flexibility as the designer of a new structure. For

example, while the double lap shear joint is commonly recognized as a far superior lap joint

configuration to the single lap, the repairer may be forced to use a single lap configuration.

A well-designed joint avoids or minimizes tensile, peel and cleavage loads.

Taking the single-sided lap configuration as typical of a repair joint, one immediately

notices similarities with the one-sided riveted patch discussed in the previous chapter.

Indeed, as shown in figure 4.4, the offset of the neutral plane induces significant bending

moments in the repaired skins at the edges of the patch. This bending results in severe

peel forces in the adhesive at the same point where the adhesive is subjected to the

highest shear stresses. In reality the highest shear stress occurs very near, but not at the

end of, the overlap. Otherwise the free edge of the adhesive would have to sustain a non-

zero shear stress, which is impossible. Nonetheless, the stress state described illustrates

the need for adhesives with both good shear strength and adequate peel resistance.
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Good designs Poor designs

ti

To reduce our-of-plane
transverse tensile stresses:

Figure 4.3. Examples of "goodo and "poor" joint designs (171.
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Figure 4.4. Combined bending and non-uniform shear stress distribution
along the bond area of a single lap joint under tensile load [25).

Smart design practices can have real impact on the performance of an adhesively bonded

repair. For example, tapering the ends of the patch reduces the bending moments and

hence the peel forces. Furthermore, increasing the overlap length reduces the average

shear stress in the bond line. A long overlap increases the fracture load of a bonded single

lap joint up to a plateau value, as shown in figure 4.5.

30

Nominal shear stress

at fracture, Tf - 30
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- 2C;
.• Fracture a• .
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0 5o 100
Overlap length, 1. (Mm)

Figure 4.5. Experimentally determined fracture load and stress of bonded modified phenolic
adhesive/aluminum alloy single lap joints; function of overlap length (171.
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The designer of a bonded repair is cautioned here not to succumb to the temptation of

choosing the minimum overlap length suitable to gain sufficient joint strength. A longer

overlap than the structurally defined optimum adds long-term durability and damage

tolerance of a joint, which will be discussed later.

The thickness of the adhesive bond line also plays an important role in the strength of a

bonded joint, as illustrated in figure 4.6. Thicker bond lines rely on the bulk cohesive

properties of the adhesive, while thinner bonds take greater advantage of the (stronger)

interfacial adhesion forces.

40

30
IL

C 20

0C
0 "0

0

0.00 0.40 0.80 1.20

Bond Line Thickness, mm

Figure 4.6. Effect of bond line thickness on the shear strength

of hot-bonded single lap joints [251.

Analysis of bonded joints was pioneered by Volkerson in 1938. Kinloch [171 presents an

English translation of Volkerson's linear elastic method, which considers only the shear

forces acting on a joint. Goland and Reissner [261 in 1944 first recognized the significance

of eccentricity and its effect on the mechanical performance of adhesive joints. Their

method incorporates bending and rotation of the adherends in a linear elastic analysis. This

accounts for the significant tensile stresses occurring through the thickness of the adhesive

at the ends of a bonded single lap joint.
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Many other researchers [27-331 have extended this analysis with both closed-form

analytical and finite element techniques to include non-uniform through-the-thickness stress
distributions and elastic-plastic adhesive response. However, the Goland and Reissner

method gives accurate results as applied to the typical fuselage structure. It is not the

intent of this writer to review these competing methods rigorously. Rather, this section

presents the important results needed to allow the designer and installer of bonded aircraft

structural repairs to proceed with confidence by following certain guidelines. A rigorous

calculation of the stresses in the bond line follows in chapter 5.

4.4.2 Design Guides for Bonded Repairs to Aluminum Skins

The PABST program led to a much better understanding of the overall performance of the

adhesive bond line [1,131. In short, the static strength of an adhesive bond is not what

determines its overlap length. Rather, the overlap must be long enough to develop a

central area of very low adhesive shear stresses. This area acts to anchor the bond to
resist creep, further acting as an insurance policy against small areas of poor bonding

(porosity, disbonds, etc.). The following general guidelines apply to metal bonded fuselage

repairs.

Choose repair materials to have static load-carrying capability equal to the skins

being repaired.

Use a double lap arrangement whenever practical.

Use overlap distances of roughly 30 times the base skin thickness for double lap
bonded repairs, or 80 times thickness for single lap repairs. This assures that the
bond remains at least twice as strong as the underlying structure for skins up to 2.3
mm in thickness. This covers most fuselage skins up to the C-5 Galaxy. It also
adds damage tolerance to the bond, as discussed below.

Taper the thickness of the repair patch at its ends to relieve adhesive peel stresses.
The slope of the taper should be about 1:10.

Make sure a smooth fillet is produced in the bonding process. The fillet helps to
reduce the mode I (tensile) stress concentrations that occur at the edge of the
overlap.
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4.4.3 Damage Tolerance of Bonded Repairs

Hart-Smith presents persuasive arguments that properly designed and installed bonded
repairs to fuselage skins can tolerate large flaws without loss of strength and fail-safety
(341. After all, the properly designed bonded repair is much stronger than the adherends.

This allows it to avoid acting as "a weak-link fuse in the event of subsequent damage to

an adjacent area [131."

In bonds with the previously prescribed overlap length, large bond flaws do not act to
increase adhesive peak stresses; rather, they only shift the location of those peaks. This
means that bonded joints with large flaws can be left unrepaired. Smaller flaws exposed to
moisture need to be sealed to prevent freeze-thaw cycles from enlarging the defect size.
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4.5 Surface Pretreatment

"The prebond surface preparation of metallic adherends is the most critical step in
the adhesive bonding process. If not done correctly, all else is for naught."

T. J. Reinhart, Bonded Repair of Aircraft Structures (11988)

4.5. 1 Production Surface Pretreatments

Aluminum pretreatments that produce a clean surface with a stable oxide film are the key

to high adhesive strength and good bond durability. However, before the PABST program,

no well-documented scientific basis existed for the evaluation and quality control of pre-

bond surface treatments. Some manufacturers, especially Fokker, had success with the

chromic acid anodize (CAA) process. However, concerns about the discharge of

chromates into the environment should soon end the use of CAA in most of the

industrialized world.

The accepted standard is the PABST pretreatment. It involves degreasing the adherends in

a solvent, followed by washing in an alkaline solution, deoxidizing (or pickling) in a

chromic-sulfuric acid bath, and phosphoric acid anodizing (PAA). The properly anodized

surfaces are then air dried, sprayed with an adhesion-promoting, corrosion-inhibiting primer

such as BR-127, and oven-cured. The PAA process is "easily controlled, highly

reproducible and lacks few critical process variables." The aerospace industry employs it

widely [351. It forms the baseline surface pretreatment process in these discussions.

In a further attempt to reduce environmental damage by eliminating the chromic-sulfuric

etching step, Boeing and its subcontractors have recently developed the boric-sulfuric acid

anodizing (BSAA) process [27,281. The process looks quite promising; however, as it is a

production process, it will not be considered here.

One drawback to the use of the standard PAA process is the need for submersing the

adherend in a tank. This limits its application to off-aircraft bonded repairs (typically

removable secondary structures). The development of the Phosphoric Acid Non-Tank

Anodizing (PANTA) process by Boeing overcame this limitation. An improvement over

PANTA known as PACS (for Phosphoric Acid Containment System) allows easier

application and performs equivalently with tank PAA processes [381. PACS and other non-

tank pretreatment processes will be discussed and evaluated in the following section.
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4.5.2 Pretreatmenta for on-Aircraft Repair

Choose "not for a fine glossy surface but such qualities as would wear well."
Oliver Goldsmith, The Vicar of Wakefield (1766)

When faced with an on-aircraft repair situation, one has many potential choices for surface

preparation. These range from simple surface abrasion to passivating treatments (e.g.,

Alodine and Pasa Jell) to non-tank anodizing. Researchers in Australia and the United

States are investigating methods that involve mechanical abrasion of the two adherend

surfaces followed by a wipe with adhesion-promoting silane wetting agents. The silane

wipe attempts to create so-called primary bonds between the adherends and the epoxy

adhesives commonly used in bonded repair.

Most surface preparation techniques involve the following basic steps:

"a degrease and rinse
"a deoxidize and rinse
"* chemically etch/anodize, rinse and dry
"• prime

The adherend must be prepared to produce a clean surface free of oils and other

contamination. The surface must be easily wettable to ensure good bond strength and

possess a stable oxide layer for long-term durability and corrosion resistance. These

conditions must be met reliably with a method that considers the realities of the

maintenance environment.

As part of this research project, 23 surface pretreatments were evaluated for peel strength

and durability. The evaluated pretreatments were various combinations of mechanical and

chemical deoxidizing procedures, passivating or anodizing steps and the selective use of

adhesive primers, as shown in table 4.2. Three types of pretreatments were evaluated:

Electrochemically produced anodized coatings (tank PAA and PACS), chemical conversion

coatings (Alodine 1200 and Pasa Jell 105) and mechanical abrasion. The details are

explained in the following paragraphs.

4.5.2. 1 Anodizing pretreatment processes. Anodic coatings are "grown" on the bonding

surface by passing an electric current through the adherend via a conductive acid medium

(in this case, the acid is H3P0 4 ). The adherend acts as the anode in an electrochemical
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cell, producing a stable, adherent oxide coating of typically 0.1 to 1.0 Jum thick. The

expected surface morphology of a properly applied phosphoric acid anodic coating is

shown schematically in figure 4.7. The surface has a rough, interlocked appearance that

has been variously described as "trees" and "antlers."

Table 4.2. Preteatments evaluated in this program.
Pretreatment Type/ Oxide removal Passivating Adhesive

Reporting code method method Primer
Anodizing

Std PAA EC Chromic-sulfuric Tank PAA EC-3960
SB PAA EC etch EC-3960
SB PAA Scotch Brite coarse none
SB PACS " PACS BR-1 27
BR PACS none
SB PACS

Deoxidizersi
Conversion
Coatings Scotch Brite + HF Alodine 1200 EC-3960

SB HF Al EC Scotch Brite 3 EC-3960
SB Al EC Scotch Brite + HF U silane
SB HF Al Si Scotch Brite + HF none
SB HF Al Scotch Brite " none
SB Al Hydrofluoric acid EC-3960
HF Al EC etch EC-3960
GB HF Al Grit blast + HF etch U none
EC Grit blast + HF etch " EC-3960
GB HF Al Grit blast
GB Al EC

Pasa Jell 105 EC-3960
Scotch Brite coarse " silane

SB Pasa EC " none
SB Pasa Si " EC-3960
SB Pasa Grit blast U none
GB Pasa EC
GB Pasa

Mechanical only
SB med Scotch Brite medium none none
SB coarse Scotch Brite coarse U U

GB only Grit blast

The standard PAA process has been described extensively in the literature [32,39,401 and

will not be rep-oduced in detail here. One sometimes overlooked by-product of the process

is a prodigious amount of hydrogen gas, which must be removed from the bath as it is

produced. This can be accomplished quite easily in a tank process by agitating the bath
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with air bubbles. However, when non-tank methods such as PACS or PANTA are

employed, gas removal must be accomplished by good agitation of the setup and well-

planned flow paths.

-4W A

Figure 4.7. Idealized structure of phosphoric acid anodic coating, providing a wchemically
roughened" surface and mechanical interlockb-g. 1000 Angstroms = 0. 1 pm [391

The PACS process was accomplished according to Boeing specifications [38,411. The

goal of the process is to produc6 a high quality phosphoric anodize layer on the part to be

bonded, without removing it from the aircraft.

In the present tests, the PACS treatments were preceded by degreasing the surface with

acetone. The degreasing step was followed by mechanically grinding it with a coarse

Scotch Brite brush.

4.5.2.2 Deoxidigers and "conversion coatings. u The strong deoxidizer hydrofluoric acid

(HF) and the proprietary chemical conversion coating products Alodine 1200 and Pasa Jell

105 were considered. The concept behind them is the removal of old oxides and the

creation of a uniform thin passive oxide film on the bonding surface. The conversion

coatings are mixtures of strong acids that etch the adherend surface. The Alodine and

Pasa Jell products also contain chromates as corrosion inhibitors.

4.5.2.3 Mechanical abrasion methods. Grinding and grit blasting have the effect of

removir., old paint and oxide layers and roughening the surface, increasing the area

available for bonding.
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4.5.2.4 Adhesive Primers. The primary function of the adhesive primer is to promote

good adhesion between the adhesive and the adherend by intimately wetting the adherend

surface. Adhesive primers are fundamentally adhesives (about 8-10 percent by weight)

that have been thinned down using an organic solvent (about 90 percent by weight). A

small amount of coupling agent (0.2 percent) is included.

A secondary but nonetheless important function of primers is their role in inhibiting

corrosion within the bond line. This is accomplished by the addition of a small amount of

chromates or other corrosion inhibitors to the thinned adhesive. This practice is also

undergoing changes to remove unhealthy substances such as heavy metals from the

environment. Primers also improve the handling qualities of pretreated sheets, allowing the

surfaces to be touched with gloved hands and enabling their safe storage. This removes

the need to accomplish a bonding operation in one shift, if desired.

Some primers have been developed to meet the stringent anti-pollution requirements of

California. These Nlow volatile organic compound" primers are often a water-based

emulsion [421. Little is known about their long-term effectiveness.

Primed samples manufactured at Delft and tested in this effort used the 3M primer EC-

3960. It was sprayed on the pretreated aluminum surface and allowed to dry at room

temperature for 30 minutes. The samples were then dried at 1200 C for one hour. In a

repair environment, drying can be accomplished with heat lamps or hot air guns. A primer

thickness of 6±1 pm was used. One wedge edge sample in this test program was

manufactured at Boeing and was primed with American Cyanamid BR-127, similar to EC-

3960.

4.5.2.6 Silanes. Early investigations into silane coupling agents began after World War II.

In 1947, Witt and co-workers observed that the strength of glass fiber/polyester

composites treated with allyltriethoxysilane was doubled compared with fibers treated with

ethyltrichlorosilane [431. More recently, Windecker [351 and others [44,451 have

suggested the use of silanes in an aqueous abrasion technique as a replacement for the

standard PABST pretreatment for metal adhesive bonding. Results have been inconsistent

at best [38,441. Reports of good durability presented in the literature [451 were based on

short-term tests after only a few hours of exposure.
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In theory, silanes act as adhesion promoters or coupling agents between organic polymers

(adhesives) and metals (adherends). The silane functions by chemisorbing to the surface

of the metal, allowing a primary bond to form between the now-modified metal and the

adhesive. To achieve this effect, the silane should be applied as a monomolecular layer,

but in practice this can be hard to achieve.

Concern exists about the long-term endurance of silane treatments in place of anodization.

No stable oxide layer is established with silanes. Plueddemann [431 questioned the

durability of the silane-metal interface. Such bonds with "aluminum, for example, are not

resistant to hydrolysis." This means that while laboratory-produced silane treatments may

result in strong bonds, the durability of such bonds in a hot, humid environment will

probably be poor. The presence of multimolecular silane layers can actually expedite the

degradation process.

In the current tests, the aminosilane EC-3901 was used. A thin film of primer was applied

evenly to the aluminum surface with a moistened cheesecloth. The samples were air dried

for three hours before bonding or priming.

4.5.3 Destructive Test Methods

Many standardized tests exist for determining the suitability of pretreatments. One must

be careful to select qualification tests that represent the loads in the adhesive in the repair

joint. For example, the PABST program showed a significant viscoelastic character in

most structural adhesives. Test frequency, thus, is important in characterizing short

overlap bonded joint fatigue performance. Low frequency tests cause creep and rupture

(short fatigue life) in short overlaps. However, long overlap joints (which are more

representative of the actual structure), stabilize creep and give a long fatigue life [131.

Investigators commonly use three tests to qualify adhesives:

"* the wedge edge test,

"• the floating roller peel test, and

"* the lap shear test.

For the results reported in this section, the pretreatment method was the only variable. All

specimens were bonded using the epoxy film adhesive AF-163-2K (293 g/m 2 ). Curing

occurred in an autoclave cycle of 1200 C for one hour at a pressure of 350 kPa. Although
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this is not a realistic cure cycle for repairs, it was chosen to produce a consistently high-

quality bond. Suitable non-autoclave cure cycles will be discussed in section 4.6.

4.5.3.1 Wedge edge test (modified ASTM D-3762). Figure 4.8 shows the specimen

configuration, modified slightly with thicker adherends and a thicker wedge than the ASTM

standard. These changes reduce plastic deformation of the adherends and provide better

adhesive discrimination.

The wedge edge test can quickly judge the quality and durability of surface preparation. In

the test, a metal wedge is driven into the edge of a bonded specimen. The extension of

the resulting crack is monitored over a few hours. If little or no extension of the original

crack occurs, the already qualified bonding process is judged acceptable.

4

ao DISTANCE FROM LOAD POINT
TO INITIAL CRACK TIP

Aa = GROWTH DURING EXPOSURE

Figure 4. 8. Wedge edge test specimen.

Continued exposure to aggressive environments for up to eight weeks (35°C and 99

percent relative humidity in salt spray) gives good discrimination of the overall durability of

a particular pretreatment system. Boeing sets a maximum acceptable crack growth of

12.5 mm in 30 days after one week pre-exposure at 49*C in 100 percent humidity 1381.
However, hot/wet exposure primarily tests the adhesive in short to moderate duration

tests.
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The salt spray environment is considered more severe than hot/wet exposure. It is a better

discriminator of the corrosion susceptibility of the substrate. Thus, it was chosen for the

wedge edge tests. Wedge edge specimens manufactured with the 23 different

pretreatments listed already in table 4.2 were subjected to this environment. The resulting

crack extension was monitored during the eight weeks of exposure.

4.5.3.2 Floating roller peel test (modified ASTM D-3167). The test setup is shown in

figure 4.9. Peel tests performed at Delft typically have a thinner thin adherend and a

thicker thick adherend than listed in the ASTM standards. These differences lead to

comparatively lower peel values, because less elastic energy is stored in the adherends.

The crosshead speed was 100 mm/minute; testing was performed at room temperature.

The floating roller peel test induces loads never intended in a lap joint configuration.

Nevertheless, it is a good indicator of the overall quality of the bonding process. An

acceptable result is cohesive failure within the adhesive, while adhesive failure at the

adhesive/thick adherend interface usually indicates poor surface preparation. It is

especially useful in qualifying adhesives for bonded repair, because typical repair

configurations induce large peel loads into bond lines, as discussed in section 4.4. A

desirable floating roller peel minimum value is approximately 10 N/mm.

270.' 3e - 1 2

hac 300~v r rm ~ .

! *
_ i 0.4nvn

+ - 270 mn- ; 25 mn

Figure 4.9. Floating roller peel test coupon.
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4.5.3.3 Lap shear test (modified ASTM D-1002). Figure 4.10 shows the configuration
used at Delft. This test typically is performed at room temperature and the highest
intended use temperature.

2 mm

100 mm
- - bond area

25 MMn~ HA
25 mm 12,7 rrrn 25 mm

<4->

area in test grips

Figure 4. 10. Lap shear test coupon.

The lap shear test helps "to assure uniformity in the adhesive product but provides no
direct data useful in establishing design allowables for a bonded repair." This is because of
the short overlap length, which causes high average shear stresses and significant
secondary bending. This causes the adherends to plastically deform at relatively low loads

[461.

Hart-Smith, a member of the original PABST team, agrees: He calls the lap shear test "a
widely misunderstood source of data that cannot be related to the strength of any joint
other than the test coupon itse.f." [471 For these reasons it will not be used for surface
preparation comparison. The lap shear test will only be used in the adhesive comparison
tests presented in section 4.6. In the manufacturing or repair environment, however, it is
a useful quality assurance method that can be done easily alongside the production bonded
joint.
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4.5.4 Test Reults

"You can observe a lot by watching."
Yogi Berra

4.5.4. 1 Wedge edge test results. The wedge edge performance of the 23 pretreatments

tested is compared in figures 4.11 through 4.13. The specimens were subjected to eight

weeks of salt spray exposure at 35 0 C and 99 percent relative humidity. Each result

represents the average of five tests.

In figure 4.11, the results of the 13 unprimed specimens are rank-ordered. Crack

extension amounts are reported after one hour and more than 1,300 hours of exposure,

respectively. A modification of the standard tank PAA process, where the chromic-sulf uric

etch step was replaced by abrasion with Scotch Brite pads, is presented as a benchmark.

A short bar (low crack extension) indicates a durable surface preparation. The specimens

treated with Alodine 1200 and the PACS process all showed good durability, although they

could not match the tank process performance. These were followed in descending order

of performance by Pasa Jell 105, amino-silane EC-3901, and non-chemical treatments.

The specimens abraded with Scotch Brite alone failed completely after just four days of

exposure.

SO PAA (baseline) 0 [>11.388 beefs

GO A hour

SO HF AI Si anodizing protmoment*

SI HF Al

SD Al

so PACs

GB Page

GO soly

So Page Si
SB ood •"
SB orsod

1 10 20 30 40 56 Is 78 is

Crook Growth, mm

Figure 4.11 Wedge edge test results, 350C, 99% relative humidity
salt spray, no primer. Codes after Table 4.2.
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Figure 4.1 2 presents the outcome of the tests on the 10 primed specimens. The relative

rankings stayed approximately the same, with the anodize processes performing best. The

addition of the priming step moved the PACS ranking above the Alodine specimens. These

usually outperformed Pasa Jell, though the differences were slight. HF etching following

mechanical abrasion processes improved the durability only slightly. When either HF

etching or mechanical abrasion was used before the Alodine treatment, the mechanical

abrasion techniques gave superior performance. The worst performance was turned in by

the Scotch Brite/Pasa Jell/Primer combination. All other pretreatments tested except

Hydrofluoric/Alodine/Primer approached or exceeded the 1 2.5 mm maximum.

Std PAA EC baseline

ID>1.300 hourhsSO PAA EC anodizing protreatmentu 01 hour

SB PACS DR° ' " ' ' ° ' ......................................v.....
68 HF AlEC

Se HF Al EC conversion coatigsg

SB Al EC

GB Pass EC

GD AlEC

HF AIEC

SB Pass EC

1 if 20 30 41 50 II 78

Crack Growth, mm

Figure 4. 12. Wedge edge test results, 350C, 99% relative humidity salt spray,
primed with EC-3960. Codes after Table 4.2.

When a comparison of the performance of primed versus unprimed specimens is made

(figure 4.13), the positive influence of the priming step on durability is unmistakable. Of

the non-tank processes, only the Scotch Brite/Pasa Jell combination (worst performance

overall) did not exhibit a significant improvement upon priming. The remaining primed

specimens exhibited average improvements in long-term durability (measured as reductions

in crack growth) of 69 percent.
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Se PACS sz Pr ttme nt unprim ad

GB HF Al iprimsd

S0 HF Al
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Figure 4. 13. Effect of primer on long-term wedge edge test results at 350C, 99%
relative humidity salt spray. Selected non-tank pretreatments shown.

4.5.4.2 Floating Roller Peel Test Results. Based on the results of the wedge edge tests,

13 of the more durable pretreatments were continu,' to this phase. The average peel

strength of the tested pretreatments is shown in figure 4.14. Peel data are presented for

two test conditions: at room temperature in lab air and after exposure to 35 0C and 99

percent relative humidity for one week.

The data show much better peel results for the anodizing pretreatments (PAA and PACS).

However, the priming step has no clear influence on peel values.

Hot/wet exposure caused about 20 percent reduction in peel values. The exception was

for specimen pretreated with Scotch Brite/Hydrofluoric Acid Etch/Alodine /Primer, which

experienced a 60 percent drop in peel strength.
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Figure 4. 14. Floating roller peel test results for selected pretreatments.

4.5. 5 Discussion

The results show the superiority in durability and peel strength of the anodized and primed

pretreatments. PAA and PACS plus adhesive primer were the top two performers in both

tests.

In contrast, however, the durability ranking of the two conversion coatings was the
opposite of the peel strength results. The Alodine 1200 treatments, which outperformed
the Pasa Jell 105 in durability, gave poorer peel results. While promoting good durability,
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the Alodine treatment created a thicker, mechanically weaker interface than Pasa Jell

surface.

While the addition of a priming step improved the wedge edge durability of most

treatments, its effect on peel strength was minimal. In fact, the performance of the PACS

specimens primed with BR-127 and the Alodine 1200 specimens primed with EC-3960

was lower than their respective unprimed comparisons. Furthermore, the hot/wet

exposure had only limited influence on the results. This could be a function of the short

exposure time (one week) or that only the more durable pretreatments were continued to

this phase.

The influence of the mechanical abrasion technique can be seen if one compares the grit-

blasted (GB) specimens to those subjected to the Scotch Brite (SB) treatment, figures 4.11

through 4.13. The grit-blasted specimens, which gave slightly better wedge edge results,

also resulted in higher peel values for otherwise identical pretreatment processes.

The comparison of the adhesive primer EC-3960 to the aminosilane EC-3901 shows that

while primer gave better durability, the silane promoted higher peel values. While only one

silane treatment passed the durability screen, its peel strength was higher than its primed

equivalent, yet well below the desired 10 N/mm.

For bonded repairs to primary structure, the Boeing-developed PACS procedure including

the priming step emerges as the clear best choice. It combines excellent durability with

the highest peel strength values of any non-tank process. If equipment limitations rule out

the PACS procedure, the preferred alternative is the grit blast/HF/Alodine 1200/primer

procedure. The grit blast/Pasa Jell 105/primer process is also acceptable.
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4.6 Adhesives for Bonded Repair

Many potential repair adhesives exist. Criteria for adhesive selection must consider the

operational flight and ground loads and exposure to a wide range of temperatures and
humidities. As a minimum, one must bear in mind the following needs:

"* adequate long-term durability (as measured by the Delft-modified ASTM D
3762-79 wedge edge test introduced in section 4.5.3.1),

"* adequate static shear strength (>25 MPa by the Delft-modified ASTM D
1002-72 lap shear test, see section 4.5.3.3) and peel resistance (>10 N/mm
as defined by the Delft-modified ASTM D 3167-76 floating roller peel test,
discussed in section 4.5.3.2) at all expected service temperature/humidity
combinations,

"* fatigue resistance,

"* creep resistance,

"* low cure temperature (the nearer ambient, the better), and

"* curing with vacuum pressure only.

Equally important is the realization that operators perform most repairs with limited
equipment. The following adhesive characteristics are highly desirable:

* long storage life (> one year) and limited need for refrigeration,

* ease of handling (good tack and drape for film adhesives),

& long working life at room temperature (four hours or more), and

* limited release of toxic chemicals during repair.

Most western airlines have experience with bonded repair of secondary structures using

two-part paste epoxy adhesives. However, the demanding requirements of primary

structural repairs will probably force repairers to use higher-performance epoxy film
adhesives, which require freezer storage and have only about a six-month shelf life. Some

airlines, including KLM, already use rubber-toughened epoxy film adhesives.

In standard autoclave curing processes, the entire component to be bonded is placed inside

a vacuum bag. This allows the air in the bag to be evacuated before the curing process
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begins. The entire assembly is placed into an autoclave, which can apply high pressures

and controlled elevated temperature profiles to the bonded assembly. Proper autoclave

curing results in a void-free, strong, durable bond line.

When the part to be bonded cannot be placed in an autoclave, as occurs in most primary

structural repairs, one's choice of process parameters is limited. The non-autoclave

bonding process is limited to the low pressures achievable with vacuum bags, hydraulic

presses or electromagnetic clamps. Heating must be accomplished with electrical

resistance blankets, lamps or hot-air blowers, and temperature control of the bonded

assembly can be problematic.

This section will discuss recent developments in structural film adhesives for bonded

repairs. It includes an evaluation of the suitability of selected new and established

aerospace adhesives for use in bonded non-autoclave repair of thin aluminum sheets.

4.6. 1 Adhesives for Bonded Repair

An advance in adhesive technology resulted in the availability of structural adhesive films

that have long storage lives at room temperature. These films, known as the AF-377

series of 3M Company, have the added benefit of a low curing temperature (96°C vs the

standard 120°C for most structural adhesives). A cure temperature below 100°C avoids

blowing the core out of moisture-containing hollow structures (e.g., honeycomb) by boiling

the entrapped water [481.

The AF-377 series includes both adhesives and prepregs (carbon, glass, or aramid fibers

pre-impregnated with adhesive). It was developed primarily for the in-field repair of organic

matrix composite structures. The following sections describe three potential repair

adhesives considered and the results of a test program carried out to select a suitable

metal bond repair adhesive.

4.6. 1.1 AF-163-2K/2M. This adhesive was originally included as a benchmark. AF-1 63-2

is a state-of-the art rubber-toughened epoxy film adhesive used in the autoclave curing of

metal-to-metal and honeycomb sandwich bonded structures [49,501. Toughened

adhesives show greater resistance to peeling loads. It was not developed as a "repair
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adhesive. Nonetheless, it has been used successfully in bonded repairs [511.

Furthermore, it is well-characterized and commonly available.

4.6. 1.2 AF-377-K. This first-generation room temperature storable adhesive was provided

for evaluation by the 3M Company. The adhesive could be cured in a vacuum bag at 960 C
in two hours, or in one hour at 1200C. The lower cure temperature was considered

important in case curing was required in the presence of moisture-containing structure,

such as honeycomb.

Early testing performed as a part of this project showed the material to have low peel and

shear strengths compared to AF-163-2K. This was attributed to less than optimal cure

parameters used in the early tests. Furthermore, the glass fiber carrier resulted in poor

durability properties for the adhesive in the wedge edge test. Discussions with 3M

indicated a nylon knit carrier should solve the durability problem. Continued evaluations

were being planned when the original AF-377 version was superseded by AF-377-2. This

was to be available with both mat polyester (-2M) and knit nylon (-2K) carriers. Further

assessment of the original formulation AF-377-K was halted at that point.

4.6. 1.3 AF-377-2M/2K. According to the manufacturer, the "-2* version was developed

to remedy a problem with low resistance to organic solvents in the original version.

Unfortunately, this improved fluid resistance was a result of the removal of certain

proprietary catalysts from the original formulation. The new formulation requires two

hours to cure at 120°C; a 960C cure now takes six hours.

4.6.2 Non-autoclave Curing Techniques

As discussed earlier, one has a limited choice of curing conditions when faced with a

bonded repair. The techniques developed here involved the use of vacuum bags to supply

pressure in the bond line. Electrical resistance heat blankets provide the energy required to

cure the adhesive. Further information can be found on the subject in the literature

152,53).

Vacuum bagging refers to the sealing of a repair area with heat-resistant plastic films. By

evacuating the area to be bonded, the atmosphere provides the pressure required to
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accomplish the bonding process. Vacuum bag processes require that the patch and skin

contours match well.

Temperature control was achieved with a portable programmable digital controller and

some thermocouples placed on the patches. Heat loss to the environment was prevented

by placing simple insulating blankets over the bonding assembly.

When repairs are made to complex structures with attached ribs, stringers or spars, a wide

variation in temperatures can occur. Over thicker sections, the adhesive may not reach a

high enough temperature to cure properly, while the thin sections could be overheated. In

real structures, one must employ either multiple heating sources or use available zone-

controlled heat blankets. Because of financial limitations, only single-control heat blankets

were used in these tests.

Commercially available hot bonding carts usually employ independent controllers for each

heat zone used. Variables such as cure temperature, rise time, cure time, etc., can be

controlled via a microprocessor in the system. Such units provide alarm functions if

deviations occur in the programmed temperature profile or if vacuum pressure is lost. A

record of the bond cycle can be printed on paper or stored on floppy disk. A trial run

without adhesives is advised for a new situation.

4.6.3 Adhesive Performance Test Results

The following parameters were used based on the recommendations of 3M for vacuum

bag curing of AF-163-2K: Use the maximum attainable vacuum pressure (90-95 kPa) for

45 minutes. Heat at a rate of 2.81C per minute, relaxing the vacuum to 35 kPa at 50*C.

Hold at 1200 C for one hour, followed by cooling at 3.8°C per minute until vacuum release.

The optimum curing parameters for AF-377-2 had not been developed when this series

was begun, so an iterative approach was followed in their establishment [54-581.

4.6.3.1 Floating Roller Peel Test. The floating roller peel test, described in section

4.5.3.2, was used to establish cure parameters for AF-377-2 in a two-hour, 120*C cure.

For each cure cycle variation, five specimens wera tested. Surface preparation consisted

of standard tank PAA pretreatments and EC-3960 adhesive primer. All specimens spent

45 minutes at full vacuum (90 kPa) before heating, and had the vacuum pressure lowered

when they reached 60. The heating rate, vacuum pressure during cure, and cooling rate
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were varied. The goals were to produce an acceptable peel strength with a uniform bond

thickness while minimizing voids and bleeding.

The AF-377-2 was tested in two film weights (146 and 293 g/m 2). Furthermore, two

carrier types were investigated (nylon knit, -2K, and polyester mat, -2M). The results of an

empirical study of bonding variables are shown in table 4.3.

Table 4.3. Results of cure parameter variations on peel stren of AF-377-2
Adhesive, Heating rate, Vacuum, kPa Cooling Rate, Peel Strength, Comments
film weight °C/minute above 600C °C/minute N/mm (average)

AF-1 63-2K

293 g/m 2  2.8 35 3.8 12.2 baseline
AF-377-2K
293 g/m 2  2.9 s0 2.7 3.6 heavy bleeding, thin bond

lines, voids & starvation

2.7 35 3.0 3.8 moderate bleeding, voids &
starvation, cohesive failure

2.7 10 3.1 3.0 low bleeding, large voids,
flat cohesive failure

5.6 35 5.0 3.0 v. low bleeding, large
voids, highest heating rate

4.0 35 4.5 2.9 low bleeding, large voids,
film thickness & strength
variation

AF-377-2M
293 g/m 2  4.3 35 5.0 2.9 variation in bond thickness

and peel strength near
146 glm2  edges

4.6 35 5.0 5.2 artificially aged/constant

thickness, little bleeding,
few voids, rough adhesive
fracture surface

A problem encountered early in the program involved a large variation in thickness found in

the AF-377-2 films. This led to air entrapment during lay-up and excessive voids in the

bond lines. When these films were received from 3M, they were tacky. The films

progressed naturally to a tack-free brittle state after four to six weeks at room

temperature. Frequent handling of the films during their tacky stage probably caused the

thickness variations. This problem was overcome by artificially aging the films directly to a
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tack-free state upon receipt. Aging was performed in an oven at 65*C for three hours. The

long-term effects of such artificial aging on the mechanical properties and storage

characteristics of the adhesive are as yet unknown.

The best combination of curing parameters for the AF-377-2 turned out to be a moderately

low vacuum .pressure at the curing temperature (35 kPa) coupled with high heating and

cooling rates (4 to 5VC per minute). These conditions produced more consistent bond line

thicknesses, less bleeding, and an acceptable amount of voids.

The higher peel performance of the thinner AF-377-2M (5.2 N/mm for the 146 g/m 2,

polyester mat carrier) can be attributed to several factors. The failure surfaces of the

thicker films typically showed a flat and featureless cohesive failure in the adhesive near

the adhesive/primer interface. However, in the thinner areas of bond lines (typically near

the edges of the specimens) the fracture surface followed the carrier film and was much

rougher. This was accompanied locally by a higher peel strength. When the thinner film

with the mat carrier fractured, the roughness was more pronounced and covered almost

100 percent of the surface.

Figure 4. 15a. Nylon knit carrier used in AF-377-2K.
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The differences in performance can be better explained by examining micrographs of the

two carriers, shown in figure 4.15. The nylon knit carrier (4.15a) has larger gaps and

presents a low surface area to the adhesive, while the mat carrier (4.15b) shows a random

pattern. The mat carrier presents more surfaces on which to bond. Adhesive fractures

along the mat carrier require more energy by creating additional fracture surfaces.

Figure 4. 15b. Polyester mat carrier used in AF-377-2M.

Figure 4.16 recapitulates the floating roller peel results, including an AF-163-2K sample

made in the autoclave as a further reference. The vacuum-cured AF-377-2M

demonstrated peel values less than half those of AF-163-2 cured with vacuum pressure.

All additional tests to AF-377-2 in the following two sections will follow the final cure

cycle shown in table 4.3, using AF-377-2M in the 146 g/m 2 film weight. Vacuum-cured

and autoclave-cured AF-163-2K, 293 g/m 2 , will continue to function as the reference

adhesives.
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Figure 4. 16. Floating roller peel test results.

4.6.3.2 Wedge edge tests. Specimens were prepared as in the previous section. The

standard PAA tank processes were followed by EC-3960 primer applied in a thickness
ranging from 4.5 to 5.0 pm, according to the appropriate specifications. Instead of the

salt fog exposure used to challenge the pretreatments and aluminum substrates in section

4.5, a distilled water environment of 351C and 99 percent relative humidity was used.

(Water is more damaging to epoxy adhesive properties, salt fog is harder on aluminum

surfaces.) The specimens were exposed for eight weeks and crack growth was monitored

throughout.

Figure 4.17 shows the crack length versus time for the following sample types: AF-1 63-

2K cured both in an autoclave and with a vacuum bag, AF-377-2M cured with a vacuum

bag, and the original formulation AF-377-K cured in the vacuum bag. One sees a large

difference in performance between the rubber-toughened AF-163 and the more brittle AF-

377 series.
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Figure 4. 17. Crack length versus time for wedge edge specimens
exposed to 350 C, 99% relative humidity.

Apparently the low cure pressure of the vacuum bag cycle has no influence on the

durability of AF-163-2K. The large initial crack opening seen with the 377 resins,

however, is an indication of the low peel strength of the more brittle adhesives. This is not

necessarily a sign of poor durability.

A flat crack extension slope over time may indicate good adhesive durability. However,

because of the large initial crack opening displacement of both AF-377 formulations, the

remaining crack driving force is smaller.

When crack extension was considered as the durability criterion, only the AF-377-K

performed poorly. (Recall that this original formulation used a glass knit carrier, which is
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known to cause poor hot/wet performance.) This deficiency ruled out AF-377-K from

further consideration. A direct comparison between AF-163 and AF-377-2M is not

meaningful.

4.6.3.3 Single lap shear tests. Specimens received the standard PAA pretreatment and

EC-3960 adhesive primer before bonding. The same cure parameters chosen for the peel

tests were used for the single lap shear specimens. Five specimens were produced of

each adhesive.

Testing always resulted in the desired cohesive failure mode. Figure 4.19 presents the

average results of the tests. All adhesives showed good performance.

45
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Figure 4. 19. Single lap shear test results.
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4.6.4 Discussion

The techniques demonstrated here show that good quality adhesive bonds can be

accomplished outside the autoclave without adding too much complexity to the task of

fuselage skin repairs.

Variations in thickness in AF-377 probably resulted from handling the adhesive in its tacky

state. Artificial aging of the adhesive is recommended before shipping the adhesive to

users. This can improve the quality of the bond by reducing the amount of voids in the

bond line.

The mat carrier film version of AF-377 (-2M) gave the best overall performance of the AF-

377 formulations tested. Its higher peel strength compared with the knit carrier (2K) can

be attributed to the greater creation of new fracture surfaces with the mat formulation.

However, its peel strength was still less than half that of AF-1 63-2K cured with the

vacuum bag and heat blanket.

The results of these tests emphasize the need for considering the complete operationai

environment when choosing an adhesive for bonded repairs. Adhesives used for single-

sided bonded repairs to metal fuselage skins will see significant peel loads. While the

optimized cure cycle developed for the AF-377-2M showed adequate durability and high

lap shear strength, its low peel strength was disappointing.

The ability to store an adhesive at room temperature is highly desirable. However, the low

peel strength of the current formulation of AF-377-2 indicates a need for further

toughening before it can be recommended as a metal repair adhesive. AF-1 63-2K will be

used for further bonded repairs performed in this research effort.
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4.7 Patch Materials

The availability of lightweight, strong, stiff fibers originally developed for use in composite
primary structures has led researchers to investigate their application to patching of

cracked aluminum aircraft structures. Crack patching exploits the high specific stiffness
properties of fibers such as carbon and boron to reinforce cracked aluminum structure.

Crack patching works by extending the remaining life of the structure by slowing its rate of

crack growth. Table 4.4 [591 compares some important properties of typical composite

and metallic repair materials.

Table 4.4. Vatious materials considered
for bonded pa i of aluminum aircraft structures.

Specific Coefficient Approximate
Patch Tensile of Thermal F " tive
Material Modulus Expansion, Material Cost

GPa-cm 3/g 1 06 /0C
2024-T3 (clad, polished) 26 23 1

R-Glass/Epoxy 20 6.1 1

Aramid/Epoxy 42 -0.8 2

GLARE 2 (3/2) 26 20 5
HM 35 Carbon/Epoxy 120 -1 16

FT700 Carbon/Epoxy 194 -1 24
Boron/Epoxy 103 4.5 40

Properties for unidirectional composite prepregs, 60% fiber volume content, except aramid/

epoxy, 50% fiber volume content. Composite costs are fibers; prepreg prices are higher. [591

Aluminum is the most widely used repair material, primarily due to its low cost, ease of

use and wide availability. However, it is uncommon as a bonded repair patch material.
Maintainers typically use rivets to attach aluminum patches, as was discussed in chapter

2.

Glass fibers are attractive to repairers: They are economical and widely available.
Maintainers have employed bonded glass fibers for decades to repair secondary structures

such as radomes and control surfaces. Although modern glass fibers have excellent

strength and high strain-to-failure (5 percent), glass/epoxy prepregs have specific stiffness

lower than aluminum.
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GLARE 2 unidirectional fiber metal laminate has the same specific stiffness as aluminum

and moderate cost. GLARE is well-known for its exceptional resistance to fatigue [61 and

impact 171. Its outer layer of aluminum acts as a natural environmental barrier. Unlike

most composite prepreg materials, GLARE has an unlimited shelf life, and can be plastically

deformed.

Aramid/epoxy unidirectional prepregs have about 1.6 times the specific s ýs of

aluminum and are available at moderate cost. Aramid fibers are sensitive to ,.oisture

pickup from the environment, which has a harmful effect on the mechanical properties of

the adhesive bond. (Boeing had well-publicized moisture pickup problems with

aramid/epoxy composite control surfaces in the 1980s.) This can be alleviated by bonding

a thin protective sheet of aluminum over the composite patch to keep out moisture. (Tt s

is in fact a good practice to assure the durability of all bonded composite patches.)

Other factors influencing the use of aramid fibers as a crack patching material are the

effect of residual thermal stresses and of the fatigue ratio R (ar=/r=a.) on the fibers.

Bonding aramid fibers to aluminum above room temperature induces a residual

compressive stress in the fibers. Roebroeks [61 found this residual stress contributed to the

pullout, microbuckling and final failure of aramid fibers in ARALL laminates tested in

constant amplitude fatigue at R = 0. This indicates that crack patching of pressurized

fuselages with aramid/epoxy patches might be problematic.

Carbon/epoxy prepregs combine high to extremely high specific stiffness with good

availability at moderate to high costs. The use of carbon fibers as crack patching materials

has achieved varying degrees of success. One limitation to their use is the large galvanic

couple between carbon and aluminum. This can cause rapid corrosion of the aluminum.

Thin barrier plies of glass fibers between the carbon and aluminum layers can overcome

this problem. The extremely high specific stiffness of the newest carbon fibers suggest

they may be cost- and weight-competitive with the well-characterized boron/epoxy

system.

Boron/epoxy has received perhaps the most attention and application recently as a patch

material. It combines one of the highest available specific stiffnesses with none of the

galvanic problems suffered by carbon fibers. The major obstacle to its widespread

application is its extremely high cost. Boron is expensive because of the enormous

amounts of energy required for its manufacture. Moreover, its low annual production is
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only 16,000 kg from a sole supplier. The large boron fiber diameter (about 12 times

greater than carbon) results in a stiff, "boardy" prepreg that makes forming and working

with the prepregs more difficult. This limits boron/epoxy patches to gentler curvatures

than carbon/epoxy. As discussed earlier, its major crack patching application has been to

extend the life of thick structures whose replacement is too costly.

All fibers considered for use in crack patching have a coefficient of thermal expansion

lower than aluminum. This can lead to unfavorable residual tensile stresses in the repaired

structure after curing of the patch, which will be analyzed in detail in chapter 5.
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4.8 Inspection of Bonded Repairs

One of the best preserved castles in the Netherlands is Muiderslot, a stone fortress
in the middle of the Vecht River. It was built around 1280 for Count Floris V of
Holland and Zeeland. It contains a Ridderzaal, or Knights Hall, used in the
administration of justice. The Knights Hall contained a limestone table that was
used to inspect coins offered in payment of river tolls. The coins were tapped on
the table; if the sound was good, the coins were accepted. If the traveler offered
counterfeit coins, he ended up in the dungeon beneath the Hall.

The quality assurance of an adhesively bonded repair patch is a challenge. Riveted repairs

can be visually inspected and their strength can be reliably predicted based on external

condition. However, adhesive bonds can pass all sorts of non-destructive tests and still

have little or no bond strength. Inspection mitltods can be roughly divided into two

groups: inspection of the constituents that make up the bonding operation (process

control) and inspections performed after the bonding operation has been accomplished.

4.8. 1 Process Control

As discussed in previous sections, controlling the surface pretreatment process is the most

important step in achieving a high-quality bond. Keys to consistent high-quality bond

pretreatments include:

"* adequate training of bonding personnel,

"* absolute cleanliness in the pretreatment and bonding areas,

"* control of the chemicals involved in the pretreatments, and

"* surface inspection of the pretreated adherends prior to bonding ("water break' test,

anodize and primer layer inspections).

The PABST program showed conclusively that if the adherends fit together before bonding,

there was no need to inspect them after bonding, because they were properly bonded.

Further, if the pre-bond fit was poor, there was no point in inspecting the bond either---it

was unacceptable. Experienced metal bond engineers emphasize that inspecting quality

into a product after the fact is the least cost-effective approach for bonded structures. On

the contrary, investing in controlling the individual steps (good training, proper surface

pretreatments, adequate bond tools and bonding process control) pays much greater

dividends (13,601.
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4.8.2 Inspection of Adhesive Bonds

Having been duly warned, methods for bond inspections will be discussed nonetheless. A

common practice has been the concurrent production of destructive lap shear, peel or

wedge edge test specimens with the execution of the bonded repair. The concept here is

that if the test specimen performs adequately, the quality of the overall bonding operation

is also acceptable. The limitation here is that the tests reveal data only about the static

properties of the bond. They give no information about long-term durability.

Non-destructive bond inspections rely on some type of energy put into a bonded structure.

For many years, the well-known "coin tap" method has been popular with maintenance

personnel for assessing bond integrity. It is highly dependent on operator skill, experience

and hearing acuity.

Some semi-automated devices, such as the simple, hand-portable "Woodpecker," are in

use at major airline maintenance departments. They operate on a similar pulse-echo

principle, sending sonic energy into the part and measuring its reflection. The proven

Fokker bond tester uses a resonance-shift principle to detect disbonds [611. More complex

ultrasonic techniquas such as A-scan and C-scan are less suitable for field use, because

they require a couplant fluid to be placed on the inspected surface. Through-transmission

ultrasound is virtually impossible because it requires unhindered access to both sides of the

structure. The reader is referred to Krautkramer and Krautkramer [621 and Ensminger [631

for further details.

Once a disbond or other defect is found, the question shifts to what to do with it. Many

minor delaminations should simply be left alone. "With a local disbond, testing on the

PABST program clearly indicated that adhesive bonds are far more tolerant of flaws and

porosity" than was previously believed [131. A properly designed adhesive bond, much

stronger than the adherends, is quite forgiving of small delaminations. Repair of a

delamination is typically done by drilling into the delaminated area and injecting repair

adhesive. This can result in unintended "sabotage" by inducing corrosion in the bond line.

This occurs because moisture is allowed in and the protective anodic layer has been

destroyed by drilling [60].
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4.9 Summary and Conclusions

The basics of adhesive bonded repairs for aluminum aircraft fuselages have been

presented, with emphasis on the practical aspects. Some simple rules of thumb for patch

design make it possible for bonded patches to be produced by maintenance personnel.

An extensive evaluation of existing and developmental surface preparation techniques

showed the Boeing Phosphoric Acid Containment System (PACS) plus adhesive priming to

be the superior in-field pretreatment. It combines excellent durability with the highest peel

strength values of any non-tank process. Two non-anodizing treatments gave adequate

strength and durability as well. However, the aminosilane EC-3901 was unable to meet

either the strength or long-term durability requirements of bonded repairs. It is not

recommended for use.

A newly developed epoxy film adhesive with the ability to be stored for long periods at

room temperature was investigated. AF-377-2M was evaiuated for strength and durability

using the high-performance toughened epoxy film AF-163-2K as a comparison. A long

shelf life at room temperature is highly beneficial in the maintenance environment.

Nevertheless, the low peel strength of the current formulation of AF-377-2 makes it less

desirable as a metal repair adhesive. AF-163-2K will be used in further bonded repair

research described here.

Experience has shown that consistent high-quality bonding requires investments in

adequate training of bonding personnel, attention to detail and cleanliness in the

pretreatment and bonding areas, and strict control of pretreatment and bonding processes.

While good bond inspection techniques exist and can be used in the field, trying to inspect

quality into the bond after the fact is not cost-effective. Further rework of improperly

installed bonded repairs frequently does more damage than good.

The following two chapters will delve further into the analytical and practical aspects of

bonded repairs.
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Chapter 5: AnalyWis of Bonded Crack Patching

5.1 Introduction

"Give me a spirit that on this life's rough sea
Loves t' have his sails filled with a lusty wind,
Even till his sail-yards tremble, his masts crack,
And his rapt ship run on her side so low
That she drinks water, and her keel plows air."

George Chapman,
The Conspiracy of Charles, Duke of Byron (1608)

"Crack patching" refers to the application of adhesively bonded advanced composite
materials to the repair of cracked metal structures. Crack patching was first successfully

applied to the fracture-critical D6AC steel wing pivot fitting of the General Dynamics F-i 11

around 1969. The Australian Aeronautical Research Laboratories (ARL) and others have

developed this concept further, successfully bonding strong, stiff boron/epoxy or

carbon/epoxy composites to cracked thick aircraft structural parts [1-71. The technique
has extended the useful lives of flawed airframes for many years at a reasonable cost.

More recently, the United States Air Force has announced plans tc reinforce cracked metal

longerons on the B-1 B using boron/epoxy patches 181. Federal Express, boron

manufacturer Textron and Boeing recently began a cooperative service evaluation of

boron/epoxy doublers on the fuselages of two Boeing 747 freighters [91.

Advanced composites can provide high structural efficiency to a repair, and in certain

cases they may be the only acceptable choice. Crack patching should be viewed as

another specialized tool in the repertoire of the damage tolerant repair technician, rather

than as a technique to be used every day in all structural repair situations. Crack patching

is particularly attractive when replacement of the original cracked structure is exceptionally

difficult or expensive, or when replacement parts are unavailable.

This chapter will explain the crack patching analysis developed by Rose and his colleagues.

The analysis is expanded further to include the significant thermal effects induced by the

large temperature differences between the bonding process and cruise conditions, and the

effect of bending induced by a single-sided patch repair is covered.

The entire crack patching analysis package is presented as an interactive computer

program suitable for airline maintenance use. The analysis is complemented by a
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parametric study comparing various fuselage repair concepts to multiple site damage, in

turn validated by coupon and stiffened panel fatigue tests of the most promising concepts

in Chapter 6.

5.2 Crack Patching Analysis

5.2. 1 Introduction

This section develops the mathematical background necessary for the analysis of crack

patching. This will lead to the implementation of a user-friendly computer program in

section 5.3 to allow the use of crack patching as a technology in overhaul operations.

The analysis begins with the basic theory developed by Rose. This basic analysis is then

expanded to take consider the realities of a bonded repair to cracked pressurized fuselage

skins. It will be shown that based on certain realistic simplifying assumptions, the

following quantities of interest to the repairer can be determined:

"* the change in stiffness in the plate because of the presence of the crack and the
bonded repair,

"* the reduction in crack tip stress intensity after repair, or patching effectiveness,
"* the maximum shear strain in the adhesive, which influences bond durability,
"* the maximum tensile stress in the repair patch, and
"* the maximum normal stresses in the skin adjacent to the patch, to avoid the

introduction of new fatigue cracks.

The analysis is divided into two parts. First, the bonded repair is considered

mathematically in place over an uncracked skin. The aim of the first stage is to calculate

the stress redistribution in the plate (skin) in the presence of the bonded doubler. In stage

two, the crack is introduced into the plate and the crack faces become stress-free. The

main concern at that point is to calculate the stress intensity factor in the repaired cracked

plate.
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5. 2.2 The Rose Model

5.2.2. 1 Statement of the problem. The Rose model of crack patching is a continuum

analysis based on the theory of elasticity. It considers an infinite, center-cracked, isotropic

plate with a bonded orthotropic elliptical patch on one side of the plate. The plate is

loaded by a remote biaxial stress.

The elliptically shaped reinforcing patch is an efficient shape for transferring load through

an adhesive. The ellipse allows an analytical solution. Rectangular patches, preferred in

riveted repairs and used in some bonded repairs, result in high peel stresses at the patch

corners. This can lead to delamination, which results typically in an elliptically shaped

bond remaining intact.

As stated in the introduction, the Rose model divides the analysis into two stages. The

first stage considers the redistribution of loads caused by a doubler bonded to an

uncracked plate, as shown in figure 5.1a. The doubler will change the stress distribution

in the patch. The load-transfer zone at the edge of the doubler is considered small with

respect to the patch dimensions.

tp

P tR

-P

A

Q Q
Figure 5. la. Stage / Configuration Analyzed in Rose Model.

(Bonded patch, no crack, no out-of-plane displacements).
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Figure 5. lb. Stage I Configuration Analyzed in Rose Model.
(No crack, equivalent inclusion representing plate and patch.)

QQ

04%

PP

2ap

U U
Figure 5. 1c. Stage / Bonded Repair Configuration Analyzed in

Rose Model (crack introduced).

To approximate the new stress distribution in the reinforced region, Rose adapted the
analogy of a stiff inclusion in the center of an infinite plate, shown in figure 5.1b. The

inclusion analogy was first formulated by Muki and Sternberg 1101 and expanded by Rose

[1111. It ignores that a single-sided patch will induce some bending from eccentricity.

However, as the likely repair situation in a fuselage will be on or near stiffening elements,
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out-of-plane deformations will be restrained. Thus, secondary bending effects should be

absent.

If bending effects can be disregarded and shear load transfer occurs locally at the doubler

edge, the model of the equivalent inclusion of figure 5.1b can be adopted. This allows

calculation of the global stress distribution in the plate around the patch and in the patched

area (or equivalent inclusion). The attractive feature of the model is that an analytical

solution is available for an elastic plate with an inclusion with different elastic properties.

The solution of Muki and Sternberg [101 applies to orthotropic materials as well, desirable

in view of the use of orthotropic composite materials as repair patches.

The effect of an elastic inclusion on the "load flow" is illustrated by the stress trajectories

shown in figure 5.2 [141 for a stiff inclusion. This represents the repair problem being

considered. The advantage of using an elliptical doubler is that the stress distribution is

constant throughout the elliptical inclusion.

r -1 A
a A

(a) Xb

•,A7

Figure 5.2 Idealized "load flow" into elliptically reinforced region of plate.

In stage 11 of the analysis, a crack is introduced into the plate; the stresses at the crack

face are allowed to relax to zero. The stress distribution changes sharply. Figure 5.1c
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shows a cracked infinite plate subjected to remote biaxial stresses denoted P and 0, in the

x- and y-directions, respectively. The length of the reinforcement is 2a, the width is 2b.

The crack length is represented as 2a,.

If the crack is still small, the restraint on crack opening will also be small, because of the

low shear stiffness of the adhesive layer. However, if the crack becomes longer, the

patch will exert a finite crack closing force.

The primary outputs of stage II are the (repaired) stress intensity factor and the maximum

tensile stress in the patch. Throughout the analysis, subscripts will refer to parameters

identified with the plate (P), reinforcing patch (R) and adhesive (A). Thus, tp, tR and tA

denote the respective thicknesses of the plate, repair patch and adhesive layer, etc.

The Rose analysis is based on the following assumptions:

"* All material behavior is linearly elastic, except for limited elastic-plastic deformation in
the adhesive layer very near the crack, as discussed in section 5.2.2.2.

"* All plate and patch materials are in a state of generalized plane stress. No through-the-
thickness variation occurs in the basic analysis.

"* The adhesive layer behaves as a linear shear spring. Shear load transfer through the
adhesive is discussed in section 5.2.2.2.

"* The basic model ignores thermal stresses due to bonding or cruise altitudes. Thermal
effects are addressed in section 5.2.5.

" Bending along the crack because of the shift in neutral axis from the one-sided patch is
restrained by the substructure. This assumption is considered reasonable, considering
the common occurrence of fatigue damage at lap joints, fairing attachment lines, etc.,
generally riveted to stringers or other longitudinal stiffeners. Expressions describing the
bending at the reinforcement boundaries, where such substructure is absent, are
derived in section 5.2.6.

5.2.2.2 Load transfer in bonded joints. A brief introduction to the load transfer in bonded

joints was given in Chapter 4. In the analysis of crack-patching, two regions of shear load

transfer must be distinguished. The first is the zone at the edge of the patch. It must be

small compared with overall patch dimensions to allow application of the stage I

assumptions. The second load transfer zone is around the crack. Shear stresses are

highest in these regions.
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Crack patching analysis depends on the length of these two load transfer zones in the

bonded repair. The analysis used here is based on the one-dimensional theory of bonded

joints developed by Hart-Smith [121. It is presented in detail in Appendix A, while a

summary of major results is given here.

The calculation of the length of the load transfer zones is based on a one-dimensional

adhesively bonded single lap joint. The adhesive layer is treated as a shear spring. The lap

joint load transfer length, /A, is the principal output, and is expressed as

I 'A E.PtPE .RtR ])112,A" =(G-•• [E.•t + ERtR(5-1)
A GA Eptp+E,&IR

where 1A is the adhesive thickness (mm),

1P is the plate thickness (mm),
t R is the reinforcement (patch) thickness (mm),

Esp is the elastic modulus of the plate in the x-direction (GPa),

ER is the elastic modulus of the reinforcing patch, x-direction, and

GA is the adhesive shear modulus (MPa).

For typical aluminum alloy fuselage skin thicknesses and epoxy film adhesives, this

transfer length turns out to be in the range of three to five millimeters. (The rather odd

Rose notation of 1/A for a length stems from the fact that it represents a root of a

characteristic equation derived later.)

The shear stress in the adhesive is expressed as a function decaying exponentially from

the overlap ends, as shown previously in figure 4.4. The analysis for the region around the

crack is identical.

5.2.3 Stage 1--Inclusion Analysis

The Rose method identifies two means of achieving reductions of the stress intensity

factor K. The first reduction comes from the overall effect of the doubler, which

diminishes local plate stresses by sharing the load. In stage I, no crack exists in the plate.
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As with the previous section, the derivations are presented in Appendix A. The second

reduction in K comes from the crack bridging that occurs in stage II, derived in Appendix B.

5.2.3.1 Stresses in the inclusion. The item of highest interest is the plate stress in the

region of the doubler. This quantity is given the designation oa to be consistent with the

Rose derivation. The plate and patch are considered together as an elastically equivalent

"inclusion* surrounded by the remainder of the plate. To determine the stress

redistribution in the reinforced uncracked plate, the following steps are necessary:

"* determination of the elastic constants of the equivalent inclusion,
"* determination of the stress in the equivalent inclusion, and
"* determination of the load sharing between the plate and reinforcement.

The derivation considers an orthotropic plate under generalized plane stress. After

extensive algebra, the elastic constants of the equivalent inclusion (denoted by the

subscript 1) are as follows:

A~j= Aptp + AMtR , (5-2)ti

A = Atp+At, (5-3)t,

v VRAYRtR (5-4)Ay, t,, + AR tR

G - GPtp + GRtR, (5-5)
ti

where

A. AY- (5-6)

and
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tJ = tp + tR . (5-7)

Consider the repair configuration shown in figure 5.1, loaded by the following remote

biaxial stresses:

- = P, a.,= Q, ry = 0 (5-8)

Equilibrium in the inclusion implies:

t a.R = tP r.P + tR a.R (5-9)

Another result of the locally increased stiffness is load attraction to the repaired area.

These local increments in stresses are denoted by p and q, in the x-and y-directions,

respectively.

The derivations of the equations for the stresses in the plate and patch are presented in

Appendix A. The stresses in the equivalent inclusion are represented in final form by:

a, = P + p, ay, = Q + q, r,=0 (5-10)

cr=a=,' tRl-t (A,,R- yj AYR) ]J+a,,-t LR [ AR - 'R A], (5-11)

Rearrangement of equation 5-9 gives:

=tr - L- o', (5-12)
tR tR

Analogous expressions are given for acyp and ay, in Appendix A.
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5.2.4 Stage II---Introduction of the Crack

In stage II of the analysis, a crack of length 2a, is introduced in the plate along the line

x=0. The rigid bond assumption no longer applies, and forces along the crack face are

relaxed to zero. The patch is assumed to completely cover the crack in stage II to make

possible the calculation of the repaired stress intensity factor K.

5.2.4. 1 The stress intensity factor in the repaired plate. Recall that the stage I plate
stress ap was denoted a, to signify the (constant) plate stress in the uncracked plate in

the inclusion. However, the introduction of the crack in stage II causes the forces in its

vicinity to be redistributed. Some of the load is transferred into the patch, while the

remainder is redistributed around the crack tips.

For effective crack bridging by the patch to occur, a certain minimum crack length must be

reached. Marissen [151 and Roebroeks 1161 and co-workers have reported similar

phenomena with the fatigue behavir- of fiber metal laminates, which might be considered

crack-patched from the inside. Fortunately, the required crack length is rather small, about

20 to 60 mm for typical pressurized fuselage skins. (In fiber metal laminates, this

minimum crack length is much smaller because of the very thin aluminum sheets used.)

Often, the minimum crack size will have been reached or exceeded before inspectors are

able to locate it for repair.

The case for the calculation of the repaired stress intensity factor, Kr, for the patched

isotropic plate will be developed here. The orthotropic case is presented in Appendix B.

To begin, the crack extension force Gf is defined from linear elastic fracture mechanics:

G= K (5-13)E

This relation can be used to find the boundaries for K between short and long cracks.

With short cracks, the influence of the reinforcement can be neglected. The short crack

stress intensity factor, denoted by K., is:

K.= (5-14)
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which represents an upper bound for K. For longer cracks, K and Gf are limited by the

crack-closing influence of the reinforcement. Appendix B presents the derivation resulting

in the expression for the crack driving force for long cracks shown below:

G. = 'A A C,2t (5-15)
GA

The transition between "short" and "long" cracks can be established by solving for the

point where the unpatched value G. = G.. For the isotropic case, this yields a transitional

crack length, denoted a,.,

= E tA A (5-16)a•, = Pt G A ;r

Thus, for short cracks, the upper bound of K is defined by equation 5-14, while for

infinitely long cracks, K is represented by:

S= ror V-0 1 f (5-17)

An interpolated expression for the "repaired" value Kr can be written as:

K, = ('o a, (5-18)

Equations 5-14, 5-17, and 5-18 are summarized graphically in figure 5.3.
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0 Unpatched..

LL

aK.

0 A -Patched

ac tranlltlonal

Crack Length ac

Figure 5.3. Non-dimensional comparison of patched and unpatched K values.

5.2.4.2 Maximum normal stress in the patch. This item is of primary interest in the

design of an effective, durable bonded repair. The maximum reinforcement stress occurs

at x = 0, y = 0. A conservative estimate is that the entire load in that area of the inclusion

is carried by the patch. (Recall an earlier assumption was that no bending occurs across

the crack face because of the presence of a stiffener.) Thus,

tpO'yR, • oyI •(5-19)

5.2.4.3 Maximum shear strain in the adhesive. The critical adhesive shear strain occurs

at the crack face and at the patch tips if they are not tapered. Using the one-dimensional

theory of bonded joints and a two-step elastic-plastic analysis yields:

elastic adhesive behavior: aoAtI1 < ru

Substitution of x = 0 into equation 6 in Appendix B allows solution for the maximum shear

strain in the adhesive:
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= xoAtp (5-20)

plastic adhesive behavior: ro.AtP > r,,•

Y"' = r,,_ [I+( aoAtp)2 (5-21)
2 G A r".1d

In this case, the characteristic crack length a,. must be modified to [141:

1 tA4 - oAto- 2  c

aC.= =G E!,Al[ G ]2 .[1+2(r0AtP)3] (5-22)

The strain behavior described by equations 5-20 and 5-21 is shown in figure 5.4 for some

typical structural adhesives. Maximum adhesive shear strain is plotted versus the nominal

gross stress in the adherends of a single lap joint. A stiffer adhesive exhibits less strain

than a flexible (toughened) adhesive. However, the stiffer adhesive also reaches its yield

point at a much lower adherend normal stress. This performance influences the choice of

an appropriate adhesive for crack patching. While a stiffer adhesive might be preferable

from a crack closing standpoint, adhesive strain levels should be kept below the yield point

for good long-term durability. These effects will be discussed in greater detail in section

5.4.1.

5.2.4.4 Normal stresses in the plate near the patch. In Chapters 2 and 3, the importance

of patch stiffness was discussed as it affected the fatigue life of the riveted repairs. This

is also an important factor in bonded repairs: Too much load attraction into the reinforced

region will result in high stress concentrations in the plate immediately outside the patch.
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0.40 -

Single Lap Joint
adherend: t - 1.75 mm

E-72 GPa 
-100 MPa

"*i 0.30 adhesive: t - 0.10 mm"- ~variable G
co yield str - 36.2 MPa 0 - 406 M P

0 adhesIv a yield point 1 .0 MPI

J= 0.20

0.10

P 00

0 50 100 150 200

adherend stress, MPa

Figure 5.4. Adhesive elastic-plastic peak shear strain behavior
as a function of adherend gross stress.

This section considers the edge areas (x=a+, y=O) and (x=O, y=b+). By using the

output from the stage I analysis performed in section 5.2.3, the stresses in the plate next

to the patch can be evaluated.

(y=a+, x=O)

From equilibrium, one can show that the load in the inclusion in the y-direction is carried

completely by the plate. Thus,

aypIp = y/llt (5-23)

-= yi (5-24)
tP

Compatibility of strains at the edge of the patch force:

CP = e,, (5-25)
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Substituting into the appropriate elasticity equation yields:

- Oyp + -1EPp I - V1 ay + Eax (5-26)

Eye J Y E

Rearranging, substituting equation 5-24 gives:

a.P = ay [ Vp E-p t-, Ep + a Ep (5-27)
Ey tP .[ E

(y=O. x=b+)

Using analogous calculations,

EYPEyp t ,Eyp

= y,- + a'.v,," I V JV ] (5-28)trP r•lEY! E.,p t p EY/

t__

-XP = OX1 tp (5-29)
tP

5.2. 5 Thermal Considerations

The use of carbon- and boron-epoxy composites in the repair of aluminum combines

materials with large differences in thermal expansion coefficients. However, simple

multiplication of the difference in thermal expansion coefficients between patch and plate

by the difference between curing and room temperatures overestimates the thermal stress

problem. Jones [171 points out that in a typical on-aircraft bonded repair, the surrounding

(unheated) structure partially constrains free expansion of the repair area. This results in

less severe residual tensile stresses in the aluminum after cooling. However, the

Australian work concentrated on the repair of thick and quite stiff structures like fighter

aircraft wing structures. In the repair of comparatively flexible fuselage skins, less

constraint exists. Furthermore, the skin may deform locally out of plane during heating.
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This section reviews the thermal effects on crack patching. The temperature changes

affecting a bonded patch can be viewed in two steps. When the bonded repair is heated

for curing, the surrounding cooler structure acts to constrain free expansion of the plate,

while the patch is free to expand. Upon cooling to room temperature, a constant preload

exists at the crack tip. Whether this preload is tensile or compressive depends on the

relative thermal characteristics of the patch and the constrained plate.

The second thermal step, cooling to approximately -551C at cruise altitude, allows the

entire fuselage to cool equally. When the thermal expansion coefficient of the fuselage is

higher than the patch (as with composite patches), the patch acts to open the crack. Tile

effect of this step on crack tip stress intensity factor has been overlooked in previous

analyses [1-7, 14, 171. One study looked at the influence of thermal cycling on the

adhesive, but tested only a few cycles and ignored any effects on the crack [181.

This second thermal step is the more important of the two regarding fatigue. With low

thermal expansion materials, it imposes an additional cyclic tensile stress on the crack tip

with every flight. This reduces the effectiveness of crack bridging at the point where flight

loads are the highest.

The following simplifying assumptions apply:

"* The plate (skin) material is isotropic, resulting in equal thermal characteristics in every

direction in the plane of the plate.

" The crack is located midway between two frames and very near a longitudinal

stiffening element, as shown in figure 5.5. The frames and stringers outside the

heated region act as simple supports, but the stringer adjacent to the crack is

neglected in the thermal model. Thermal buckling is ignored.

" The temperature is constant through the thickness of the plate, but varies radially from

the center of the patch. Underlying frames and stringers have the same temperature

as the adjacent plate.

"* All deformations remain in the elastic range of material behavior.

"* Plate and patch are in a condition of plane stress.
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* Out-of-plane bending in the region of the crack is restrained by the substructure.

* The adhesive acts as a rigid bond.

Section 5.2.5.1 describes the temperature field in the plate. Derivations of the effective

coefficient of thermal expansion are given in 5.2.5.2, while section 5.2.5.3 calculates the

cumulative residual thermal stresses.

5.2.5. 1 Temperature field in the plate. Consider the circular isotropic plate of radius R

represented by figure 5.6. The plate is heated to a temperature T, over a central circular

region of radius d by means of a thermostatically controlled heat blanket. The temperature

at the edge of the plate will be represented by T0.

frame

R ad tringnr

heated region

RRII

Figure 5.5. Model of local fuselage details for analysis of thermal effects on crack patching.
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Figure 5. 6. Model for calculation of temperature distibution in a circular isotropic patch.

The analysis considers a steady-state temperature field; furthermore, the thermal

conductivity of the plate is assumed to be independent of the temperature T. Thus, the

temperature field satisfies LaPlace's potential equation [191:

V 2 T=O (5-30)

Depending on the form of the LaPlace operator, this equation can be w .tten as:

d 2T n dT (5-31)
6.2 rd&

where r denotes the single space coordinate and (n + 1) the number of

dimensions involved.

The assumption of constant through-the-thickness temperature in the plate means that

n = 1. Thus,
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d2T l dTT + I- d= 0 (5-32)
drW r dr

with boundary conditions T = T, at r = d,
T= T. atr = R.

The solution of equation 5-32 is given as:

[T, - T]In(r / R)
T=T, ,In(d/R)d.

(5-33)
T= T, r:5d.

T* can be determined using the theory of heat transfer through extended surfaces [191.

Consider the configuration of figure 5.7. The outer ring of width dr is treated as a solid

body exchanging heat with the media surrounding it. The heat transfer rate Q which

crosses the outer surface area A is given by:

Q = hA(r)[T(r) - T. 1 (5-34)

where h is the coefficient of heat transfer (W/m 2K),
A(r) is the strip surface area at radius r (i 4 nrdr),
T(r) is the temperature of the plate at radius r, and

T. is the temperature of the cooling medium (air).
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r -- dr -'>

Figure 5.7. Model of heat transfer outward through a differential ring.

The full derivation is presented in Appendix C. The final expression for T. is

T. = (T' - Tm"oN)e--(R-d) + T7.L (5-35)

where m is a heat transfer constant defined in Appendix C.

The temperature distribution in the plate during the cure cycle is now fully described with

equations 5-33 and 5-35. These expressions will be used to develop the effective

coefficient of thermal expansion in the following section.

5.2.5.2 Effective coefficient of thermal expansion. During the bonding process, the

surrounding cooled structure provides restraint to the heated plate. This results in a

smaller expansion in the plate than expected. The reinforcement (patch) is able to expand
freely. Hence, the use of repair materials with low coefficients of thermal expansion

results in smaller than expected static residual stresses at room temperature.

When an aircraft climbs to cruising altitude, its fuselage is cooled uniformly to the ambient

temperature (about -55 0 C at 10,000 meters). The structure surrounding a bonded repair

has no constraining influence, and a low expansion patch material shrinks less than the

aluminum plate. This induces compression in the patch and imposes a cyclic tensile load

on the crack when the pressure differential is loading the fuselage to its highest point.
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Thus, this so-called second step increases the magnitude of the stress amplitude seen by

the crack every flight.

Refer again to figure 5.6. The complete derivation of apf is given in Appendix C, which

results in the following first-stage temperature drop expression:

ST.
a, 2 T Td 2  2d 2  d

=_, + d2 ( T, T, d 21 I (5-36)
T, 2In(-

r

The expression for the second-stage drop is understandably simpler because the

surrounding structure provides no constraint:

ap,hf = ap (5-37)

5.2.5.3 Calculation of residual thermal stresses. Determination of the residual thermal

stresses involves the analysis of a two-dimensional statically indeterminate structure [201.

Thermal stresses occur as a result of cooling of the (assumed) rigid bond from its stress-

free state at the curing temperature. The problem involves three distinct elements,

namely:

"* the reinforced region of the plate (D in Appendix A),

"* the reinforcement (patch), and

"* the surrounding matrix (M).

Appendix C presents the derivation in its full detail.
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5.2. 6 Beadhg Con~dg'tona at th. Patch Edge

The assumption was made previously that the substructure would restrain bending at the

crack location. However, with a single-sided reinforcement, this assumption is not valid at

the edges of the patch. Significant bending occurs away from the frames and stringers,

resulting in higher plate stresses in the hoop or y-direction. This analysis will be restricted

to that one-dimensional case. The following assumptions apply:

* all deformations are in the elastic range of material response,

* the adhesive bond is rigid,

* the crack is neglected.

* the repair is located midway between two frames over a stringer,

* the remote y-stress causes no out-of-plane bending, and

* plane sections in the reinforced area remain plane in pure bending,

consistent with the Bernoulli-Euler bending theory.

Consider the model sketched in figure 5.8. It shows an orthotropic reinforcement bonded

to one side of an orthotropic plate over an y-dimension of 2a. Both the reinforcement and

S~the plate are of infinite width. The structure is loaded with the remote stress P in the x-

direction.

Yp

P P
Figure 5.8. View of bending stress model for one-sided bonded reinforcement.
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The reinforcement causes a shift in neutral axis that results in secondary bending. This

necessitates a separate analysis of the reinforced area (also called the inclusion) and the

unreinforced region (surrounding matrix). The full derivation is presented in Appendix D;

highlights are given here.

unreinforced region (matrix): neutral axis z = 1/2tp

E= (5-38)

inclusion: neutral axis z = z.

The variable t* denotes the respective reduced thicknesses of the inclusion, plate and

patch (reduced = corrected for elastic modulus).

t4 = --(E,,,t, +ERt)= E ER (5-39a)

t yP yt)=t + EptR

t4P = t' (5-39b)

t. = EyRt
tR Eyp R (5-39c)

After substitution and reduction, the outcome is

EYPt 2 + EyR[(tp + tR)2 tj2 (5-40)
o 2 (Eyptp + EYRtR)

Equation 5-40 can be used to calculate the bending stiffness per unit width of the

reinforced region.
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SEyp((tp -Zo) 3 +z ) EYR(Op-Zo +tR) 3  tP -Zo )) (5-41)
30 - v.,.jp V.p ) 3(01- v.,R v.,,R)

Bending moments M, and M 2 are applied to the edges of the reinforced area and the

surrounding matrix, as shown in figure 5.9.

z

Z

I I " V
a a

Figure 5.9. Bending moments at the edges of the inclusion and matrix.

The relationship between the bending moment M and the deflection w(y) leads to the

following non-linear differential equation:

EIw"(y) = P t. w(y) = M(y) (5-42)

After much derivation (see Appendix D), the maximum bending stress in the plate at the
edge of the reinforced region is:

EY - t_ (p M2 tanh(ePla)

aben- ";-2 02 Om + 4P'tanh('OIa)

where D.m are the roots of the of the characteristic equation (5-42) of the inclusion and

matrix respectively, and are expressed as:
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-~ (5-44)

The derivations outlined up to this point form the analytical basis for the crack-patching

analysis program described in the following section.
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5.3 Crack Patching Analysis Program CALCUREP

5.3.1 Introduction

The derivations in the previous section present quite a computational challenge to the

working engineer who wants to analyze a bonded patching repair quickly. Furthermore,

the airline maintenance engineer has little knowledge of the design stress levels in the
structure he must repair. In the past, this has put the maintainer in a situation of

dependence on the manufacturer.

Reliance on the manufacturer for design and analysis of major repairs is both costly and

time-consuming. This section describes the development of an alternative: a computer
program that performs the crack-patching analysis developed in section 5.2. It allows

maintenance engineers with limited knowledge of design stress levels to design and

analyze bonded patch repairs quickly. The program is user-friendly, runs on personal
computers, and requires short run times (less than five minutes). A user's manual for the
program, known as CALCUREP (CALCUlation program for bonded REPairs), is presented in

Appendix E.

5.3.2 Required Input

When a repairer finds a crack in a fuselage, he knows where the crack is located, how
long it is, and how much (or how little) time is available to design, analyze and install a

suitable repair. If the repair is not specified in the Structural Repair Manual, the maintainer
must contact the manufacturer for advice. He either may ask for approval of his own
repair design, or request a design from the manufacturer. The latter option, obviously, is

more expensive and time-consuming.

With CALCUREP, the repairer must specify the following items:

structure to be repaired

* skin (plate) thickness

* skin material
* frame spacing
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* stringer spacing

* crack length

* maximum operating altitude

* cabin pressure altitude

* fuselage radius

Specifying the maximum altitude also allows the program to look up the temperature of the

standard atmosphere at that altitude. The last two items can be replaced by the detailed

stress state of the crack location, if known by the repairer.

re.pai patc j nd adhesive

* patch material

* patch dimensions (length; width, thickness)

* adhesive type

* cure temperature

* heating blanket dimensions

The patch dimensions must be specified iteratively by the repair designer. The user's

manual (Appendix E) gives general rules of thumb regarding patch dimensions. With these

input parameters, the program performs the calculations derived in the previous section. It

estimates the far-field stress situation (P and Q in the model) on the simple theory of

pressure vessels, which overestimates the skin stresses in a stiffened fuselage.

5.3.3 Program Output

CALCUREP provides the following output:

* the stress intensity factor Kr at the (repaired) crack tip

* the percent reduction in K achieved by the repair

* the maximum normal stress in the patch

• the maximum shear strain in the adhesive

* the bending stresses in the plate at the edge of the patch

* the maximum normal stresses in the plate adjacent to the repair

* thermal effects on all of the above
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Furthermore, CALCUREP provides an option to automatically vary one input variable (e.g.,

patch thickness) and provide the output in the form of a sensitivity analysis. The following

section presents the results of a sample calculation.

5.3.4 Sample Calculation

This section describes a typical input/output session with CALCUREP. The upper forward

fuselage of an early model of the Boeing 737 is used as a typical multiple site damage

case needing repair.

The maintenance engineer is asked for the following data:

structure to be revaired

fuselage radius: 1.8 m

skin (plate) thickness: 0.914 mm

skin material: 2024-T3 aluminum

frame spacing: 508 mm

stringer spacing: 254 mm

crack length: 200 mm (widespread cracking between tear straps)

max. operating altitude: 10 km

r I air Datches and adhe ive

patch materials> GLARE 2-0.2 GLARE 2-0.3 Boron/epoxy 2024-T3

patch dimensions

length*, mm: 104 140 60 160

width, mm: 250 250 250 250

thickness, mm: 0.65 0.85 0.38 (3 plies) 1.0
*Patch haff-length was chosen to be 80 times the patch thickness.

adhesive type: AF-163-2K epoxy film, t = 0.13 mm

cure temperature: 1200C

heating blanket dimensions: 200 x 200 mm (circular)
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The patches are assumed not to be tapered in this example calculation. (Tapering reduces

bending at the patch tip and can be done easily with all of the patch materials considered

here.) The CALCUREP output, including thermal effects of cruise altitude, is presented

below:

GLARE 2, GLARE 2, Boron/epoxy, 2024-T3,

t = 0.65 t = 0.85 t = 0.38 t = 1.0

Kr , MPa.1/m 2.1 "0 6.6 not meaningful"

percent reduction in K 96.1 100 88.4 >100"

q,. (patch), MPa 187 156 239 100

I=, 0.020 0.016 0.054 0.028
Oa (load attraction,plate) 122 140 77 168

q,. (bending, plate) + 69 93 50 122

aoa (combined, plate)+ 191 233 127 290
Thermal effects result in crack faces being placed in compression in this case.

+ Can be reduced substantially by tapering patch tips.

The calculations presented here demonstrate that a wide range of patch materials can

perform effectively in patching relatively large cracks in pressurized fuselages. Besides

effectively reducing the stress intensity factor, other considerations exist. Factors such as

acceptably low patch stresses, adhesive shear strains and combined plate stresses at the

edge of the patch help guide the repair design. If two-sided patches are used, the bending

contribution can be neglected.

Section 5.4.2 discusses what can be considered an acceptable range of outputs for the

patch designer.

Patch tapering can be done easily with metal and fiber metal laminate patches on a belt

sander or grinder. With composite patches, tapering is realized with ply drop-offs.

Tapering reduces the shear strain value in the adhesive at the patch tips and reduces the

maximum combined normal stresses in the plate adjacent to the patch. (Neither the effect

of the thin outer aluminum environmental barrier recommended for composite patches nor

the glass insulating plies for the carbon fiber patches is considered in the calculations.)
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5.4 Parametric Studies With CALCUREP

To validate CALCUREP, this section compares the results of sample calculations with
published data from the Rose model and other crack patching solutions. The program is
used further to perform parametric studies, primarily of the thermal effects of crack
patching that have been neglected in the literature. Various crack patching materials are
evaluated for crack patching effectiveness.

5.4. 1 Comparison with Solutions from the Literature

Several writers have published studies comparing various finite element-based crack
patching models 121-231 with the Rose model. These can be used to check the accuracy

of CALCUREP.

Figure 5.10, adapted from a detailed finite element analysis in [211, shows a comparison

of the crack-bridging efficiency predicted by various elastic models. The parameters of the
cracked aluminum plate and the variable-thickness balanced boron epoxy repair patch are
given in the figure. Material responses were assumed to be elastic, and thermal effects

were ignored.

To consider elastic material behavior only, as did the published models, the CALCUREP
input must be modified to include an artificially high adhesive shear yield strength. In this

case, CALCUREP matches well with the more complex finite element models from the
literature. The maximum difference between CALCUREP and [211 occurs when the repair

patch is eight plies thick. Here CALCUREP overestimates the K reduction by no more than
five percent. For lower adhesive shear modulus values, the patch effectiveness drops

somewhat. This can be understood by considering the adhesive as a shear spring.

The assumption of various authors that the adhesive will behave elastically is questionable,

especially when the patch extensional stiffness is small compared with that of the cracked
plate. These very thin patches experience large normal strains over the crack and induce

large strains in the adhesive as well.
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Plate (2024-T3) Reinforcement (boron/epoxy) Adhesives
tp - 2.29 ER - 208 GPa tA - 0.10 mm
Ep - 71 GPa vR= 0,1677 GA = 965 MPa

406 MPa
Vp 0.32 length - 152.4 mm 100 MPa

crack length , width = 50.8 mm
38.1 mm

80 - 0

+ + +
eo +

so 0+ +

C" +

C 0 Tarn & Shek
,40 G - 965 MPa o Jonea & Callinan

o CALCUREP

20 G - 408 MPa + CALCUREP0
20 G-4100MPa + CALCUREP

0I , I I I I I i I

0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00

boronlepoxy patch thickness, mm
Figure 5. 10. Comparison of reduction in stress intensity factor for various thicknesses of balanced

circular boron/epoxy patches bonded to a cracked aluminum sheet.

The lower two lines in figure 5.11 represent the CALCUREP values when elastic-plastic

adhesive behavior is allowed around the crack tip. Two values of adhesive shear modulus

(406 MPa, from AF-163-2, and 965 MPa) and the strength of AF-163-2 (C.,,o = 36.2

MPa) were used.

The differences between the models are striking. With the elastic model, adhesive shear

stresses are able to reach unrealistically high levels, so thin patches appear efficient.

However, when patch thicknesses are relatively low, the fiber strains are quite high. This

causes early adhesive yielding and delamination, reducing crack-patching effectiveness.

This is consistent with the work of Marissen 1151 and Roebroeks 1161, who found that low

fiber/metal ratios resulted in poor crack-bridging efficiency for fiber metal laminates. The

elastic results converge with the elastic-plastic model only at higher patch thicknesses
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(>0.76 mm. or six plies). At this point, the extensional stiffness of the boron patch

approaches that of the plate.

Plate (2024-T3) Reinforcement (boron/epoxy) Adhesives
tp = 2.29 ER = 208 GPa tA - 0.10 mm
Ep = 71 GPa VR = 0.1677 GA = 965 MPa (elast)

Vp = 0.32 length = 152.4 mm GA = variable (ellpl)

crack length = width = 50.8 mm
38.1 mm

so 0- 0
G - 965 MP u ........... ----

60-
- 8 / . . .....-...

S,. 406 M?'a ."' 0 Tarn & Shek
,' 40 - . Jones & Caliinan

"" /elasto-plastlol*'" CALCUREP

IN. 20 * CALCUREP
20 G 965 MPa + CALCUREP

0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00

boronlepoxy patch thickness, mm
Figure 5. 11. Comparison of reduction in stress intensity factor for bonded

boron/epoxy patches, elastic and elastic-plastic models of adhesive behavior.

The negative influence of the higher adhesive shear modulus can be understood by again

considering the stress-strain behavior of the equal-strength adhesives shown in figure 5.4.

A lower adhesive shear modulus could be expected to result in less efficient crack

patching (for the elastic models). However, the more flexible adhesive resists yielding to a

significantly higher adherend stress level. The avoidance of yielding on a large scale can

be important in effective crack patching and good patch durability.

The stiffer adhesive is rapidly loaded in shear, resulting in a shorter load-transfer length.

However, at moderate plate stress levels, the stiffer adhesive yields. This causes
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delamination over a larger area, reducing crack-bridging efficiency compared with the

lower modulus (toughened) adhesive.

These results allow sufficient confidence in CALCUREP's basic approach to proceed with

additional sensitivity studies outlined in the following sections. The studies assess the

thermal problems with various patch materials and the roles of patch geometry and

adhesive selection in patching effectiveness. Experimental confirmation of the model's

validity will come in Chapter 6.

5.4.2 Compareson of Vadous Crack-Patching Materials

As mentioned previously, a wide variety of patch materials may perform suitably for crack

patching. For the purposes of this analysis, five will be compared:

"* the monolithic metals Al 2024-T3 and Ti-6AI-4V,

"* the fiber metal laminate GLARE 2, and

"* the high-performance composites boron-epoxy and carbon-epoxy SP 500-2.

Selected mechanical properties for the materials are summarized in table 5.1.

Table 5. 7. Selected Properties of Patch Materials.

2024-T3 Ti 6AI-4V GLARE 2 1312) Boron/epoxv SP 500-2

EL (GPa) 72.4 116 65.6 210 186

ET (GPa) 72.4 116 50.7 25 12

aL,, 0'/1C 22.7 7.1 17.9 4.5 -0.9

aT,10/'C 22.7 7.1 24.2 20.0 26

aLywld (MPa) 303 925 390 1590 2913

VL 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.1677 0.31

All modeled repairs use the 3M adhesive AF-163-2 in a 0.13 mm thickness. Its shear

modulus is 406 MPa, the shear yield strength is 36.2 MPa.

The fuselage repair configuration corresponds to a case to be tested in Chapter 6. A

central crack of 70 mm in a 1.75 mm thick sheet of 7075-T6 is subjected to a remote
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biaxial stress field. The stresses result from cabin pressurization (cabin pressure altitude

2800 m, cruising altitude 7625 m). The frames are spaced at 508 mm intervals, while

stringers are 200 mm apart. The fuselage radius is 3.6 meters, resulting in a biaxial stress

field of aro = 71.3 MPa, aj,, = 35.6 MPa.

A single elliptical patch size of 160 mm (long) x 80 mm (wide) will be used for this

comparison. The appropriate inputs were made to CALCUREP; results follow in figures

5.12 through 5.18.

Figure 5.12 presents the effectiveness of the various patch materials when thermal

considerations are not included. As can be expected, very thin high-modulus patches

perform adequately. The lower modulus materials require two to three times as much

thickness to achieve the same crack-closing effectiveness.

85

_-'110 2024-T3

boronlepoxy -" TI AI 4V

80
so /

o' /j

Skin: N 7079-T".t - 1.75mm
75 Crack Length: 70 mm

c/acrbonlepoxy Adw•.ve: AF-1r3. t - 0.13

0 P/ ah Wid: 80 mam
PaMh Length: 180 .MI I , I , i

0.40 0.80 1.20 1.60 2.00

patch thickness, mm

Figure 5. 12. Comparison of reduction in stress intensity factor for various bonded
patch materials as a function of patch thickness. Thermal effects not included.

When thermal effects of cruise altitude are taken into account, the situation changes

drastically, as shown in figure 5.13. The high thermal expansion coefficient materials

(2024 and GLARE) perform much more effectively than any thickness of titanium or
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composite patches. However, a thicker patch to achieve equivalent extensional stiffness

(Et) as the plate being repaired (circled values).

PAP& CORMWAK

"110 iM: AI 71 T, t - 1.7n am

Adhev AP-IMIL t - 0.1 * ,a 2024-
Crook Lenogt: ?0 m-

1 0 0 -rem Waca : s o go _u.
PaNak Lath: 100 mU

90 GLARE 2

Sso
.~. ...... .. •....

Y. 70- - *' TI 6AI 4V
70 s"

60 -- carbonlepoxy

50 I 
I,

0.40 0.80 1.20 1.60 2.00

patch thickness, mm

Figure 5. 13. Comparison of reduction in stress intensity factor for various bonded patch materials,
including thermal effects of cruise. Circles indicate equivalent stiffness patches.

Figure 5.14 presents the crack patching efficiency of only two materials: boron and

GLARE 2, both with and without thermal effects. The effectiveness of the GLARE 2

patches is improved when thermal effects are considered. The effect on boron is the

opposite: Its relatively low thermal expansion coefficient reduces its effectiveness.

GLARE 2 has a higher effective coefficient of thermal expansion than the stiffened 7075

panel during the 100CC temperature change (from curing to room temperature). The same

is true for 2024-T3 patches. GLARE's effective expansion coefficient is smaller than the

aluminum fuselage during the cooling from room to cruise temperature. However, the net

result with both patch materials is additional tension in the patch and higher crack closing

forces. The low thermal expansion materials (boron, carbon and titanium) have effective

expansion rates during cure roughly equivalent to the stiffened fuselage, as other writers

have puinted out [14,17,23,25,261. It is the second cooling step that adversely influences

the patching effectiveness of boron, carbon and titanium.
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Repair Coniditions:

100 -AMV: AF.IU.LI-D.13Mm GLARE 2. thermal
0usi Leag*t 10..

-PsM& WWO: some
POOI LS4: IGOm

baron/epoxy, no thermal,, -

-~- GLARE 2. no thermal
s0

70 L L boron/epoxy, thermal

0.50 1.00 1.80 2.00

patch thickness, mm

Figure 5.14. Comparison of reduction in stress intensity factor for bonded GLARE 2 and

boron/epoxy patches, with and without thermal effects.

Thermal properties affect more than the reduction of K, of course. Equilibrium must be

maintained, so the additional crack closing force in the high expansion coefficient materials

results in added tension in those patches. Figure 5.15 illustrates.
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500 Repair Conditions:

Skin: Al 707/1-T. t -1.15 em
SCrack I.egth: 70 min

400 oronlepoxy Ahoeelve: AF- 163-. t - 0.13 mm

Pach Width: 60In

9L1 Patl Lntch: 180.,IO.

300 "

IL

:= 200 "• ' •

100 carbonj'e.ox.
TI 6AI 4V

0 , I , I 1 I , I I ' I

0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00 1.20 1.40 1.00 1.80

patch thickness, mm

Figure 5. 15. Comparison of peak patch stresses for various
bonded patch materials, including thermal effects.

The figure shows the thermal expansion coefficient of the patch, not its elastic modulus, is
most important in determining the maximum normal stress in the patch.

Another important element in patch selection is the stress induced in the plate just outside
the patch due to load attraction by the stiff doubler region. Figure 5.16 represents the

case of a balanced (two-sided) patch.
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175 Repair Conditions:
SO Ai 707-TIL I- 1.76ai

150 crft.Vf ?V 2024-T3
kivigad fTue4Ided) Pam,

3 125 Pamgilm

~~---~ GLARE 2

06
x 75 ----------..-.-.-..........-.-..---I-.-..-......
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Figure 5.176. Plate peak stresses due to load attraction and thermal effects for bonded
two -sided patches. Peak stresses occur just outside the patch edge (x = 0, y = a +).

When conditions force repairers to use one-sided patches, significant bending occurs in the
plate at the top edge of the patch. This is especially pronounced with the thicker metal
and metal laminate patches, as can be seen in figure 5.17.
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50 . I .. I

0.50 1.00 1.50 2.00

patch thickness, mm
Figure 5. 17. Combined (load attraction plus bending plus thermal) stresses in the plate
just outside the patch edge for various bonded one-sided patches (at x = 0, y = a )
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The high plate stresses that occur at the top of the patch as a result of the thicker patches

are a potential source of new fatigue damage. The bending stresses can be alleviated

somewhat by tapering the edges of the patches. (This is also possible with the other

patches, but is hardly necessary from a bending stress point of view.) Tapering or ply

dropping also reduces peel forces in the adhesive at the patch tips.

Figure 5.18 illustrates the effect of tapering the 2024 and GLARE patch tips to 0.5 mm

thickness. Tapering the patch tips reduces the peak plate stresses by up to 33 percent for

the thickest patches. The (untapered) boron/epoxy curve is included as a reference.

The analysis of tapering involves running CALCUREP twice: first with the higher thickness

of the untapered patch, and second with the lower thickness of the tapered area. The

user must manually combine the overall output from first run (except for bending stresses)

with the bending stress output from the second (tapered) run. Later versions of the

program will do this automatically.

Of course, tapering cannot be performed over the crack. This is where the maximum

adhesive shear strain occurs. Figure 5.19 compares the peak shear strains for the various

patch configurations.

275 - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Repair Conditions:
25 ki: Al 7079-T. t - 1.75 mm

250 CrockLeft- 7 .

225 Adhsw e: A,., 4. t - 0.13 m024m
22 Pm•MwdH: S umm GLARE

0.Poftoi Laegl 1600mm
2 200 u.t Ged

2P?4-T3S175
S

0.0

X 125

100 -.-.. oronlepoxy

75 -----*.-------*... . .... . .... - --------- ----- --

undisturbed plate stressl--ý
so . I I . . I . ,. L

0.50 1.00 1.50 2.00

patch thickness, mm
Figure 5. 18. Effect of thickness tapering on combined (load attraction plus bending plus thermal)

stresses in the plate just outside the patch edge for tapered bonded one-sided patches.
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Figure 5. 19. Maximum adhesive shear strains over crack, including thermal effects.

The shear strains are highest in the carbon-epoxy patches, followed closely by the titanium

and boron-epoxy. In all three, the maximum strain values are near the measured yield

strain of AF-1 63-2, 8.9 percent. This may be attributed to the large mismatches between

both thermal expansion and elastic modulus properties compared with the aluminum skin

being repaired. In the 2024 and GLARE patches, the shear strains are considerably lower.

Discussion. The preceding plots show that high elastic modulus in not the only parameter

to consider in choosing a crack patching material. Figure 5.13 shows that all materials

evaluated did an adequate job in reducing cyclic stress intensity factor. However, the very

stiff composite patches and titanium under performed both GLARE 2 and 2024-T3. Only

carbon/epoxy and the thinnest boron/epoxy patches (two plies, or 0.26 mm) gave K

reductions of less than 70 percent.

Interestingly, above a certain thickness level, added composite plies were found to have no

influence on crack patching effectiveness. The coefficient of thermal expansion of the

patch material does as much to determine K reduction as does elastic modulus.
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Both GLARE 2 and 2024-T3 have higher effective coefficients of thermal expansion than

the stiffened 7075 panel during the 1000C cooling from curing to room temperature). This

results in a static compressive preload on the crack, which must be overcome before crack

opening and fatigue crack growth can occur.

In contrast, the low thermal expansion materials (boron, carbon and titanium) have

effective expansion rates during cure that are equivalent to the stiffened fu.7elage. What

little static residual tensile load may exist at the crack after curing does not contribute to

fatigue. However, upon cooling from ambient to cruise temperature, the surrounding

structure no longer constrains the patched area. The entire fuselage exterior cools (and

shrinks) equally.

This second temperature step, which occurs every flight, causes a reduction of patching

effectiveness for the low expansion coefficient materials. Now, the boron, carbon and

titanium patches act to prop the crack slightly open. The low temperature of cruise

altitude is reached when the highest pressure difference exists in the fuselage, resulting in

higher cyclic stresses on the crack for boron, carbon and titanium patches.

Figure 5.15 shows the maximum normal stresses in the various patches. Design stresses

should be kept below half the patch yield stress, or 150 MPa for 2024-T3 (1.8 mm patch)

and below 195 MPa for GLARE 2 (1.1 mm patch). The other materials have such high

strengths that patch failure in not a realistic concern.

For two-sided patches, bending is eliminated and plate stresses just outside the patch

remain low, as seen in figure 5.16. Fatigue crack initiation in the plate at the edge of the

patch is unlikely without an additional stress concentration such as a rivet hole. If a stress

concentration of twice nominal or less is set as a reasonable maximum, all of the

considered patches appear acceptable.

When one-sided tapered patches are considered (figure 5.18), again, the composite and

titanium patches have no problems. Taking the stress concentration of two as a guide, the

total thickness of the GLARE 2 patches must be limited to 1.55 mm or less. By the same

standard, the 2024 patch cannot exceed 0.8 mm thickness. This effectively eliminates

2024-T3 from consideration as a one-sided patch.
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The maximum adhesive shear strain is critical for good bond durability. Peak shear strains

should be kept to less than half the adhesive shear yield strain. Figure 5.19 shows the

adhesive shear strain levels are highest for the titanium and composite patch materials.

The thinner carbon patches actually exceed the shear yield strain of the adhesive. The

large mismatches between plate and patch in both elastic moduli and coefficients of

thermal expansion cause these high shear strains. Only the GLARE and 2024 patches

have acceptably low shear strain values,

Two comments are appropriate here: First, the adhesive shear modulus has a large

influence on shear stress, but shear modulus is not nearly as consiant in adhesives as it is

in metals. This analysis used the room temperature GA value given by 3M for AF-163-2.

Elastomeric materials like toughened epoxies get stiffer as the temperature drops, so the

values given in figure 5.19 could be unconservative for the cruise condition. Second,

adhesive thickness also has a large influence on shear strain. Both effects will be

investigated further in section 5.4.4.

Table 5.2 summarizes the important results from the previous discussion. If the repairer

chooses a one-sided patch, only a tapered GLARE 2 patch of 1.1 to 1.55 mm thickness

meets all the criteria. For two-sided patching, the choice expands to GLARE 2 (tmin = 1 .1

mm) and 2024-T3 (tmin = 1.8 mm). High adhesive shear stresses proved to be the

universal disqualifier for the titanium, carbon and boron patches. Poor K reduction in the

carbon/epoxy patches was also problematic.

Table 5.2. Summary of parametric stud of five crack- atching materials.

Parameter boron/epoxy carbon/epoxy Ti 6AI 4V 2024-T3 _" - -9

K reduction > 70% tmin = 0.38 X OK OK

a• (patch) < a"' " OK OK OK tmin = 1.8 tMrin .,

2
a,,(plate) :_ 2 a* OK OK OK tmax = O.8* tx = 1.550

yi (adhesive) < IY'.d X X X OK OK
2

acceptable patch total X X X tra 8 = 1..8"5 .1| t<5 ."
thickness, mm I I-I I

Maximum thickness applies to tapered one-sided patches only.
"* Only two-sided patches acceptable.
X Unacceptable, outside of limits.
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5.4.3 Influence of Patch Geometry on Effectiveness

For the following sensitivity study, only balanced (two-sided) GLARE 2 patches will be

considered. Elliptical patches will be used to repair a central crack in a 1.75 mm thick

7079-T6 stiffened fuselage panel. Two patch thicknesses were used: 1.3 and 1.7 mm.

Variables included patch length and width, and the crack length. Because of the initial

assumptions on which CALCUREP is based, crack lengths had to be chosen less than or

equal to the width of the patch. The major outputs considered were the reduction in K,

the maximum adhesive shear strain, and the effects on plate stresses outside the patch.

5.4.3. 1 Influence of a/b ratio. The crack length was held constant at 70 mm, and the

patch width was 80 mm. Hart-Smith's rule of 30 times patch thickness for overlap length

suggests a/b values (patch length/width) of 1.0 and 1.3, respectively, for the 1.3 and 1.7

mm patch thicknesses. The range of a/b ratios modeled was from 0.75 to 2.0. Table 5.3

summarizes the output.

Table 5.3. Effect of patch a/b ratio on varous CALCUREP parameters.

Patch t, mm a/b K reduction, % Ymax (adhesive) a. (plate), MPa
1.3 0.75 100 .0004 104

1.00 100 .0014 107
1.25 99 .0032 109
1.50 98 .0049 112
1.75 98 .0057 115
2.00 97 .0082 118

1.7 1.00 105 .0011 114
1.50 104 .0032 121
2.00 102 .0056 127

Longer patches resulted in small changes in the predicted values. K reductions dropped

slightly for higher a/b ratios, but always remained above 97 percent. Maximum adhesive

shear strains remained below 1 percent in all cases, but were lowest for the lowest a/b

ratios. Longer patches also attracted slightly more load into the plate, but stresses

remained reasonably low.

5.4.3.2 Influence of crack length/patch width ratio. If cracks are much shorter than the

width of the patch, less patching effectiveness can be expected, as was discussed

previously. However, for detectable crack lengths (say, 5 mm or longer), the important

question for the repairer becomes by how much to overlap the crack tip.
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Crack lengths ranging from 10 to 80 mm were analyzed with the two patch thicknesses.

Patch length was constant at 160 mm, patch widths ranged from 80 to 140 mm

(1.14<a/b<2.0). Table 5.4 presents the results.

The results show the crack length/patch width ratio has a minimal influence on patch

effectiveness. Calculated adhesive shear strains and plate maximum stresses are almost

independent of the crack length.

Table 5.4. Effect of crack length/patch width ratio on various CALCUREP parameters.

Patch, crack a./b K reduction, % r. (adhesive) a. (plate), MPa

t = 1.3 mm
a/b =2.0 0.125 93 .0082 118

0.25 95
0.50 96 U U

0.75 97 U U

1.00 97 U U

t = 1.7 mm
a/b = 2.0
ac variable 0.125 >100 .0056 127

0.25 U U U

0.50 U " U

0.75 U U U

1.00 U U U

= 35mm 0.50 >100 .0056 121
b variable 0.58 123

0.70 U U 125
0.88 U U 127

The results indicate there is a wide range of GLARE 2 patch geometries resulting in

acceptable values of effectiveness. No tangible benefits can be gained by making a patch

overlap length longer than the Hart-Smith recommendations Neither does an excessively

wide patch significantly improve patch performance.
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5.4.4 Effect of Adhesive Properties and Cure Temperature

Once the patch material and geometry have been chosen, the final variables over which

the repair technician has control are the adhesive and the cure temperature. For this

parametric analysis, two patch materials were considered: GLARE 2 and boron/epoxy, in

thicknesses judged reasonable by the preceding analyses. The fuselage structural

configuration requiring repair is similar to that already described. The patch length has

been reduced to 60 mm for all patch types, based on the previous section's conclusions.

Patch thicknesses shown on the graphs represent the total of the two sides (e.g., a 1.3

mm GLARE patch is two 0.65 mm-thick patches).

5.4.4. 1 Effect of adhesive thickness. If shear strains in a given adhesive are higher than

desired for good durability, an increase in the thickness of the adhesive layer may reduce

strain levels. Figure 5.20 illustrates this point.
0.08

Repair Conditions:

0.07 SIM: MA 70PTS. t - 1.75 m
C•.k ~ae: 00mm

0.6-t - 0.77 mmn Ar--lW2, vwkb, t
0.0 ron/epoxy Patch WIIUI

P0.05 t - 1.0 Mm LP : 60 MM

S0.04

S 0.03

E 0.02 t - 1.7 mm

0.01 t - 1.3 mm glare 2 . ..........

0.00 ----------------- ----------------- A

I * I * I * I

0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40

adhesive thickness, mm

Figure 5.20. The influence of adhesive thickness on maximum adhesive shear strain.

The beneficial effect of a thicker bond line is largest when the mismatch in elastic modulus

between the patch and plate is large. Unfortunately, in practice, high quality bond lines

thicker than 0.2 mm are difficult to produce. Thicker bond lines add the risk of greater

void content. Furthermore, a thicker bond line adds flexibility to the connection between
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the plate and patch, at the potential cost of a less effective patch. Figure 5.21 illustrates

that this flexibility cost is minimal.
110

t - 1 .3 m m ......... ....

glare 2
100 t - 1.7 mr- ------------ ---------

90

CF
St - 1.0 mmo 80 7

15 so.7m boron/epoxyi ~~~t - 0.77 mm .....

70 Repair Conditions:

"soiu: A 17079-M. t - 1.7U mM
Cftck Length: 80 mm

60 "AP.-IS.2, vadable t

-Patch Width: 00mm

Patch Leingth: 00 mm

5 0 ------
0.00 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40

adhesive thickness, mm

Figure 5.2 I. Influence of adhesive thickness on crack patching effectiveness.

The choice of adhesive shear modulus is rather limited among toughened epoxy structural

adhesives commonly used in bonded repair. Room temperature shear modulus values of

400-500 MPa are common. At the low temperatures of high cruise altitudes, the shear

modulus increases by as much as a factor of two.

Figure 5.22 confirms the expectation that as the adhesive becomes stiffer in shar, it

experiences lower shear strain values. As expected, this difference is more nottceable

with the boron/epoxy patches. With boron, the E mismatch with the aluminum sub! trate

is much greater than in the case of the GLARE patch.

A higher adhesive shear modulus can have a beneficial impact on crack patching

effectiveness of high modulus patches, as shown in Figure 5.23. The influence is small,

however.
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Figure 5.22. The influence of the adhesive shear modulus on maximum adhesive shear strain.
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Figure 5.23. The influence of the adhesive shear modulus on crack patching effectiveness.
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The final choice available to the repairer is the cure temperature. When repairs are

performed on or near structures containing absorbed moisture (e.g., honeycomb), cure

temperatures under 1000C are desired. Furthermore, a lower cure temperature can reduce

thermal buckling problems. Otherwise, cure temperatures are set by equipment

limitations. Temperatures around 1200C are used with toughened epoxies to gain good

bonds in reasonable amounts of time.

When materials of different thermal expansion coefficients are bonded, cure temperature

can affect residual stress states as well. Baker [241 recommends curing at "the lowest

possible temperature" to minimize residual thermal stress. If a patch has a higher effective

coefficient of thermal expansion than the substrate, cooling from the cure temperature

results in a residual tension in the patch. Also, residual compression exists at the crack

tip, which should by itself be beneficial for fatigue crack retardation. If the patch's

effective thermal expansion coefficient is lower than the substrate's, a residual tensile load

will exist at the crack tip.

Figure 5.24 shows the effect of various cur'i temperatures on the patching effectiveness

of GLARE 2 and boron/epoxy. The GLARE patch benefits from a higher effective

expansion because of the restraint on the stiffened fuselage. In the analyzed case, the

effective expansion coefficient of the stiffened fuselage is approximately equal to that of

boron. Thus, in wide-body fuselage skins, boron neither benefits nor suffers from a change

in the cure temperature. large thermal effects with boron occur in the cooling from

room to cruise temperatu

Thermal effects have yet another significant impact on patch selection. The high adhesive

shear strains experienced with boron patches cannot be reduced significantly by curing at

a lower temperature, as shown in figure 5.25. With GLARE 2, the effect is reversed: A

cure temperature of 100 to 1200C actually benefits the bond by reducing adhesive shear

strains at operating temperatures.
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Figure 5.24. The variation in crack patching effectiveness with cure temperature.
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Figure 5.25. The influence of curing temperature on maximum adhesive shear strain.
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GLARE has a higher effective thermal expansion coefficient than the stiffened aluminum

structure during curing. However, when the fuselage is uniformly cooled from room to

cruise temperature, the situation is reversed, and GLARE has a lower expansion coefficient

than the now-unconstrained aluminum. These two steps cancel each other out, resulting

in the low adhesive shear strains calculated here.

5.5 Summary

The Rose model of crack patching has been extended to include thermal effects of cruise

altitude and bending stresses induced by one-sided reinforcements. The expanded model

was transformed into a user-friendly program suitable for airline maintenance use. This

program, called CALCUREP, enables rapid analysis of bonded crack patching repairs on a

personal computer. Only limited knowledge of design stresses is necessary.

CALCUREP gives the user the following output:

"* the reduction in stress intensity factor of the repaired crack,

"* the maximum normal stresses in the patch,

"* the maximum adhesive shear strains, and

"* the maximum normal stresses in the repaired plate.

An extensive parametric study of various patch materials and configurations was

accomplished. The study indicated that the relative effective coefficients .of thermal

expansion of the patch and the fuselage played the largest roles in determining the

performance of the repair. The fiber metal laminate GLARE 2 proved more effective than

high elastic modulus composites in reducing the stress intensity factor of a crack in a

fuselage.

The use of low thermal expansion coefficient boron or carbon fibers induces high adhesive

shear strain levels. These are expected to cause poor long-term durability of such patches

on transport fuselages. Monolithic aluminum was an acceptable alternative in two-sided

patching situations, though a greater thickness patch was required. The titanium alloy Ti-

6AI-4V suffered from similar disadvantages as the composites.
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A slight drawback to the use of GLARE and monolithic aluminum patches is the higher

stresses that result in the surrounding plate. This problem is most severe when one-sided

patches are used. Tapering of the edges of the GLARE patch sufficiently alleviates the

high stresses such that new fatigue cracks are not expected. One-sided 2024-T3 patches

did not meet all the criteria and thus are not recommended.

Studies of the effect of patch geometry on effectiveness showed that a broad range of

patch sizes could perform adequately. Variations in adhesive thickness and shear modulus

were shown to have only moderate influences on patch parameters.

Analysis of the effect of cure temperature on patch performance showed that high

modulus patch materials like boron, carbon and titanium could not benefit from reduced

cure temperatures. Cure temperatures in the range from 100 to 1200C worked best for

the GLARE patches.

The net outcome was that GLARE 2 achieves better crack patching effectiveness and

lower adhesive shear strains than boron, titanium and carbon patches (low thermal

expansion materials). GLARE 2 results in thinner patches and lower plate tensile stresses

than monolithic aluminum patches (high thermal expansion coefficient). When two-sided

patches are allowed, either GLARE 2 or 2024-T3 is acceptable; however, the GLARE patch

is the only acceptable choice for a durable one-sided patch repair.
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Chdotef 6: Mechanical Testing of Crack Patching

"Should the whole frame of Nature round him break,
In ruin and confusion hurled,
He, unconcerned, would hear the mighty crack,
And stand secure amidst a tailing world."

Joseph Addison.
Horace, Odes, book III, ode iii ( 712)

6.1 Introduction

The previous chapter described analytical techniques for crack patching. Its successful

implementation as a repair method for pressurized fuselages requires validation by

laboratory testing of patch designs. This section describes the building block testing

approach used to verify the predictions described in the previous chapter. These tests

demonstrate that crack patching can be adequately described with the analytical

techniques that constitute CALCUREP. Crack patching must be shown to be durable:

That is, the patches must remain intact for a sufficient number of fatigue cycles without

allowing cracks to grow. Furthermore, the damage tolerance of crack patching will be

shown by documenting its beneficial effect on (artificial) damage introduced into the

repaired structure.

Section 6.2 describes how small flat coupons with central saw cuts were patched and

tested in severe constant amplitude fatigue conditions. The successful completion of

these coupon tests was followed by durability and damage tolerance tests of a pair of

uniaxially loaded saw cut stiffened flat panels. These panels represented as closely as

possible a multiple site damage fatigue problem taken from operational service and are

described in section 6.3. These results validate the analysis performed by the CALCUREP

program and show the value of GLARE 2 in crack patching.

6.2 Coupon Tests of Crack Patching Concepts

6.2. 1 Introduction

Several flat unstiffened 7075-T6 coupons were provided with saw cuts to simulate fatigue

damage. Most of these coupons were repaired with various bonded patches and fatigued

to failure. One repaired specimen was tested statically to failure. The test results were
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compared with the predictions of CALCUREP regarding the stress intensity factor of the

repair configurations.

6.2.2 Specimen Preparation

All specimens were cut from a 2.0 mm thick sheet of bare (unclad) 7075-T6 to dimensions

of 300 by 160 mm. A central saw cut was made in the rolling direction, perpendicular to

the load direction. Specimens were degreased, pickled and primed to prepare them for

bonding witi' AF-1 63-2K adhesive at 1 200C in an autoclave.

Nine specimens repaired with two-sided elliptical

patches and an unpatched cracked baseline specimen

were tested. All repair patches were 60 mm long, as

shown in figure 6.1 at right. Patch widths and saw

cut lengths were varied. Most patch widths were set

equal to the saw cut length to facilitate visual 30

monitoring of any crack growth. The highest stiffness

direction in all patches was oriented perpendicular to

the saw cut, except G5. This patch was purposely w-2a

oriented five degrees off the perpendicular to simulate

poor installation. Table 6.1 summarizes the

specimens. < Im >
Figure 6. 1. Two-sided patch specimen.
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Table 6. 1. Patch repair coupons.

patch code, patch thickness patch width initial saw cut

type (mm) (mm) length (mm) notes

BL, none -- 0 none 40 baseline

Al, 2024-T3 2 x 1.0 0.97 20 20

A2, 2024-T3 40 40 +5 mm cut**

C1, SP500* 2 x 0.25 0.64 40 40

G1.GLARE2 2x 0.85 0.76 20 20 +15mmcut**

G2, GLARE 2 40 40

G3, GLARE 2 40 30

G4, GLARE 2 40 50

G5, GLARE 2 if20 20 offset 50, fatigue

GST, GLARE 2 if20 20 static, no fatigue
*Unidirectional SP500 carbon/epoxy tape.
"* Fatigue load did not initiate a crack. The saw cut was extended on each side.

6.2.3 Test Conditions

Constant amplitude fatigue tests were carried out on a computer-controlled 6-ton test

frame. Specimens were cycled at gross stresses of 6 to 1 20 MPa at 10 Hz in laboratory

air. This stress level is extremely high for 7075-T6, as the unpatched baseline result will

show. Most specimens were cycled to failure. However, a few specimens were given

extra saw cuts outside the patch when they did not initiate cracks naturally.

6.2.4 Test Results

Figure 6.2 shows the fatigue lives of those tested specimens where the patch completely

covered the initial saw cut. The extremely short life of the unpatched specimen (1,462

cycles) attests to the severity of the loading. When no growth occurred on specimens A2

and G1, they received additional cuts to a total length of 50 mm after 175,000 and

100,000 cycles, respectively, so rates could be measured.
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m~~~ 
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01624.000

BL Al A2 Cl G1 G2 G3 G5
2a,/w - =lPatched 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.75 1.0

*addhlonal sawcut at 175,000 cycles to 2a/w - 1.25

-additional sawcut to 2@1w - 2.6 at 100,000 cycles

Figure 6.2. Fatigue lives of patched unstiffened 7075-T6 panels.
Constant amplitude fatigue, 6-120 MPy, 10 Hz, lab air.

The results show that even the worst performing patch (SP500 carbon-epoxy) increased

the life of the unpatched baseline to 42,000 cycles, i.e., by a factor of nearly 30. Saw

cuts under properly bonded 2024 and GLARE 2 patches simply did not re-initiate in

750,000 and 1,000,000 cycles, respectively.

The specimen with the purposely mis-aligned patch (G5) failed after 163,100 cycles. It

was the only GLARE patch specimen to experience natural fatigue growth from a fully

covered crack. The original saw cut in specimen G4 exceeded the patch width by 25

percent. It failed after only 42,000 cycles.

Two additional 5 mm saw cuts were made in samples A2 and G1 after a limited amount of

cycling to provide crack growth data. Without these extra cuts, the samples probably

would have resisted re-initiation for extremely long periods. By making the extra cuts,

however, comparisons could be made with the CALCUREP-predicted crack growth rates.
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Specimens BL, A2, G1, G4 and C1 were monitored closely during crack growth. This

provided useful information on crack growth rates. Table 6.2 summarizes the measured

crack growth rates of the specimens immediately after re-initiation.

Table 6.2. Measured initial crack growth rates.
specimen crack length (2a) measured initial crack

at re-initiation (mm) growth rate (Im/cycle)

BL 40 40

A2 50 0.25

C1 30 0.26

Gi 50 0.40

G4 40 0.45

The static test specimen, GST, failed at 559 MPa. Failure occurred in the sheet across the

saw cut section. The failure was accompanied by simultaneously interlaminar failure of

the GLARE patch in the glass/epoxy prepreg. This compares with the published ultimate

static strength of 570 MPa for 7075-T6 (11, or a two percent reduction.

6.2.5 Discussion

The results of the coupon tests confirm that a wide variety of patch materials and

configurations can give substantial increases in life to saw cut panels. However, some

general guidelines can be gleaned from these tests.

Good repair practice involves choosing a patch width that exceeds the crack (or saw cut)

length by about a centimeter. A larger overlap is not necessary, as demonstrated by

analysis in the previous chapter, but a small overlap gives a safety margin should crack

growth occur. When cracks extend beyond the patch, its beneficial influence is

diminished.

Patches should be designed to give a very slow (repaired) crack growth rate. A reasonable

goal might be a da/dN value of 0.1 .tm per cycle or less, so inspection intervals of the

repair can be a long as possible. This crack growth rate value corresponds to a repaired

stress intensity factor of approximately 5 MPaNJm for 7075-T6, and roughly 10 MPa•b'm

for 2024-T3.
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The slow crack growth shown by the repair configurations once the cracks had exceeded

the patch width indicates this could be a damage tolerant repair method. However, this

behavior must be investigated further and confirmed on larger specimens more typical of

pressurized fuselage structure.

When cracks were the same length as the patch width, CALCUREP was able to estimate

directly the crack tip stress ,,otensity factor. This was true with sample C1, where crack

re-initiation and growth occurred naturally from the original saw cut. However, the

CALCUREP boundary conditions were violated with sample G4, where the initial saw cut

exceeded the patch width. This was the case as well with samples A2 and G1, where

additional saw cuts had to be made to achieve crack growth.

To estimate a patched stress intensity factor, the patch was "smeared out" analytically to

cover the crack. Thus, the EA of the patch was held constant by increasing its width and

reducing its thickness. This allowed the use of CALCUCREP to estimate a K factor after

patching. Thermal effects were neglected because they imposed strictly static loads on

the saw cut and did not contribute to cyclic stresses.

Using a published da/dN vs. AK curve (21, an estimate of the crack growth rate just outside

the patch was made. Table 6.3 shows the comparison of measured and calculated crack

growth rates for the four patch cases.

Table 6.3. Comparison of crack growth rates, "smearing out" method.
specimen 2ao/patch measured initial crack predicted initial crack percent

width growth rate (1Lm/cycle) growth rate (jtm/cycle) difference

A2 50/40 0.20 0.15 25

C1 40/40 0.26 0.30 15

G 1 30/20 0.40 0.70 75

G4 50/40 0.45 0.35 22

The differences between the predicted and observed crack growth rates were smallest for

sample C1 (15 percent), where the initial saw cut and patch were of equal size. As the

ratio of the saw cut length to patch width increased, so did the size of the difference.

When the saw cut was 1.5 times the width of the patch, the difference was large (75

percent). The original boundary conditions of CALCUREP should be respected in its

employment if accurate results are desired.
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Another estimate can be obtained by assuming that the crack opening is fully restrained

underneath the patch. The saw cuts beyond the patch edges can then be treated as two

separate cracks each with a tip-to-tip length, a*, of 5 mm. The cyclic stress intensity

factor is AK = Acy --7 = 10.1 MPaVam. A graph from Broek 131 for 7075-T6 tested in

constant amplitude fatigue, R = 0.05, indicates da/dN = 0.22 Jim/cycle for specimen A2

(2024 patch). The less stiff GLARE patches on specimens G1 and G4 gave a higher crack

growth rate.
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6.3 Patching of Cracked Stiffened Panels

"Our minds thus grow in spots; and like grease spots, the
spots spread. But we let them spread as little as possible: we
keep unaltered as much of our old knowledge, as many of our
old prejudices and beliefs, as we can. We patch and tinker
more than we renew."

William James,
Pragmatism [19071. Lecture 1

6.3.1 Background

The panel tested in this series represents a stiffened 7079-T6 aluminum fuselage panel

from a large 1960's vintage pressurized transport aircraft suffering from widespread

fatigue damage. The fatigue cracking occurs along a row of rivets where a fairing is

attached to the primary fuselage skin, One of the problems with the repair location is its

tendency to collect water. 7079-T6 is known "to be markedly inferior" compared with the

stress corrosion cracking performance of other high-strength aluminum alloys in alternate

immersion tests in artificial seawater. Thus, the stress intensity factor of a repaired crack

in 7079-T6 operating in an aggressive environment must be kept extremely low (< 5

MPajm) to prevent crack growth [4].

The test panels represented as closely as possible the structural configuration and flight

load conditions leading to this fatigue cracking problem. Two GLARE 2 fiber metal

laminate patch configurations were designed, installed and tested on the two-bay panels

shown in figures 6.3 and 6.4. Each panel had a central 80 mm saw cut to a simulate

fatigue crack that spanned four adjacent rivets and ended at the rivet holes. A single-sided

patch was tested to 100,000 flights (equivalent to 10 lifetimes) at cyclic stress levels

equal to 82 MPa, or 110 percent of the design limit stress in the skin. Fatigue testing was

followed by a static test to the design ultimate stress. In the second panel, a balanced

(two-sided) patch was fatigued for five lifetimes at 110 percent of limit load. Additional

symmetric saw cuts were made in the skin outside the patch. Fatigue testing was

continued for an additional 83,000 cycles to monitor crack growth and demonstrate the

damage tolerajnce of the design.
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6.3.2 Panel Design and Manufacture

Figure 6.3 shows a sketch of the test section of the panel. Because of limitations of the

test equipment, the 1,200 mm long by 800 mm wide test panel represents approximately

an 80 percent scale extensional stiffness (EA) model of the actual aircraft panel. The

frame height was maintained at 100 percent of the original design, and the location of the

neutral axis was held constant. The extensional stiffness of an additional mid-bay tear

strap in the original structure was lumped into the tear straps under the two frames.

K--4a W 40

•.'-tar drap • Z-av cut

410 >-
H• 800

+ ++

, +

Not to scale. Al dimensions mm.

Further compromises were made in manufacturing: because of the unavailability of alloy
7079-T6, 7075-T6 was substituted in its place. 7079-T6 and 7075-T6 have roughly

equal fracture toughness values and should give similar fatigue crack growth performance
when tested in laboratory air. The original tear straps were bonded titanium alloy; in their
place, aluminum alloy tear straps with 50 percent greater cross-sectional areas were

substituted to achieve equivalent stiffness. Constant thickness cold-formed z-shaped
frames replaced the extruded variable-thickness I-shaped frames of the original design.
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Two panels were manufactured for testing. Individual sheet parts were sheared to their

final dimensions, except the patches. These were rough-cut on a band saw and formed to

final dimensions on a belt sander. The tear straps, skin doublers and various other small

load introduction parts were alkaline degreased and deoxidized. After bath pretreatment,

these smaller items were primed and cured with an epoxy primer to ease handling.

The 1.200 mm long skin panels, too large to fit into the pretreatment tanks, were solvent

degreased by hand and abraded with a portable Scotch Brite machine. This was followed

by extensive hand-cleaning with clean paper towels dipped in methanol to assure a clean

bonding surface. Anodizing was not performed, as this affects only the long-term

durability of the bond.

The skin panels, tear straps, skin doublers and GLARE patches (which were supplied with

anodized and primed surfaces) were prepared for autoclave bonding by laying them up with

AF-163-2 structural epoxy film adhesive. After curing, the bonded assembly was riveted

to the frames and load introduction fittings using protruding head 4.8 mm 7050 alloy (E

grade) rivets. Riveting quality was kept high by using a force-controlled riveting machine.

Rivets were installed on the center line of the specimen to simulate the fairing attachment

location. Figure 6.4 shows the final configuration.

Figure 6.4. Photograph of stiffened test panel.
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6.3.3 Patch Sectdon

Two patch designs were tested: a singled-sided 3/2 lay-up of GLARE 2 (1.4 mm thick)

and a balanced pair of 2/1 GLARE 2 sheets with individual thicknesses of 0.85 mm. The

width of all patches was set at 100 mm to provide a 10 mm overlap of each saw cut tip.

The half-length of the single-sided patch was set at 80 times the thickness, while the half-

length of the double-sided patches was set at roughly 35 times their thickness, following

the guides discussed in section 4.4.2. Thus, the single-sided patch dimensions were 224

x 100 mm, while the double-sided patches measured 60 x 100 mm.

Elliptical patches were chosen to match the conditions of the analysis. An elliptical patch,

besides making calculations much simpler, gives the most efficient load redistribution in a

doubler. To produce an accurate elliptical template, the major and minor axes of the patch

were simply input into a drawing program on a personal computer and printed.

CALCUREP outputs of the chosen patch configurations are shown in table 6.4. The

maximum patch stress occurs over the saw cut, while the maximum plate stress is fto 2d

just outside the patch tips in the loading direction. It is roughly twice as high as the

remote stress in the single-sided patch configuration, a function of bending and load

attraction by the stiff inclusion.

The applied stress range (4 to 86 MPa) was set at 110 percent of the design limit load and

was based on flight test data supplied by the manufacturer. The patches in this case were

bonded in the autoclave (no constraint of "cold' surrounding structure) and tested at room

temperature. Thus, the program inputs were adjusted accordingly so thermal stresses

were properly compensated. This allowed the measured strains on the specimens to be

compared with the calculations.
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Table 6.4. CALCUREP input and output for tested repai configuations.
Input Data

Plate material: 7075-T6, t = 1.6 mm
Frame spacing: 400 mm
Stringer spacing: 10 m
Remote uniaxial stress level: 86 MPa
Cruise altitude: sea level (room temperature testing)
Saw cut length: 80 mm
Adhesive: AF-163-2, t = 0.13 mm
Cure temperature: 200C (for calculations only)

Patch Configuration Single-sided Double-sided
Material GLARE 2, 3/2 lay up GLARE 2, 2/1 lay up

Thickness 1.4 mm 2 x 0.85 = 1.7 mm
Length 224 mm 60 mm
Width 100 mm 100 mm

Tapered? No Yes, t = 0.3 mm

Output Data

AK reduction, % 84 86
a•.m, patch, MPa 130 91

am.a, plate, MPa 185 99

6.3.4 Tat Results

6.3.4. 1 Panel #1 (single-sided patch). Figure 6.5 shows a detail of the test section and
indicates the location of selected strain gages. Stress values converted from measured

strains at the nominal skin stress of 86 MPa are displayed in normal type. The three

stresses predicted by CALCUREP are shown in italics.

The strain results indicate that CALCUREP is accurate in predicting the combined (load

attraction plus bending) stress in the skin with the one-sided patch (3 percent error). The
measured stress level is considered excessive from a design durability point of view.

However, it was caused by the failure to taper the patch tip before bonding.

One point missed by CALCUREP was the compressive strain experienced by the outer

surface of the one-sided patch configuration. This large error stems from the assumption

that longitudinal reinforcement at the crack location by a stringer or similar element would
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suppress bending. In the tested case, the fairing attachment was omitted and the doubled

area was free to deform out of plane. Furthermore, the finite length gage was located in

an area of very high strain gradient, while the calculation predicted the stress at an

infinitely small point.

+ +

881196I +

(85)I + [
I +1 + ~2011 185--

I +
0 +

+
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(84.5),
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Figure 6.5. Measured/predicted stresses in the loading direction, panel #I (single-sided patch).
Parentheses indicate stresses from the back (non-frame) side of the panel.

All stresses in MPa. Nominal skin stress = 86 MPa.

Fatigue testing was performed for 100,000 cycles at 3 Hz in room temperature laboratory

air. The testing was interrupted regularly for inspection of the panel. Several rivets in the

load introduction fittings failed because of excessive bending and were replaced with bolts.

A large crack was found in the skin in the load introduction fitting after 85,000 cycles

(more than eight lifetimes of the baseline aircraft). The crack was caused by an error in

the detail design of the fitting. Testing was halted temporarily so the crack could be

repaired. The load introduction fittings were modified to preclude similar cracks. Fatigue

testing was resumed and the panel continued to 100,000 cycles without further incident.

Extensive inspection of the panel showed no fatigue cracking in the test section. The

original 80 mm saw cut was visually inspectable and showed no signs of crack initiation.

Eddy current scans of the patch showed no sub-surface cracks in the GLARE. Strain gage

surveys indicated no measurable change in the structural performance of the panel. As a
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final test, the panel was loaded to its estimated design ultimate stress. Neither crack

extension nor panel failure occurred, and the patch remained intact.

6.3.4.2 Panel #2 (double-sided patch). All modifications developed for the first panel

were made on the second article before testing was begun. Figure 6.6 shows a detail of

the test section with the location of selected strain gages. Data from the gages located in

the line of the saw cut will be presented later in this section. As with the first panel,

stresses converted from the measured strain values at a nominal skin stress of 86 MPa are

displayed in normal type. Predicted stresses from CALCUREP are shown in italics.

The strain results from outside the frames indicated that some additional longitudinal

bending existed in the panel. As seen in figure 6.6, the skin stresses outside the frame

were 92 MPa on the frame side and 79 MPa at the same location on the reverse surface.

A significant amount of transverse bending was observed visually in the tests. This

probably occurred due to the deletion of the stringers from the test article, which resulted

in a relatively flexible panel in the direction transverse to the frames.

10618.9MW Il

1921 86 19

Figure 6.6. Measured/predicted stresses in the loading direction, panel #2 (double-sided patch).
Parentheses indicate measured stresses from the back (non-frame) side of the panel. All stresses i .n

MPa. Nominal skin stress = 86 MPa.
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CALCUREP predicted higher stresses in the patch over the crack than were measured.

This could result from at least two potential sources. First, the gage is located in an area

of high strain gradient, and is thus averaging strain over the saw cut and areas of lower

strain. Second, the model conservatively assumes that all load carried by the inclusion in

stage I (uncracked) is carried by the patch in stage II. However, the less stiff cracked

inclusion may attract less load. Both sources could lead to a lower measured patch stress

than predicted by the model.

The plate stresses at the edge of the patch were roughly half as high (106 MPa) as in the

single-sided repair (201 MPa) because of the elimination of bending. The calculations

again underestimated these stresses. The error in the two-sided case was seven percent,

compared with nine percent for the one-sided patch. These are considered acceptable for

experimental strain measurement.

Fatigue cycling was performed at the same skin stress levels as with the first panel.

Again, a few rivets in the load introduction fittings failed and were replaced by bolts. No

cracking was noted in the test section.

After 50,000 cycles, symmetric 25 mm saw cuts were made in the fairing rivet line at the

tips of the patch. These saw cuts were made to test the damage tolerance of the repaired

panel. The saw cuts had the effect of creating three cracks with a total tip-to-tip length of

150 mm separated by 15 mm ligaments under the patch tips. An additional strain survey

was made before cycling was resumed. Strain surveys were made after significant

cracking events throughout damage tolerance testing.

As the new saw cuts lay between two rivets, initiation was rapid, occurring about 2,000

cycles later. Figure 6.7 shows the crack growth behavior. Both cracks grew into the

next rivet holes in 8,000 cycles, after 60,000 cumulative cycles. After approximately

29,000 additional cycles, the left crack tip reinitiated, growing in a further 8,500 cycles to

the next rivet hole.
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Figure 6.7. Crack growth behavior of panel #2 before and after saw cuts.

Strain gages were placed in the likely crack path on the right side of the patch. To allow

for meaningful strain measurements and avoid a seriously unsymmetric test condition, the

right crack was extended manually (with an additional saw cut) after 112,500 cycles.

This effectively allowed the right crack to "catch up.*

At 120,000 cycles, the right crack reinitiated. After 126,000 cycles, a crack was found

in the lower frame at a runout of a flange connection strap, away from the test section.

The crack tip was stop-drilled and the strap extended three rivets to allow resumption of

fatigue testing. A strain survey showed no significant change in load distribution, and

cycling was resumed.

After 130,000 cycles, as the right crack tip arrived at the fourth rivet hole in its path, the

left crack reinitiated. Fatigue testing was halted after 133,000 cycles as the left crack

approached its fourth rivet. The total crack length was 265 mm, one-third of the panel

width. Eddy current scans indicated a through-crack in both ligaments under the patch

(between the original 80 mm and the 20 mm saw cuts made at 50,000 cycles). Strain
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gage data disclosed that the ligaments under the patch tips failed after the third saw cut

was made at 11 2,500 cycles. Eddy current testing confirmed their failure.

The strains in the panel and in the patch increased steadily as the cracks grew. Figure 6.8

shows the large but highly localized influence of crack length on strain distribution. The

location of the patch, fairing line rivets, tear strap and frame are included for clarity.

2200

a - 138 mm

2000 a - 75 mm0 alt sawcut)l

1800 a - 13 mm (2nd aawcut)
"A- a 8Bmm

- l600

c 1400 a- a-40mm

ED (no fatigue)E

1200 u. .. . .

1000 0-0-
0 100 200 300 400

distance from patch center, mm

Figure 6.8. Skin strains in the load direction across the fairing line of
panel #2 at various crack lengths.

Because the patch remained fully intact (no damage was detected after the fatigue test), it

implies a large restraint on crack opening. The effective restraint is confirmed by the

strain measurements, which show limited increase of the strain, unless the crack tip is

close to the gage. Outside the frame, the crack length had a negligible effect on strain

readings.

Figure 6.9 shows the details of the strain readings in both the patch and the skin in the

area between the frames. (Note the change in scale from the previous figure.) Skin

strains are indicated by filled markers, while patch strain markers are unfilled. The strain

readings in the patch tip grow extremely large for crack lengths greater than 100 mm. For

the longest crack, patch tip strains were more than 3.5 times as high as the strain in the
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center of the patch, less than 50 mm away. The patch tip exerted a large restraining force

on the crack at over 3,600 microstrain. (In spite of these very high strains, no damage

was detected in the GLARE patch after fatigue testing.)

strains In patch strains In skin
Sa-l138mm 7

3500

* 3000"
S

2500 - 113 mm o
o ~88mm

S20O00 -7 ma-18m0

S1500
E

1000 7S m 0
40 mm

500 -

0 50 100 150 200

distance from patch center, mm

Figure 6.9. Strains in the skin and patch in the central portion of the
fairing line of panel #2, various crack lengths. Skin strains are indicated

by filled markers, while patch strain markers are unfilled.

6.3.5 Discussion

The tests of the large stiffened panels demonstrate the durability and damage tolerance of

crack patching with GLARE 2. The patches effectively prevented the large cracks from re-

initiating from the rivet holes, without introducing fatigue or static strength problems into

the structure.

A noteworthy outcome of the damage tolerance test was the demonstration that the patch

influenced cracks that extended beyond the patch. Figure 6.10 shows a detail of the

crack growth data presented previously in figure 6.8. (Recall that these cracks grew only

after additional saw cuts in the skin extended the damage outside the patched area.) The
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crack growth rates between individual rivet holes were approximately constant and are

indicated on the figure.
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Figure 6. 10. Detail of half crack length versus number of fatigue cycles in panel #2.

Calculations of the stress intensity factor of the unpatched crack were performed for
various crack lengths representative of the tested panel using the Feddersen solution for a

central crack in an unstiffened panel under remote loading:

AK = Ac,.-.7-nI/W, (6-1)

where A K represents the cyclic stress intensity factor,

ald is the applied cyclic stress (82 MPa),

a is the crack half-length, and

W is the panel width (800 mm).

(The effect of frame and tear straps on AK is felt only when the crack approaches very

closely.)
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Effective stress intensity factors based on the measured crack growth rates were

estimated using da/dN vs. AK data for 7075-T6 from [31 based on a Dutch NLR test

program. Table 6.5 compares the calculated unpatched unstiffened AK value with the

effective value gleaned from the published crack growth rates.

Table 6.5. Apparent Crack Patching Effectiveness, Long Cracks.

Crack half length, Unpatched A K, Empirical (patched) Reduction of AK,

mm MPa ýmV A K, MPa 1m percent

85 42.4 21 50

110 50.6 26 49

130 56.1 28 50

In this example, the patch exerts a large influence on the crack severity. This is true even

when the crack is much larger than the patch. The stress intensity is reduced by 50

percent, which in aluminum alloys corresponds to approximately ten times lower crack

growth rate. It is mainly a result of the restraint on crack opening exerted by the intact

patch.

An approximation of the restraining effect of the patch can be obtained by considering the

patch as an unfailed ligament between two cracks, as illustrated in figure 6.11. The

extensional stiffness of the two patches was 97 percent of the uncracked sheet's Et

value, so this is a reasonable assumption. It further implies zero crack opening under the

patch. The Erdogan solution [51 for two collinear cracks can be expressed as:

AK= F, Aoiha (6-2)
where

FA =1-0.0037%+0.16132 -0.1628X3 +0.1560W4

X=2a /d
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Cr

Figure 6. 11. Idealization of patched crack as unfailed ligament between
two collinear cracks (after [5, 6)).

The Erdogan solution leads to the AK values shown in table 6.6.

Table 6.6. Apparent Crack Patching Effectiveness, Long Cracks.

Crack half length, Erdogan AK, Empirical (patched) percent

mm MPaVm A K, Pa/m difference

85 26 21 24

110 31 26 19

130 35 28 25

The Erdogan solution consistently over-predicts A K by an average of 23 percent. A

possible reason for this difference is the additional load carried by the frames and tear

straps with longer cracks, as shown by figure 6.9. Although the strains are elevated only

slightly, the cross-sectional areas of the stiffening elements are large enough to carry a

significant additional load.

The high strains placed on the patch emphasizes the need for a high-strength, fatigue-

resistant patch material. Monolithic aluminum patches might be problematic in such

cases.

When multiple site damage exists ahead of the large patched crack, the rivet holes provide

no retardation ahead of the advancing crack tip. Figure 6.12 shows what the crack
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growth data from the damage tolerance portion of the test would look like if the

retardation periods were removed.

130 F ]
E 120r
E 0

110- 0
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-P 100 0

0 90 - 0
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0 
0
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Fatigue Cycles After Saw Cut

Figure 6.12. Hypothetical crack growth curve of two-sided patched crack
plus secondary saw cut in presence of multiple site damage.

The curve shows that the useful life of the cracked patched structure (after the second

saw cuts) falls sharply. However, the crack growth is still slow. The inspection interval

needed to detect the crack could be quite long (say, every 5,000 flights), without

imposing too a large burden on maintenance personnel.

6.4 Summary and Conclusions

The results of static and fatigue tests have been compared with the predictions of

CALCUREP in the bonded crack patching of fuselage structures.

Constant amplitude fatigue testing was performed on a series of patched saw cut 7075-T6

coupons. The test results showed:

" A range of bonded patch materials and length/width ratios provides acceptable
crack-patching performance. Crack re-initiation from a properly patched panel
requires hundreds of thousands of flights or manual extension by saw cuts at
typical fuselage stress levels.

" A small overlap (10 mm) of each crack tip by the patch is recommended.
Larger overlaps are unnecessary.
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" Good alignment of orthotropic patches with the crack is necessary for optimum
performance. However, small patch misalignments do not completely
compromise patch performance.

" The static strength of a properly designed patched saw cut panel approaches
the original (uncracked) strength of the panel.

" CALCUREP predicts crack tip stress intensity factors with reasonable accuracy
when crack growth occurs at the edge of a patch. When cracks grow larger
than the patch, accuracy diminishes quickly.

Two large (1,200 by 800 mm) stiffened panels were constructed and tested to represent a

fuselage multiple site damage case taken from service. Advanced fiber metal laminate

GLARE 2 patches were applied to 80 mm central saw cuts. Two patch configurations

were used to simulate repair access to one and both sides of the fuselage, respectively.

Static strain surveys of the repaired panels revealed that CALCUREP is able to predict the

stress state around a bonded two-sided patch repair with good accuracy. With one-sided

patches, the predicted stress in the patch was not accurate. This was because the original

assumption of the crack location over an intact stringer did not apply with the test

configuration. As a result, significant bending occurred in the area of interest. This

bending was not accounted for in the model.

Durability (fatigue) testing of the one-sided configuration at high fatigue stress levels

showed no crack growth from the saw cut in ten aircraft lifetimes. Later static testing

sustained the design ultimate stress of the skin.

The panel with the two-sided patch was fatigued for 50,000 cycles (five aircraft lifetimes)

without experiencing any crack growth from the repaired saw cut. Additional saw cuts

were then made outside the patch in line with the original damage. Fatigue testing

continued for an additional 83,000 cycles while slow crack growth was monitored.

Crack growth measurements correlated with strain data showed that the patch exerted a

large restraint on crack opening even when the crack had grown well beyond the patch.

The Erdogan fracture mechanics solution for two collinear cracks with an intact ligament

was shown to provide a reasonably good prediction of such crack growth behavior. The

patch reduced the rate of crack growth cf long cracks by a factor of approximately ten

compared with the unpatched case.
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The panel was retired when the crack reached 260 mm in length. No cracks could be

found in the GLARE patch. The slow crack growth proved the damage tolerance of the

crack patching concept as applied to stiffened fuselage structures.
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7
Summary and Conclusions

7.1 Background and Goals of this Research

The Aloha incident was a wake-up call to the aeronautical world. It showed that transport

aircraft operators need improved techniques to perform simple, economical, damage

tolerant structural repairs to aircraft.

Current repair practices for fuselage structures involve almost exclusive use of riveted

repairs. The current practices are in many respects inadequate and lead to fatigue

problems. Simple changes to the current riveted repair procedures are needed to improve

flight safety without requiring higher skill levels in maintenance or increasing life cycle

costs. "Soft patching," the application of the high-strength, moderate-modulus fiber metal

laminate GLARE 3 to riveted repairs, was discussed in chapters 2 and 3 as a means of

accomplishing these goals.

Chapter 4 focused on bonded repairs, describing recent material and process developments

that simplify the method and improve its quality. Chapter 5 presented recent

developments in the analysis of bonded "crack patching" repairs. It introduced a user-

friendly computer program known as CALCUREP to enable airline maintenance engineers

to extend the life of fatigue-damaged fuselage components. Detailed parametric studies

showed that GLARE 2 fiber metal laminates are a better choice than expensive, high-

stiffness boron-epoxy composites for bonded patching of pressurized fuselage cracks. The
results of fatigue and damage tolerance testing of bonded crack patching for fuselage

structures were given in Chapter 6.
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7.2 Soft Patching for Durable, Damage Tolerant Riveted Repairs

Current methods of riveted repair of pressurized aluminum fuselage skins result in

premature fatigue cracking of the repaired skin. The result is increased inspection
requirements for operators. Small improvements can be made in riveted repairs by

performing time-consuming, expensive thickness tapering of patches (chapters 2 and 3).

" A new concept called "soft patching" has been introduced to improve the durability of

riveted repairs. Soft patching of pressurized aluminum fuselage skins uses thin

untapered patches of the fiber metal laminate GLARE 3 in place of thick tapered
monolithic patches. Soft patching reduces load attraction into the repair area,

diminishes bearing loads on the critical first rivet row and decreases secondary bending

in the skins.

" Soft patching improves the fatigue life of riveted repairs by up to three times over
various techniques involving monolithic patches. It simplifies the repair task by

eliminating the need for costly, time consuming thickness tapering of patches.
Inspection workloads are reduced while safety and damage tolerance are improved and

life cycle costs are diminished.

7.3 Surface Treatments for In-Field Bonded Repairs

The basics of adhesive bonded repairs for aluminum aircraft fuselages have been

presented, with emphasis on the practical aspects (chapter 4).

" An extensive evaluation of surface preparation techniques showed the Boeing

Phosphoric Acid Containment System (PACS) plus adhesive priming to be the superior

aluminum surface preparation for in-field repair. PACS combines excellent durability

with the highest peel strength values of any non-immersion pretreatment process.

" A newly developed epoxy film adhesive with the ability to be stored for long periods at

room temperature was investigated for potential use in bonded repairs. AF-377-2M

was evaluated for strength and durability using the high-performance toughened epoxy

film AF-163-2K as a comparison. A long shelf life at room temperature is highly
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beneficial in the maintenance environment. However, the low peel strength of the

current formulation of AF-377-2 makes it less desirable as a metal repair adhesive.

The more conventional epoxy film adhesive AF-163-2K was carried over for the

remaining bonded repair research performed in this effort.

7.4 Bonded Crack Patching

Crack patching is a technique originally developed to extend the life of cracked thick

structures on fighter aircraft. In its original applications, boron/epoxy and carbon/epoxy

composites have been used successfully in a variety of high-value repairs. Recently,

similar boron/epoxy repairs have been proposed for repairing pressurized transport

fuselages suffering from multiple site damage. However, the structural and operational

characteristics of transport aircraft are sufficiently different from fighters to cause doubt

whether direct substitution of the processes will be successful.

Transport fuselages experience high loads at cruise altitudes over 10 km, where

temperatures are lowest. The Rose model of crack patching was extended to include

thermal effects of cruise altitude and bending stresses in the plate at the tip of one-sided

reinforcements (chapter 5).

The expanded Rose model was transformed into a user-friendly program suitable for airline

maintenance use. This program, called CALCUREP, enables rapid analysis of bonded crack

patching repairs on a personal computer. Only limited knowledge of loads and design

stresses is required to carry out preliminary patch designs.

"An extensive parametric study of varimjs patch materials and configurations was

performed. It indicated the patch coefficent of thermal expansion was the single most

important parameter in determining the overall effectiveness of a bonded crack

patching repair. The fiber metal laminate GLARE 2 proved more effective than high

modulus composites in reducing the stress intensity factor of a crack in a fuselage.

" High modulus, low thermal expansion coefficient patches such as boron and carbon

result in very high adhesive shear strain levels. These high shear strains are expected

to cause poor long-term durability of such patches. Monolithic aluminum was an

acceptable alternative in situations where two-sided patching was possible, though a
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thicker patch was required. Titanium alloys suffer from similar thermal expansion

drawbacks as the composites.

" The use of one-sided GLARE and monolithic aluminum patches causes relatively high

stresses that result in the surrounding plate. Tapering of the edges of the GLARE patch

sufficiently alleviates the high stresses such that new fatigue cracks are not expected.

However, even tapered one-sided 2024-T3 patches cause unacceptably high plate

stresses and thus are not recommended for fuselage skin repair.

" Studies of the effect of patch geometry on effectiveness showed that a broad range of

elliptical patch sizes perform adequately. Variations in adhesive thickness and shear

modulus were shown to have only minor influences on patch parameters.

" Analysis of the effect of cure temperature on patch performance showed that high

modulus patch materials like boron, carbon and titanium could not benefit from reduced

cure temperatures. Cure temperatures in the range from 100 to 1200C gave the best

effectiveness for the GLARE patches.

The results of static and fatigue tests have been compared with the predictions of

CALCUREP in the bonded crack patching of fuselage structures (chapter 6). Constant

amplitude fatigue testing was performed on a series of patched saw cut 7075-T6 coupons.

The test results showed:

" A range of bonded patch materials and length/width ratios provides acceptable crack-

patching performance. A small overlap (10 mm) of each crack tip by the patch is

recommended. Crack re-initiation from a properly patched panel requires hundreds of

thousands of flights at typical fuselage stress levels.

"* The static strength of a properly designed patched saw cut panel approaches the

original (uncracked) strength of the panel.

" CALCUREP predicts crack tip stress intensity factors with reasonable accuracy when

crack growth occurs at the edge of a patch. When cracks grow larger than the patch,

accuracy diminishes quickly. In such cases, the Erdogan solution for two collinear

cracks is quite suitable.
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Two large stiffened panels were constructed and tested to represent a fuselage multiple

site damage case taken from service. Advanced fiber metal laminate GLARE 2 patches

were applied to 80 mm central saw cuts. Two patch configurations were used to simulate

repair access to one and both sides of the fuselage, respectively.

" CALCUREP is able to predict the stress state around a bonded two-sided patch repair

with reasonable accuracy. With one-sided patches, the predicted stress in the patch

was not accurate. This was because the original assumption of the crack location over

an intact stringer did not apply to the tested configuration. As a result, significant

bending occurred in the area of interest that was not modeled.

" Durability testing of the one-sided configuration at high fatigue stress levels showed no

crack growth from the saw cut in ten aircraft lifetimes. Subsequent static testing

sustained the design ultimate stress of the skin.

" Damage tolerance testing of a stiffened panel showed a two-sided patch could

withstand large artificial damage (saw cuts) outside the patch. Fatigue testing

demonstrated slow, stable crack growth behavior and verified the damage tolerance of

the crack patching concept as applied to stiffened fuselage structures.
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7.5 Recommendations for Further Research

The present research has clearly revealed the advantages of soft patching as a damage

tolerant fuselage repair technique leading to durable restorations of structural integrity.
These favorable results were confirmed by analysis and testing, which led to a good

understanding of the variables involved. At the same time, simple techniques were

developed for the practical application of soft patching.

The experience with soft patching should be extended in an experimental and analytical
program to cover a wider variety of structural configurations. For example, the crown

section and window belt should be considered, along with a larger variation of loading

cases (e.g., biaxial loading and curved panels). Results from barrel tests (simulated

fuselages) would be most worthwhile.

For bonded crack patching repairs, the computer program CALCUREP can be improved and

expanded to include directly the influence of thickness tape g on load attraction and
bending at the edge of the patch. Buckling induced by local heating during cure should be
investigated to establish maximum allowable cure temperatures.

Finally, an investigation into crack patching effectiveness on multiple short cracks in

riveted fuselage lap joints (the multiple site damage problem) should be carried out.
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Samenvatting (Dutch Summary)

De luchtvaartmaatschappijon hebben betere techniekon nodig om eenvoudige en 'schade
toelaatbare' reparaties uit to voeren. Vooral de ongelukken met do 747 van Japan Air Lines
en do 737 van Aloha Airlines hebben dit duidelijk gemaakt. Momenteel worden bij do
roparaties van rompconstructios bijna uitsluitend klinkverbindingen toogopast. Do huidige
praktijken zijn in veel opzichten onvoldoende veilig en kunnen leiden tot
vormoeiingsproblemen.

Er zijn eenvoudige wijzigingon nodig in do huidigo procedure voor goklonk' 'paraties,
waardoor do vliogveiligheid verhoogd kan worden, zonder dat dit ondorhouds iigheden
van eon hoger nivoau of toenemonde kosten met zich moebrengt. Dit concept, jkend als
"soft patching", maakt gebruik van hot vozel-metaal Iaminaat GLARE-3 in gekionken
reparaties. GLARE-3 heeft eon hogs sterkto en eon relatief lags elasticitoitsmodulus,
waardoor hot matoriaal uitmate geschikt is voor doze toopassing. Soft patching reduceert
do doorleiding van do belasting in het gereparoerde gobied, vorlaagt do belasting op do
kritioko oorste klinknagotrij en vermindort do socundairo buiging in do huid. Als gevoig
hiorvan neomnt do Ievensduur van gekionkon roparatios toe, tot drie maal do waarde voor
monolitisch reparatiemnateriaal. Hot vereonvoudigt hot roparatiewerk doordat hot
arbeidsintonsiove afschuinen van do randen van do patches niot moor nodig is. Do duur van
do inspectieworkzaamhoden kan wordon verminderd, terwijl do voilighoid- en
schadetolerantie grotor worden en do totals kosten afnemen.

Hot tweeds deal van dit proefschrift richt zich op goavanceerde golijmdo roparaties, en
beschrijft recants ontwikkelingon in materialen en procosson die do roparatie
vereenvoudigon on do kwalitoit verhogon. Dit deal behandolt verdor do recante
ontwikkelingon in do spanningsanalyse van gelijmdo *crack patching"M roparatios. Crack
patching is eon techniok die oorspronkolijk is ontwikkold om do levonsduur van goscheurde
dikwandigo constructios van jachtvliegtuigen to vorgroton. Oorspronkolijk worden boron-
epoxy en koolstof-epoxy composioton succesvol gebruikt in vorscheidene reparaties van
zwaarbelaste constructios. Dit proefschrift boschrijft niouwo analyso-mothodos, waarondor
eon gobruikorsvriondolijk computerprogramma ondor do naam CALCUREP. Doze mothodes
mooton do onderhoudsingonieur in staat stollen om op eon oonvoudigo en good kopo manior
do lovonsduur van rompcompononten met vermoeiingsschade to verlengen.

Gedetailloordo parametrische studies hebben aangetoond dat GLARE-2 vezel-metaal
laminaten als patch-matoriaal geschikter zijn dan do dure, hogo-stijfheid boron-opoxy
composioten. Eon van do oorzakon hiervan is hot fait dat door do lags tomporatuur op
kruishoogto do thormischo uitzottingscodfficidnt van hot patchmatoriaal oon belangrijke
factor is bij do matoriaalkeuzo. Do rosultaten die wordon berekend met hot CALCUREP
computormodol wordon vergoleken mot testresultaten van proefstukken die gescheurde
rompconstructios simuleorden. Hot blijkt dat CALCUREP in staat is om do spannings-
vordoling rond eon roparatie accuraat to borokenon.
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A
Analysis of Crack Patching:

Fundamentals of Adhesive Joints
Stage I of the Rose Model

This section develops the mathematical background necessary for the analysis of crack

patching. The analysis used here is based the one-dimensional theory of bonded joints

developed by Hart-Smith [ 11, and proceeds to stage I of the model developed by Rose.

The analysis is divided into two parts. In this appendix, a bonded doubler is considered

mathematically in place over an uncracked skin. The aim of the first stage is to calculate

the stress redistribution in the plate (skin) in the presence of the bonded doubler. In stage

two (appendix B), the crack is introduced into the plate and the crack faces become

stress-free. The main concern at that point is to calculate the stress intensity factor in the

repaired cracked plate.

The Rose model of crack patching is a continuum analysis based on theory of elasticity. It

considers an infinite, center-cracked, orthotropic plate with a bonded orthotropic elliptical

patch on one side of the plate. The plate is loaded by a remote biaxial stress.

The elliptically shaped reinforcing patch is an efficient shape for transferring load through

an adhesive. The ellipse greatly simplifies the elastic analysis. Rectangular patches,

preferred in riveted repairs and used in some bonded repairs, result in high peel stresses at

the patch corners. This can lead to delamination, which results typically in an elliptically

shaped bond remaining intact.

As stated previously, the model divides the analysis into two stages. The first stage

considers the redistribution of loads caused by a doubler bonded to an uncracked plate.

The adhesive bond is assumed to be rigid; that is, no relative displacement happens

between the plate and the reinforcement. The load-transfer zone is small with respect to
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the patch, and the reinforced region is treated as a stiff inclusion in center of an infinite

plate. This stage makes use of the inclusion analogy first formulated by Muki and

Sternberg [21 to calculate the redistribution of stresses in the plate.

Figure A.1 shows a cracked infinite plate subjected to remote biaxial stresses denoted P

and Q, in the x- and y-directions, respectively. The length of the reinforcement is 2a, the

width is 2b. The crack length is represented as 2a,.

Y
Q Q

P tP

tR

~> 2, - - x - z

<-'-2b

A

Q Q
Figure A. 1. Bonded Repair Configuration Analyzed in Rose Model.

Most fatigue cracks in pressurized fuselages occur as a result of first principal stress,

which corresponds to the x- or hoop direction in the model. The y-direction is parallel to

the longerons.

Throughout the analysis, subscripts will refer to parameters identified with the plate (P),

reinforcing patch (R) and adhesive (A). Thus, tP, tR and tA denote the respective

thicknesses of the plate, repair patch and adhesive layer, etc.

The analysis is based on the following assumptions:
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" All material behavior is linearly elastic, except for limited elastic-plastic deformation in
the adhesive layer restricted to an area very near the crack, as discussed in section
5.2.2.2. Hooke's law applies to the analysis.

" All plate and patch materials are in a state of generalized plane stress. No through-the-
thickness variation occurs in the basic analysis.

" The adhesive layer behaves as a linear shear spring. Shear load transfer through the
adhesive is discussed in section 5.2.2.2.

" The basic model ignores thermal stresses due to bonding or cruise altitudes. Thermal
effects are addressed in section 5.2.5.

" Bending along the crack because of the shift in neutral axis from the one-sided patch is
restrained by the substructure. This assumption is considered reasonable, considering
the common occurrence of fatigue damage at lap joints, fairing attach lines, etc., which
are generally riveted to longerons or other longitudinal stiffeners. Expressions
describing the bending at the reinforcement boundaries, where such substructure is
absent, are derived in section 5.2.6.

Load Transfer in Bonded Joints A brief introduction to the load transfer in bonded joints

was given in chapter four. In the analysis of crack-patching, two regions of shear load

transfer must be distinguished. The first is the zone at the edge of the patch. It must be

relatively small compared with overall patch dimensions to allow valid application of the

rigid bond assumption in stage I. This zone is easily made non-critical in practice by

tapering the patch to relieve bending in the plate and reduce peel and shear stresses in the

adhesive. The second and more critical load transfer zone is around the crack. Thickness

tapering is impossible here; consequently, shear stresses are highest in this region.

The calculation of the load-transfer zones can be reduced to the solution of an ordinary

differential equation. Consider the one-dimensional bonded single lap joint shown in figure

A.2. It shows semi-infinite strips of unit width with extensional stiffnesses Eyptp, EyRtR.

y E~. R

Figure A.2. bonded single lap joint configuration.
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In one-dimensional lap joint theory, variation of stress and displacement in the y-direction

are ignored (3].

Let F(x,y) denote the shear traction per unit area exerted by the adhesive layer on the

reinforcement at the point (x,y). This surface traction can be replaced by a body force

distributed uniformly across the thickness of each adherend. The adhesive layer will

induce equal and opposite shear tractions to the adjoining plate and reinforcement. From

the corresponding body forces, -F/tp and F/tR respectively, the differential equation of

equilibrium can be derived:

S= W,(A-i a)tP

CR FY (AW 1b)IR

The adhesive layer is modeled as a shear spring, resulting in a shear traction per unit

length of:

F IGA [VYP VYR (A-2)
IA

where GA is the elastic shear modulus of the adhesive,

tA is the adhesive thickness layer, and

vyP,vR are the respective displacements of the plate and reinforcement

(patch) in the y direction.

Hooke's law for a one-dimensional orthotropic elastic strip yields the following

relationships for the normal stressay:

oyp = Eypv'- p (A-3a)

o'yR = EyRV',R (A-3b)

where Eyp, EyR are the respective elastic moduli in the x direction.
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Differentiating (A-2) twice with respect to y and substituting from (A-3) leads to

Fy" GA ay _ _ýyR(A-4)

'A Ey EyR

Substituting from (A-1), one arrives at

;'=A+ I (A-5)
'A Eytp EyRtR

which can be rewritten as the differential equation

F"-A2 F =0 (A-6)

where

A I +___I (A-7)
t A Eyptp EyRtR

Equation A-6 is a second order linear homogeneous differential equation with constant

coefficients. Its solution take the form of Fy = e"y. Its roots are real and unequal:

r 2 = A2  (A-8a)

r = ±A (A-8b)

The general solution of A-6 is of the form:

Fy = ceAy +c2 e-Ay (A-9)

The constants must be solved for using the boundary conditions. The first case considered

will be at the edge of the patch (y =a, x = 0).

Figure A.3 shows the configuration of an infinite strip with extensional stiffness Eyptp

reinforced with a strip of length 2a and extensional stiffness Ey~tR. Both have unit width.
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,-.2a

Eyýp > Y
Figure A.3. Model for load transfer at edge of bonded patch.

Because of symmetry, Fy is odd in y (41. At the edges of the patch, the stresses in the

patch are zero. Using (A-2) and (A-3), and the boundary condition that Fy(y) = -Fv(-y), the

following is true:

F;(y =±a)- GA YP (A-10)
t A ,yp

where ayp denotes the remote unidirectional stress in the y direction. Looking

at equation A-9 and the first boundary condition, one sees that C1 = -C2 (= C).

Thus:

FY = C(eAY -e-AY) (A-1 1)

Application of the second boundary condition enables the solution of C:

F;(y = a) = CA(eaa + e-A, )

C = GA I ayp (A-12)
tA A(eAa + e-Aa ) Eyp

The general solution of equation A-6 is thus:

Fy = GA ayp eAY - e-AY GA ayp I sinh(Ay)
tA Eyp A(eAa +eaa) tA Eyp A cosh(Ay) (A-13)

Equation A-1 3 indicates that the shear stress in the adhesive can be expressed as a

function decaying exponentially from the overlap ends. (The analysis for the region around

the crack, presented in Appendix B, is identical.)
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where 1 / A is known as the lap joint load transfer length

I=( tAr [- Y/2W(A-14)
A GA EytP + EyRtR

For typical aluminum alloy fuselage skin thicknesses and epoxy film adhesives, this

transfer length turns out to be in the range of three to five millimeters. An assumption of

the analysis is that the load transfer effectively occurs over the load transfer length 1/ A,

which must be small with respect to the overall patch dimensions to allow valid use of the

rigid bond assumption in stage I of the Rose model.

Stage I---Inclusion Analysis The Rose method (5,61 identifies two means of achieving

reductions of the stress intensity factor K. The first reduction comes from the overall

effect of the doubler, which diminishes local plate stresses by sharing the load. In stage I,

no crack exists in the plate, and adhesive bonds are assumed to be rigid.

The item of highest interest is the plate stress in the region of the doubler, ,o,. To

determine the stress redistribution in the reinforced uncracked plate, the following steps

are necessary:

"* determination of the elastic constants of the equivalent inclusion,
"* determination of the stress in the equivalent inclusion, and
"* determination of the load sharing between the plate and reinforcement.

Figure A.4 shows a sketch of the orthotropic uncracked plate of thickness tp under

consideration. A reinforcement of thickness tR is rigidly bonded to the plate. Out-of-plane

bending caused by the eccentricity of the patch is ignored. By considering a two-

dimensional idealization of the problem, stresses and displacements can be determined by

using the equations of generalized plane stress.
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Figure A.4. Inclusion analogy model of patched uncracked plate.

A separate system of notation will be introduced to keep consistency with the literature.

D denotes the area covered by the reinforcement, called the inclusion, bounded by the

curve C. The region outside the reinforcement is called the matrix (denoted M). C+ and C

indicate the direction of approach to the boundary, as noted in the figure. The normal to C

is called n.

The components of stress and displacement are indicated usin~g the subscripts x and y.

Repqated subscripts indicate a summation, while a comma denotes partial differentiation

with respect to the subscript following the comma. The sub- and superscripts R and I

indicate the reinforcing patch and inclusion, respectively, while P indicates the plate.

The inclusion analogy is based on the concept that the reinforced region D can be replaced

by an elastically equivalent inclusion I without altering the stress or displacement

conditions in the matrix M.

The following assumptions apply:

"* the adhesive layer transmits shear load by exerting equal and opposite shear tractions
on the adjoining plate and reinforcement,

"* the shear tractions are replaced by body forces having the same resultant force, which
is distributed uniformly through the thickness, and
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the theory of generalized plane stress will be used to determine average stresses.

Let F(x,y) represent the shear traction per unit area at the point (x,y). Replacement of the

shear tractions with body forces leads to -F/tp and F/tR in the plate and reinforcement,

respectively. The equilibrium equations are:

F
oPx(D) =Y (A-1i5a)

tP

F
.x( D ) =Y (A-1 5b)

!P

The original reinforced region D is now replaced by a hypothetical inclusion of thickness t1

having the same shape D and boundary C of the original patch. The inclusion assumes the

individual load-bearing duties of the original plate and reinforcing patch. Thus,

t, cJv (D) = tp o-p- (D) + tR e-(D) (A-1 6)

Differentiation of A-1 6 with respect to x and substitution into A-1 5 yields:

tIoJy = tPaoYX(D) + tR.o (D) (A-17)

=FY - F = 0
So,

oJ,(D) = 0 1(A-8)

and equilibrium is satisfied, as no unreacted body forces are acting within the hypothetical

inclusion. The inclusion stresses are the result of the tractions TY acting on the boundary

C:

T'(C)=tjoý. (C+)nx (A-19)

The inclusion must satisfy certain boundary conditions that follow from compatibility to

validate the analogy:

YT'(C) = -ay, (C-)n.,
(A-20)

vI(C*) = vp(C-)
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That is, for the inclusion analogy to be true, step changes in the displacement v and the

tractions T cannot occur at the boundary C. If the above boundary conditions are met, the

reinforced area can truly be called an inclusion with distinct constitutive properties from

the matrix.

To satisfy the first condition, an appropriate thickness value t, must be chosen such that

continuity of tractions exists. This will be explained further on the following pages. The

second boundary condition (displacements) is satisfied by the rigid bond assumption. From

this, it follows that the displacement field remains constant:

v'(D) = vp (D) = vR (D) (A-21)

Thus, the inclusion analogy can be used in crack patching analysis. What remains is the

derivation of the elastic constants of the equivalent inclusion. In the following section, the

superscripts P, R, and I will revert to subscripts.

Elastic constants of the equivalent inclusion Consider an orthotropic plate under

generalized plane stress [7]. An orthotropic plate has three planes of elastic symmetry

with respect to an orthogonal coordinate system, greatly reducing the complexity of the

stress-strain relationships. The assumption of plane stress, which ignores through-the-

thickness stress variations, further simplifies the analysis. Four independent elastic

coefficients remain: the principal Young's moduli E. and EV, the major Poisson's ratio

i(= v,7 = v.,), and the shear modulus G =Gv = Gv,) . The stress-strain equations for

an orthotropic plate under generalized plane stress take the form:

cr,, A., vA, .

aY vA. Ay 0 e1y (A-22)

Y 0 0 2Gy -
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where

AA. E ,AY E (A-23)

Equations A-22 and A-23 apply to both an orthotropic plate and reinforcement. From

symmetry, one can conclude:

VV = V)_ (A-24)
E. EE

Determination of the elastic constants of the inclusion follows from substitution into

equation A-1 6. With respect to a,:

a.,t1 = arutp + oftR (A-25)

Substitution into the stress-strain relationship of equation A-22 yields:

AXItj e+ v1Ayt E-e, = Ap tp so + vAyp tpe7y + A=RtR e• + vRAwtReAR (A-26)

The rigid bond assumption causes all strains to be equal at a given (x,y). Hence,

A~ftle. + vAytsey = Axptpe. + vpAyptpey + A1R't6£ + vRA$~tR y (A-27)

Equation A-27 must be true for any cx and sy. Consider sx = 0:

v -Ay tj = vpAytp + vRAYRtR (A-28)

v, = vpA 7ptp + VRAyR tR (A-29)
AYltI

For F, = 0, the solution procedure is similar:

A4I = Ap te + AtR (A-30)
ti
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Equation A-16 can be considered with respect to cy

aja tj = ayp tP + UR tit (A-31)

Substituting the stress-strain relationship from equation (A-22) with the rigid bond

assumption yields the equation:

A•,t,( vle• +ey) = Ayptp(vpeX +eY)+AYt:R(vReX +cy) (A-32)

Setting E. to zero,

A]=Ayptp + A YRtR (-3
_y = (A-33)

tf

Substitution of A-33 into A-29 gives:

=v ptp+ AyRR (A-34)

Consider equation A-1 6 with respect to rxv:

TtI = T;,Yyptp + T.tR (A-35)

Consistent with the preceding calculations,

2G1, yýt, = 2Gpytp + 2 GRX,,tR

simplifying gives

G, = Gptp + GRtR (A-36)t,

The elastic constants of the equivalent inclusion are summarized in Table A. 1.
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Table A. 1. Elastic constants of the equivaiWnt knclwion.

A 4 ptp + AR lt(A-30)

A_ = Ayptp + AtR (A-33)
ti

Ayptp + AyRIRv! (A-34)

G = Gptp +GRtR (A-36)

The stress in the equivalent inclusion These stresses can be determined analytically (that

is, without resulting to finite element calculations) only in the case of simple reinforcement

shapes and load distributions. Consider again the repair configuration shown in figure A. 1,

loaded by the following remote biaxial stresses:

a• = P, ay = Q, T = 0 (A-37)

The elliptical shape greatly simplifies the calculation of the stress in the inclusion. This

shape allows the continued assumption of a state of uniform plane stress [8]. Figure A.5
(from [51) shows a sketch of the load flow into and around the reinforced region. (Recall

from chapters two and three that a uniaxial remote stress can lead to a locally biaxial

stress field due to the change in stiffness.)
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A

L-AA

Figure A.5. Idealized "load flow" into elliptically reinforced region of plate.

Let the stress in the inclusion be described by:

aor = P + p~, := Q+q, v = 0 (A-38)

where p and q denote additional stresses relative to the remote biaxial stresses as a result

of load attraction into the stiffer inclusion. Shear stresses are zero as a result of the

biaxial tension external loading and because of symmetry in the repair. Lekhnitskii's theory

of the inclusion problem [91 leads to a set of linear equations for p and q. However, it also

restricts the types of plate material that can be considered. In this derivation, the plate

material will be limited to isotropic materials. From [9], the characteristic equation

becomes:

+ +[--•-P - 2 v].;e +E 0 (A-39)

Now,

Det =[E-P _-2 V]2 -4fL> 0 only if [fxP-2 v]2 > 4 ExP (A-40)
Gp E* *, Eyp

So, A, p =2 if: Det> 0
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This implies that the first-stage analysis is valid only for plate material meeting the

condition:

[x-P --2 v] > 4E, (A-41)

The more general case of an orthotropic plate is discussed first. The above relations will

generally hold for an orthotropic plate and will result in two pairs of imaginary and unequal

roots ±ia and ±i8 with a>fl. Using Lekhnitskii's theory [91, one finds the following set

of linear equations:

b a+/J I afl-v• v1  1 1 _v, v+
a Ep EP E-. E- E-p E Ep Ex,

(A-42)

1 v + v, ]p+-a a+fl _1 1

aflE 9 Ep E bEx Ep E, E,, E,,

For an isotropic plate, the following relationship is true:

G= E (A-43)

2(1+ v)

(where Ex = E, = E and v. = v, = v)

Substitution into the characteristic equation A-40 gives

X• +[2(l1+ v) - 2 O],A2 +lI=O0

+ +2X +1=0

Det = (4-4) = 0

which gives double roots at ±i. Allowing the roots a = I= 1 [101 and substituting into

equation A-42 for an orthotropic plate yields the following relationships

[b 2 1.I.] -__rl-VE + -v, =_r 1 VP 1 v__IQ

a Ed Ed Exp Er Ed. Er Exp Ed
(A-44)
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E E•p +EE- b -E + -E, = E- Ed E-, Ex

to allow the calculation of the additional stresses p and q due to load attraction by

the stiff inclusion. The total stresses in the inclusion were given in equation A-38.

Stress redistribution in the plate and reinforcement The final step in the stage I

analysis is the determination of the load-sharing arrangement between the plate and

the reinforcing patch. The calculation of the remaining plate stress a,., at the

prospective crack location follows from equation A-1 6:

I1O, j lp=UI, + t. ar. (A-45)

Substitution of the stress-strain relationships from equation A-22 yields

tpa., = tjr. -[(A4ke + vRAey]tR (A-46)

Taking the inverse of equations A-22 with respect to the inclusion parameters

allows solution for the strains:

! -v 0

-vt 0 cry (A-47)6= E., E,, [as]

0 0 2G,

Substitution yields

a~ = or,.,(1-'R Am' - v, y.Ay. + . R[!L A,.R R y (A-48)

Rearranging equation A-45 gives:

o'j = toa_ - 1P Oaxp (A-49)
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Analogous to the preceding calculations, one can derive the expressions for stresses in the

y direction:

, E11 Ev
xl x

0" = L- 7'y - 1P O'p (A-51)
AR -R
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Stage II Analysis of Crack Patching

Introduction of the Crack

In stage II, a crack is introduced into the plate and the stresses at the crack face are

allowed to relax to zero. At this point, the rigid bond assumption must be abandoned to

allow crack opening displacement. Primary focus is placed on the load transfer and the

stresses in the immediate vicinity of the crack. The patch and plate are considered to be

of infinite extent; crack opening restraint is considered independent of the size of the

reinforcement. The primary outputs of stage II are the (repaired) stress intensity factor and

the maximum tensile stress in the patch.

Figure B.1 shows a cracked infinite plate subjected to remote biaxial stresses denoted P

and Q, in the x- and y-directions, respectively. The length of the reinforcement is 2a, the

width is 2b. The crack length is represented as 2a,.

Most fatigue cracks in pressurized fuselages occur as a result of first principal stress,

which corresponds to the x or hoop direction in the model. The y-direction is parallel to

the longerons.

Throughout the analysis, subscripts will refer to parameters identified with the plate (P),

reinforcing patch (R) and adhesive (A). Thus, tp, tR and tA denote the respective

thicknesses of the plate, repair patch and adhesive layer, etc.
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Q Q

t p

PGE tR
X

a Q
Figure B. 1. Bonded Repair Configuration Analyzed in Rose Model.

The analysis is based on the following assumptions:

" All material behavior is linearly elastic, except for limited elastic-plastic deformation in
the adhesive layer restricted to an area very near the crack, as discussed in section
5.2.2.2. Hooke's law applies to the analysis.

" All plate and patch materials are in a state of generalized plane stress. No through-the-
thickness variation occurs in the basic analysis.

" The adhesive layer behaves as a linear shear spring. Shear load transfer through the
adhesive is discussed in section 5.2.2.2.

" The basic model ignores thermal stresses due to bonding or cruise altitudes. Thermal
effects are addressed in section 5.2.5.

" Bending in the vicinity of the crack because of the shift in neutral axis from the one-
sided patch is restrained by the substructure. This assumption is considered
reasonable, considering the common occurrence of fatigue damage at lap joints, fairing
attach lines, etc., which are generally riveted to longerons or other longitudinal
stiffeners. Expressions describing the bending at the reinforcement boundaries, where
such substructure is absent, are derived in Appendix D.
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Stage Il-Introduction of the Crack This stage of the analysis introduces a crack of length

2a, in the plate along the line y = 0. The rigid bond assumption no longer applies, and

forces along the crack face are relaxed to zero. The plate and the patch are assumed to

be of infinite extent in stage II to make possible the calculation of the repaired stress

intensity factor Kr.

Load Transfer Around the Crack The second and more critical load transfer zone is around

the crack. Thickness tapering is impossible here; consequently, shear stresses are highest

in this region. The analysis used here is based the one-dimensional theory of bonded joints

developed by Hart-Smith [11. Appendix A presented a detailed analysis of the load transfer

at the edges of the patch; to set up the stage II analysis of Rose, the analysis is continued

here.

The calculation of the length of the load transfer zones is based on a one-dimensional

adhesively bonded single lap joint. The adhesive layer is treated as a shear spring. The lap

joint load transfer length, I/ A, is the principal output, and was expressed in Appendix A

as

1 (LtA [ E-p-PEyRtR _Y/2 (B-i)
A GA Eypit +EYRtR

Figure B.2 shows the one-dimensional model on which the calculations are based. An

infinite strip doubler of unit width is bonded to two semi-infinite strips of the unit-width

plate. The ends of the plate share the point x = 0.

E Yt R

GOE ,ý 10

Figure B.2. One-dimensional strip model of load transfer around the crack.

or represents the normal stress in the reinforced plate resulting from the first stage

analysis of the Rose model, as discussed in Appendix A. Introduction of the crack causes
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the stress along the crack face to relax to zero. This requires an imaginary stress -a, to

neutralize the original stress. The reinforcement must develop additional tensile stress to

compensate. Thus, neglecting bending, over the crack,

°'yR = ao (t t)(B-2)

tR

Using these relationships and equation A-1, one can calculate thb first derivatives of the

respective displacements. Substituting into the first derivative of equation A-2 yields the

first boundary condition for F.:

F'(y=o)= GA [-C. 6oP

tA Eyp EyRtR

=-aotp GA 1 1 1t•1 ~p--•+ E, -- •]

t A Eyt EYRtR

= -qotA 2  (B-3)

The second boundary condition states that the shear traction will be zero at infinity:

FY(y- +oo) = 0 (B-4)

Inserting B-4 into equation A-9 yields C1 = C2 = 0, resulting in the following equation:

F, = Ce-A (6-5)

which automatically satisfies the second boundary condition. The first boundary condition

helps to solve for C:

F,(y =0) = -AC= -rtpA 2

= C = rotpA (B-6)
Hence:

FY = a,,tpAe -A (B-7)
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Thus, if tapering is not performed, the load transfer lengths and shear traction distribution

are identical at the patch tip and the crack face.

The Stress Intensity Factor in the Repaired Plate The introduction of the crack causes the

forces in its vicinity to be redistributed. Some of the load is transferred into the patch,

while the remainder is redistributed around the crack tips.

For effective crack bridging by the patch to occur, a certain minimum crack length must be

reached. A certain amount of controlled delamination between the patch and the plate in

the vicinity of the crack tip is necessary to develop fully the desired restraint of crack

opening. Fortunately, the required crack length (f•/ar) is rather small, on the order of 20 to

60 mm for typical pressurized fuselage skins. In many cases, the minimum crack size will

have been reached or exceeded before inspectors are able to locate it for repair.

The cese for the calculation of the repaired stress intensity factor K, for the patched

orthoriopi^. olate is developed here. To begin, the crack extension force Gf is defined from

linear el&st, fracture mechanics for the orthotropic case:

2i 1/
K( f_~ EYP (Epd - 2vp)(B)Gf = __. ' + (B-8)

This relation can be used to find the boundaries for the stress intensity factor K. As with

the isotropic case, for short cracks, no reduction occurs, so the short crack Stress intensity

factor, denoted by K., is:

K. = a, T0 'J (B-9)

which represents an upper bound for K. For longer cracks, K and Gf are limited by the

crack-closing influence of the reinforcement. An expression for the limiting value of the

crack extension force G,, relies on the assumption that plate and patch are of infinite

extent. The crack extension force is defined by:

G,. = t- per crack face (B-10)
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G. = oW per unit thickness (B-1 1)
per unit crack length for each crack face

The differential quantity 6W' represents the work performed by allowing the plate stress or.

to relax to zero at the crack faces. oW is calculated by multiplying ar. by the relative

displacement between the plate and reinforcing patch at the crack location. Thus,

G*= oo(Uyp - UyR) = oouyrel (B-12)

From equation B-7, at the crack location (y = 0±):

Fy(y = 0*) = Aarotp (B- 13)

Substitution into equation A-2 yields:

u' LA AOtp (B-14)
GA

From equation B-1 2, one finds an expression for the crack extension force for long cracks:

G t. =±AAoot, (8-15)
GA

The isotropic case of the transition between short and long cracks was developed in

Chapter 5. For the orthotropic case, the transition crack length is expressed as:

Alp tA (B-16)
xC GA

where

C. + E E, Ep(E,.p - 2 vpGp) (B17Co -2EiEy _ + 2G,~ (B-17)

jl;Eyp(E Yp 2GpE1,

Maximum Shear Strain in the Adhesive Introduction of the crack alter the stress fields in

the plate, reinforcing patch and adhesive from the states calculated in stage I (appendix
A). Theses changes are restricted to the small zone around the crack, resulting in the
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maximum adhesive shear strain occurring adjacent to the crack. This is particularly true if

the patch is tapered in any way.

The analysis allows for plastic adhesive behavior in the zone around the crack. However,

the elastic case is developed first.

* elastic adhesive case: ar0Atp < Ty,,

Substitution of x = 0 into equation B-7 allows solution for the maximum shear strain in the

adhesive:

F = aotpA = GAY.= (S-18)

-° =7Atp (B-19)
GA

elastic-plastic adhesive case: aotp > ),d

U= = _ +] aAt(B-20)

2 GA bl

In this case, the characteristic crack length ac. must be modified to [21:

a = .,=l-.t:AEAt[ °AtP]2 •[1+2(-) (B-21)

31r GA Tpd 'olEd

Maximum Normal Stress in the Patch The maximum reinforcement stress occurs at x = 0,
y =0. A conservative estimate is that the entire load in that area of the inclusion is carried

by the patch. (Recall an earlier assumption was that no bending occurs across the crack
face because of the presence of a stiffener.) Thus,

tp

ayR.= -- ay,-lp (B-22)
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The Stresses in the Plate Adjacent to the Patch One important factor in repairing a

structure is to avoid creating new fatigue or static strength problems. Thus, the analysis

of crack patching must consider the stress state in the skin just outside the patch edges.

patch tip (y=a+, x=O)

From equilibrium, one can show that the load in the inclusion in the y-direction is carried

completely by the plate. Thus,

Oyptp = o•yjt 1  (B-23)

typ = ay-I (B-24)

Compatibility of strains at the edge of the patch force:

CXP = eCx (B-25)

Substituting into the appropriate elasticity equation yields:

-VP I - V 1IB-6- y -v__ 1x = I I 1y,+-a,(-6

Ey Ue Ypyj ExU

Rearranging, substituting equation B-24 gives:

Oxp = ay[EI tj LL ] + a,, e- (6-27)

Eyp tp EY, E,[
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patch flank (y =0, x = b

Using analogous calculations,

= y Ee tp 1

ap= a i(B-29)
tp
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C
Analysis of Crack Patching:

Thermal Considerations

This appendix reviews the thermal effects on crack patching. The temperature changes

affecting a bonded patch to a pressurized fuselage can be viewed in two steps. When the

bonded repairs are heated for curing, the surrounding cooler structure partially constrains

free expansion of the plate. Upon cooling to room temperature, a constant tensile preload

exists on the crack tip. This preload can be either tensile or compressive, depending on

the relative coefficients of thermal expansion of the patch and constrained plate.

The second step, cooling to approximately -55*C at cruise altitudes around 10,000 meters,

does not involve any constraint, because the entire fuselage cools equally. This second

step is the more important of the two regarding fatigue, for it imposes an additional cyclic

tensile stress on the crack tip with every flight.

The following simplifying assumptions apply:

"* The plate (skin) material is isotropic, resulting in equal thermal characteristics in every
direction in the plane of the plate.

" The crack is located midway between two frames and very near a longitudinal
stiffening element, as shown in figure C.1. The frames and stringers outside the
heated region act as simple supports, but the stringer adjacent to the crack is
neglected in the thermal model. Thermal buckling is ignored.

"* The temperature is constant through the thickness of the plate, but varies radially from
the center of the patch. Underlying frames and stringers have the same temperature
as the adjacent plate.

"* All deformations remain in the elastic range of material behavior.

"* Plate and patch are in a condition of plane stress.

"* Out-of-plane bending in the region of the crack is restrained by the substructure.
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• The adhesive acts as a rigid bond.

S-y

Figure C. 1. Modei of local fuselage details for analysis of thermal effects on crack patching.

Temperature Field in the Plate Consider the circular isotropic plate of radius R represented

by figure C.2. The plate is heated to a steady-state temperature T0 over a central circular

region of radius d by means of a thermostatically controlled heat blanket. The temperature

at the edge of the plate will be represented by To.
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Figure C.2. Model for calculation of temperature distribution in a circular isotropic patch.

The thermal conductivity of the plate is assumed to be independent of the temperature T.
Thus, the temperature field satisfies LaPlace's potential equation 111:

V2T=O (C-1)

Depending on the form of the LaPlace operator, this equation can be written as:

d 2T n dT
+--= 0, (C-2)dr2 r dr

where r denotes the single space coordinate and (n +1) the number of

dimensions involved.

The assumption of constant through-the-thickness temperature in the plate means that

n= 1. Thus,

d 2T I dT
- +--= 0 (C-3)dr2 r dr

with boundary conditions T = T, at r = d, T = 7.at r = R.
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The solution of equation C-3 is:

T= T, + [T,- T.1ln(r1/R), R>_:r 2:d. (C-4a)In(d / R)

T= T, rs d. (C-4b)

T. can be determined using the theory of heat transfer through extended surfaces [11.

Consider the configuration of figure C.3. The outer ring of width dr is treated as a solid

body exchanging heat with the media surrounding it. The heat transfer rate Q which

crosses the outer surface area A is given by:

Q = h(r)[T(r) - T] (C-5)

where h is the coefficient of heat transfer (W/m2 K),

A(r) is the strip surface area at radius r (f 4 ndr),

T(r) is the temperature of the plate at radius r, and

T. is the temperature of the cooling medium (air).Y

r -- r >--X

Figure C.3. Model of heat transfer outward through a differential ring.
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The decrease in the radial heat transfer rate must be equil to the heat transfer rate at the

circumference ufr). For a circular ring dr at radius r:

Q(r)- Q(r + dr) = h[ T(r)-- T. Judr (C-6)

where
u = 2(2n" + tp) m 4Ar (C-7)

Using a Taylor series expansion yields

Q(r +d)Q(r)+- dr (C-8)dr

and the Biot-Fourier law of conduction gives

dTQ k(C-9)

where k = thermal conductfvity /WhI/ K)
f sthip cross-sectional area = 2 nrtp

Substituting into equation C-3 gives the following differential equation:

d 2T hu
-- = -(T-2 k r ) =M2(T- T.) (C-lO)

A particular solution of the non-homogeneous problem exists when T= T1. The solution of

the homogeneous equation has the form C e" + C2e-". The general solution is

T= Cew +C2e-w + T7 (C-11)

As r--+oo,T= T.:

T=GCe' +7T. = O= C, =0
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At r =d,

T = C2e-kW +T= TI =:> C2 = end (T - T-)

Thus, equation C-1 1 has the form

T= (T, - Te d) + T (C-12)

Equation C-1 2 makes possible the calculation of T@, which is necessary to establish the

temperature field. First, determination of the constant m is required:
m2 hu h4jr+2tp h 2 1 2h

=kf =k 2;ztp =k(-tp +-rJ kt--p1-3

For aluminum alloys, k = 238 W/m K. For the film coefficient h, a natural convection by

air is assumed with h = 10 W/M2 K. Substituting these values into equation C-13 yields

0.084 1
te 12 te

m %U (C-14)
12tp

The final expression for T9 becomes (when T. = Too,•)

T, = (T. - T,,,)e-m<R-d) + T7,,L (C-15)

The temperature distribution in the plate during the cure cycle is now fully described with

equations C-4 and C-15. These expressions will be used to develop the effective

coefficient of thermal expansion in the following section.

Effective Coefficient of Thermal Expansion During the bonding process, the surrounding

cooled structure provides restraint to the heated plate. This results in a smaller expansion
in the plate than the unconstrained case. However, the reinforcement (patch) is still able

to expand freely. Hence, the use of repair materials with relatively low coefficients of

thermal expansion results in smaller than expected residual stresses at room temperature.
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These stresses are (usually) compressive in the repair patch and tensile in the aluminum

plate.

When a transport aircraft climbs to cruising altitude, its fuselage is cooled uniformly to the

ambient temperature (about -550C at 10,000 meters). The structure surrounding a bonded

repair has no constraining influence, and a low expansion patch material shrinks less than

the aluminum plate. This induces additional compression in the patch and imposes a

tensile load on the crack at the same time that the pressure differential is loading the

fuselage to its highest point. Thus, this so-called second step increases the magnitude of

the stress amplitude seen by the crack every flight.

Refer to figure C.4. A state of generalized plane stress with zero body forces is assumed.

Because of symmetry of deformation the net shear stresses will also be zero.

Tr

Figure C.4. Polar coordinate model for calculation of effective thermal expansion coefficient.

The single polar coordinate equilibrium equation is

d +,, + cr, - aap =0 (C-16)
dr r

The isotropic stress-strain relationships for plane stress require some modification to

account for the strain due to thermal expansion of the plate [2].

,=-p (ap - vorap) + apA (C-1 7a)
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gap = - (oas - va,•) + aAT (C-1 7b)
EP

where AT is the change from the cure temperature to the

temperature of interest.

Solving for the stress components of equations C-1 7 gives

aP = E-_-[ep, + veap-(1 + v)apAT] (C-1 8a)

Ea,= l_• [e+v, -(1 + v)aAT] (C- 18b)

Substitution of these values into equation C-1 6 yields

d dTv)aprdT=(I+v)ard- (C-19)
&r dr dr

Let u denote the displacement in the radial direction. For the thin circular disk, the

following can be written:

grp = d- and C, = - (C-20)
&r r

Substitution into equation C-19 yields

d Il d(ru) + v)a(CdT

drr dr dR

Solving equation C-21 yields

-d(ru) = (1+ v)aPAT+ C,
r dr

d(ru) = r(1+ v)aPAT+ Cqr
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ru = (l + v)ap4Tdr +j Clr2 + C2

Let C, = C. Hence,
2

u=(I+ v)ap -rAT&d +Cir +§- (C-22)

Evaluating boundary conditions allows solution of the constants in C-22:

u = Oatr = 0:

u(r = O) = (1+ v)ap lim -rýRATdr + liM 2
r-+o r I, r-+O r

In the heated region, T is constant, so

limr •R4Tdr+ = lim -IrAT = 0 Hence, C2 = 0.
,-*o r r-+0 2

u = Oatr =R:

u(r=R)=(1+v)ap irm-- rATdr+CzR=0 Thus,
r-*oR )o

C1 =-(1+ v)ap -½-(rTdr

The final form of C-22 becomes

Ua(l + v) (R(ATdr r( T&) (C-23)
R r R

The expression for the strain becomes:

dr a(l+Rv)(TR- rTdr-R AT&) (C-24)dr, R- r RR.

which gives an effective coefficient of thermal expansion aef. in the heated region of:

ap(l+ v) (RT R _ rTr 1 1
a - R1 1C2) R Ad (C-25)RT, RI .- -rId,2 I-S

The integrals in equation C-25 can be solved using the temperature distribution given in

equations C-4:
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~rTdr Tr&= Ajr2 Id T.4.d2

ATdr4 = + •• + R(Tc-)ln() )drln(d)

= 7Td 2 +T

T4d2  7[r 2 J + (77)'i(L&

([r n((AJ)( ~lnr)

=ITcd2 +½ T,[I(R2 -d )+ -Tn q &2

Cd2 + eR-2)+ ln ) ([-R r 2In(L)]Rn -[1r2r

Substitution into equation C-25 gives the following relationship:

2 2 2  Tq d2  R d2ý
R r.

2 2 R T ) In R 2d(-)

•zp• = •Z-(l+ vp){1--•+•-T n(d-¢ )- 2inR)[--1--n()} C26

r

This derivation was based on the polar coordinate system shown in figure C.4. However,

one must consider separate effective thermal expansion coefficients for the x- and y-
directions to make use of the derivations in the other appendices. This is accomplished by
substituting "to = T i, d = dC and R = Rt for the x-direction and Ts = T:, d =d andR=

Rv for the y-direction. Hence,

To

ap ( I T +.•_( =_ + d 2 T T, d -2 _1_2d2 - 26)
2-- T 21n(2) 2 n.,A (C-
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T

at. T 2d _2  2d ,
a~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ 1 I+V -L+ý`(L ,d'-I--i•-ln(L)]} (C-28)

2 21n(#) Rn R•,

Equations C-27 and 28 apply to the cure cycle only, because of the constraint that exists
in the surrounding structure. The expression for the second-stage drop is understandably

simpler, because the surrounding structure provides no constraint:

apff = ap.,y = a. (C-29)

Calculation of Residual Thermal Stresses Determination of the residual thermal stresses
involves the analysis of a two-dimensional statically indeterminate structure [3]. Thermal

stresses occur as a result of cooling of the (assumed) rigid bond from its stress-free state

at the curing temperature. The problem involves three distinct elements, namely:
"* the reinforced region of the plate (D in Appendix A),

"* the reinforcement (patch), and
"* the surrounding matrix (M).

The situation at the cure temperature is considered first. At this temperature, all three

members undergo a volume change expressed by the displacement of the boundary C. As

mentioned previously, buckling of the skin from thermal effects is not considered. A rigid

bond between the patch and the reinforced region of the plate is assumed to exist.
However, upon cooling, the three elements will try to return to their original dimensions.

This is prevented by the rigid bond, which induces thermal stresses.

Thermal stresses that result from the cooling from cure to room temperature are static

stresses. However, the thermal stresses that occur when the structure is cooled (or

heated) by flight conditions have a cyclic nature.

The three elements are assumed to be separated from each other in the following

derivations. A combination of loads applied to the three members must satisfy the

boundary conditions resulting from the rigid-bond assumption, equilibrium and

compatibility.
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The patch and the reinforced portion of the plate are considered first. The members want

to experience the following displacements on cooling (positive outward):

region D x direction: 8= -aP,#ATa (C-30a)

y direction: 8= -ap qA•h (C-30b)

patch x direction: 8= -aR ATa (C-31 a)

y direction: 8= -aRATh (C-31 b)

Loads per unit length of magnitude P1 are applied to the edges of the patch and the

reinforced plate region to satisfy the rigid-bond assumption. The individual stress-strain

relations are:

!

reinforced isotropic plate si,p = - [P,. - vPIP ] (C-32a)

6yP = I• [P y - yp ] (C-32b)

1
orthotropic reinforcement e. = I[P P. - VRP• ] (C-33a)

CY = EtRP + t (C-33b)

E.RtR EyRtR

Equilibrium conditions require that:

PaxP = -PIJ (C-34a)

P'yP = -Py (C-34b)

The rigid-bond assumption results in equal strains in the x and y directions. Equations C-

30 through C-34 result in the following:

PUtP(-I + I )_plyp( V P + =VR )=[apeff -aRI]AT (C-35a)
Ezptp Ex~tR Exptp ExRtR
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SVp vR-PVp(--P + R )+Piyp(---- +- )=[apff. -aR, ]AT (C-35b)

E•I-tP E"jR'R "-P'P EyRtR

Let:

_ _ I
B,= +

Etg E.RtR

B2 - t + VR

2E,,gp E.tR'

1 1
B3 I + (C-36)E~ptp EyRts

B4 = (ap.,, - aR,)AT

B5 =(a Pe, - aR,)AT

Solving the set of linear equations C-35 yields:

B5 +BBBI
Pyp = B2  (C-37)

B,

IXP = ',yP B2 BA (C-38)

The next phase takes the surrounding matrix M into consideration. The patch and

reinforced skin area D are considered one (inclusion) with internal loads P1. As before,

consideration is give to the unrestrained displacements of the inclusion and the matrix as a

result of cooling with respect to the boundary C. The unrestrained displacements follow

from equations C-35:
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inclusion
a

x direction: 6= -a,, 1.ATa +-[PI. - vpP~y] (C-39a)

A~b+_b[P -vP] (-39b)

y direction: 8= -ap,,, A hn +-[ptp, - P,] (C-

surrounding matrix

x direction: 8= -ap., ATa (C-40a)

y direction: 8= -ap,,ATb (C-40b)

Compatibility requires displacements to be equal. Loads per unit length of P2 are applied to
the edges of the inclusion and the (inner) edges of the surrounding matrix. The reaction of

the members to external forces will be discussed in the following paragraphs.

Inclusion (WJ. In the inclusion, stress and displacement are taken positive outward. The

load applied to the edges of the inclusion is shared by the reinforcing patch and plate. The

resulting displacements u and v (corresponding to the x and y directions, respectively) are

equal:

= Ep I; (a)+ VP v (C-41 a)

P2y = Evp2 ( VP u+v (C-41 b)

PR= (E.RU+ VREyR ) (C-42a)

t~R (VR a + by-£

V E 1- = R v R y R V) (C-42b)
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The total applied load is represented by:

F, P2X, =P2., + PU, (c-43a)

T, P2,, =P,, + PA, (C-43b)

Hence,

E P2. = I u- Epl- + -+- + V,) (C-44a)

,, =U(Etpvp --yVR-R) +I Epp + -yRIR J C-44b)

Expressions for the displacements u and v can be derived as functions of the total loads
applied at the edges of the inclusion:

,2 , , C) C (C-45)

-- =2 . , C )_ 2 ( C -4 6 )

a C2 -

where:

C+ = 1-f 2 + E.R tJR (C-47a)

Cz= Exptp vp + Ey(C-47b)I-rVP 2 -1V-vvq

=Eptp + EyRIR (C-47c)C3 = P lv2 l- V•-i
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Surrounding matrix (M). Consider a circular plate of radius R with a central circular hole of
radius a. The hole is loaded by P (positive inward). The outer edges of the plate are

simply supported. A polar coordinate system is used. The equilibrium equation is as

follows:

da, = 0 (C-48)
dr r

The stress-strain relationships are:

E.( du
ay, = l_--p2 ,-+Vp r) (C-49a)

CFO = E r+vP ) (C-49b)

where u denotes radial displacement (positive outward).

Substitution of equations C-49 into C-48 gives the following differential equation:

dlru=0 (C-50)

This yields: I a(ru) =C1
r dr
d
-•(t) = Clr
dr

ru = f Clrdr+C2
a

ru:= [Clr 2 2t +C2

ru = ICI(r2 - a2 ) + C2

u=CI(r ~+ Cyr

(let ICI= CI)

U =CIr(-114) + Cyr (r ýta)

The unknown constants can be determined by applying the boundary conditions.
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u=0 @ r=R (C-51)

Or =0 @ r=a (C-52)

This yields:

CI = P(I v- ) I (C-53a)
E tp [2 +(I- v)(- I)

C2= P(I- vp2 ) R2 -a 2E~ptp [2 + (I - vp)(o1 - 1)

At the inner edge, r = a, the following displacement occurs:

Pa(I _ -P2 le' -1
u = _ a (C-54)E~ptp [2 +(I1- vp)(B!- 1

The reaction of a circular plate with a circular hole to a force P is described by equation C-

54. Recall the repair configuration. Application of equation C-54 in the x and y directions

allows one to determine the reaction to loads P2 at the inner edge of the surrounding

matrix, if one assumes the polar model represents the Cartesian coordinate system used in

the original model. This leads to:

2) 
R. 2

Ux P2., a(l - vp - a2 2( -5
ux Epp [2+(- vp)(-1 (C-55)

aR 2

2) Ry 2 -1

U Pb(- vpb 2 (C-56)

E~ ptp [2 + ( 1- vp)(• -Y _ 1)

This completes the calculation of displacements in the inclusion and matrix due to the

loads P2 at the boundary C. The number of variables can be reduced by noting that

equilibrium requires
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Z P2, =P2. = P2. (C-57a)

P,,, =P,,. = P2, (C-57b)

The unrestrained displacements of the inclusion and surrounding matrix follow from

equations C-39 and C-40. The displacements resulting from external loads appear in

equations C-45 and C-46 (inclusion) and C-55 and C-56 (matrix). Compatibility forces that

equal displacements must exist in both directions.

x direction:

a-axa, AT+ -- p(P. - v,) +u1= -a-c,,aAT+ u.
E~tI - R.l, 2

U P
uE PP+(Iz-v,,)= P,.t-vl ) ={a
-Lt Epip+ )(l-\, 2. V,) a •

0~ ~ ~ ~ ~( + v00 +(- VP) -2-.v,•)
aa

(1+v ,)+(1-v,)Rk

2)t DR = a2

vp~ a

R2

Let Da (C-58)

Thus P~x D= I xi + (P! - vpP)(C-59)

y direction:

Analogous to the x direction, one finds:

P2, = D2(v Etp +(P. ,-VP P)) (C-60)
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where

y
2

(lvp) + (I- vp) -b2(C61

D ,= (2 R2 (C61

u and v remain functions of the applied loads P2. Substitution of the expression for u and

v, equations C-45 and C-46, into C-58 and C-60 gives:

_ p E3C-62)82. =D,[ P2y-P C2 )F, +F2] (C-2

8 P Da- • ( P,-P c' C-J
"= [ (:13 C- Fj + F3] (C-63)

where

F, = Etp (C-64a)
C2 C2CIC2

F2 = P.- vP 1 , (C-64b)

F3 = pl, - VP• (C-64c)

Equations C-62 and C-63 form a set of linear equations. Solving them yields the following
relationships for the loads P2 :

D, FK+FO (C-65'

= K (C-66)

Ko

where:

Ko = _-D2 H lEpjtp +D2FC, _D2 H,F2 CC' (C-67a)
C2 C2
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KA = D2 [HFEptp + HFF2 -IC + F3 1 (C-67b)
C2

H, = - , (C-67c)
C2 + DF,C3

Substitution of the calculated loads P2 into equations C-45 and C-46 allows solution of the

inclusion displacements. These can be used to solve for the loads per unit length in the

plate and patch with equations C-41 and C-42. These loads are complementary to the

previously discussed internal loads P1. Linear superposition of the total thermal loads,

divided by respective thicknesses, yields the following thermal stresses:

thermal stresses in the plate:

P). +,P2. (C-68a)
tP

ply + =,y (C-68b)tp

thermal stresses in the patch:

axn,4 = (C-69a)
tR

= - (C-69b)
tR
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D
Analysis of Crack Patching:

Bending Considerations

The assumption was made previously that no bending would occur at the crack location

because of restraint provided by the substructure. However, in the case of a single-sided

reinforcement, considerable bending stress exist at the edges of the patch. Significant

bending occurs away from the frames and longerons, resulting in substantially higher

stresses in the plate in the hoop or x-direction. This analysis will be restricted to that one-

dimensional case. The following assumptions apply [11:

"* all deformations are in the elastic range of material response,

"* the adhesive bond is rigid,

"* the crack is neglected,

"* the repair is located midway between two frames over a longeron,

"* the remote y-stress causes no out-of-plane bending, and

"* plane sections in the reinforced area remain plane in pure bending,

consistent with the Bernoulli-Euler bending theory.

Consider the model sketched in figure D.1. It shows an orthotropic reinforcement bonded

to one side of an orthotropic plate over an x-dimension of 2a. Both the reinforcement and

the plate are of infinite width. The structure is loaded with the remote stress P in the x-

direction.
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P.

(X

p*

Figure D. 1. View of bending stress model for one-sided bonded reinforcement.

The reinforcement causes a shift in neutral axis that results in secondary bending. This

necessitates a separate analysis of the reinforced area (also called the inclusion) and the

unreinforced region (surrounding matrix).

unreinforced region (matrix): neutral axis z = 1/2tp

1/2t
(EYI)m f Jz 2dZ - EP4 (D-1)(E lm - •V"Yp 1/2t 12(1l- v,,.p Vy,,p)

inclusion: neutral axis z =z,

Zo= z[IdtP" + fzdtj (D-2)

The variable t* denotes the respective reduced thicknesses of the inclusion, plate and

patch (reduced = corrected for elastic modulus).
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tEpEpEpt EYR t+-EfI (D-3a)

t,,= 1,. (D-3b)

t;=EyR t"(D-3c)
EyP

Substitution and reduction yields

zo-~~ z+ +R r~ E,, -z 7 dzJ

0 ~ + ERIR(E~ [4-Lz' ]O' + EYR[_±z 2 ]fr".}

-O EY~tP2 + EYR [(tp + tR )2 -tP (D-4)2 (Eyp tp+ EYR tR )

Equation D-4 can be used to calculate the bending stiffness per unit width of the
reinforced region.

(EI) tP-Z.z dz + EYR d

I 1- V-,P V,-P Z0  1 -VxyR Vy.R-

(EYI)1 = Eyp ((t - z. )' + z) +EYR ((tpZO + IR ) 3 -_(tp-_ZO ) 3 ) (D-5)
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Bending moments My and M2 are applied to the edges of the reinforce area and the

surrounding matrix, as shown in figure D.2.

z

M M

Zo 1

I I Y
a a

Figure D.2. Bending moments at the edges of the inclusion and matrix.

The relationship between the bending moment M and the deflection w(y) leads to the

following non-linear differential equation:

Ehw"(y) = P't. w(y) = M(y) (D-6)

where w(y) is the displacement in the z (out of plane) direction at a point y.

The boundary conditions of equation D-6 are set by the symmetry and equilibrium of the

inclusion and the surrounding matrix:

w.(y --> oo) = 0 (D-7a)

w'(y =0) =0 (D-7b)

.( (D-7c)

Sa)Ptp

wl(Y = 0o) = 0 (D-7d)
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Equation D-6 is a homogeneous differential equation with constant coefficients. Its
general solution has the form:

w(y) = Cle"- + C2e"'Y (D-8)

where r1 , r2 are the roots of the characteristic equation.

The displacement w(y) can be expressed in terms of the bending moments M, and M 2 at

y=a. Once again, the inclusion and matrix are treated separately.

unreinforced region (matrix)

The roots of the characteristic equation can be expressed as

rl.2 = ±(D = ± (EýýP1P (let y = y-a)
S(EI)M

w(y --- xo) = Cje0M,(.P) = 0 .. C, = 0 (D-9b)

w(y = a) = C2e° = M = C2 (D-9c)

w(a < y < oo) = M ' e-0 M(x-) (D-9d)P*tp

inclusion

The roots of the characteristic equation can be expressed as

r. =0 P*t (D-1 Oa)
S(EI)1

w'(y=O)=0(1 (C1 -C 2 )=0 .'.C=C2  (D-10b)
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w(y=a)=Cl[e *,a +e-OaJ= M2 (D-1 Oc)P*tI

w(O< y <a) = M 2 cosh(<Px) (D-1 Od)
P *t cosh(0,a)

The bending moments can be calculated by considering compatibility between the
inclusion and the surrounding matrix:

w, (a) -w,(a) = zo - Yt, (D-1 la)

w,(a) = w;,(a) (D-11 a)

Substitution of equations D-9 and D-10 into D-1 1 a yields:

2 = Zo - 2 t (3-12)
P*te P*te

Equation D- 1 lb yields

M2 q) tanh((Da) = M1 (Im (D- 13)

P*tP P*tP

Rearranging equation D-1 2 and substituting into D-1 3 yields;

M, -(z. - Yt)cI, tanh(Q,a) (D-14)
P* te O + (D, tanh(Oa)

M2 = (ZD-Y2tp)'Dm (D-15)

P*tP (M + () tanh(Oa)
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The bending stress distribution in the plate at the edge of the patch is:

o• (z) E= p (2 t - z)w "(y =a)

2 P _Z *t

= Ey (z_ - Y2 teP) 01 M 2 tanh(Oja)

Ou+ (PI tanh(01a) (D16

The maximum bending stress in the plate occurs at the edge of the reinforced region at the

upper surface z = tp and is represented by:

e ,t 2P 0 1M tanh( P1a)

OM+Of--n(oD-7) (D-17)
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Reference, Appendix D

1. Gore, I. and S. Timoshenko, Mechanics of Materials, 2nd ed., Boston, 1985, pp 47-
131.
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Introduction

Crack patching is the adhesive bonding of advanced composite materials to repair cracked

metal aircraft structures. Crack patching was first successfully applied to the fracture-

critical D6AC steel wing pivot fitting of the General Dynamics F- 11 . Researchers in

Australia and others have developed this concept further, bonding strong, stiff boron or

carbon epoxy composites to cracked aircraft structures with good results. The technique

has extended the useful lives of flawed airframes for many years at a reasonable cost.

More recently, the United States Air Force has announced plans to use boron/epoxy to

reinforce cracked structures on the B-i B and the F-1 6.

Advanced composites are usually the lightest way to repair a structure. Crack patching is

another specialized tool for the structural repair technician. It probably isn't a technique

that will be used every day in all structural repair situations. Crack patching is particularly

attractive when replacement of the original cracked structure is exceptionally difficult or

expensive, or when repla- -nent parts are unavailable.

An excellent reference that fully explains the theory of crack patching is Bonded Repair of

Aircraft Structures. The book was edited by Alan Baker and Rhys Jones, two pioneers in

crack patching. (Dordrecht, the Netherlands: Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1988) In

addition to crack patching theory, it also covers the important materials and processes

information necessary for good adhesive bonding.

This appendix serves to guide users of the crack patching analysis program CALCUREP.

CALCUREP was developed at the Faculty of Aerospace Engineering of Delft University of

Technology, the Netherlands. The entire crack patching analysis package is presented in a
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user-friendly interactive computer program suitable for airline maintenance use. The

program calculates the following quantities of interest to the repairer:

"* the reduction in crack tip stress intensity after repair,
"* the maximum shear strain in the adhesive,
"* the maximum tensile stress in the repair patch, and
"* the change in stiffness in the fuselage skin because of the presence of the crack

and the bonded repair.

To use CALCUREP, you need a personal computer that runs DOS. A 386 SX or faster PC

will shorten the calculation times, but CALCUREP will run on older PCs as well. It takes up

825 kilobytes of memory on your hard disk.

CALCUREP is based on a mathematical model developed by L.R.F. Rose, which in turn is

based on four theories: elasticity theory, fracture mechanics, the theory of bonded joints

and the theory of heat transfer. Each theory will be briefly introduced as it applies to the

calculations.

Elasticity theory means that the loads placed on the crack patching materials won't be

loaded so highly that they permanently deform, or yield. When materials behave

elastically, they return to the same position or length they had before they were loaded.

Fracture mechanics includes the study of how cracks grow in metals and other structural

materials. The stresses in a material at a crack tip can be very high, and they get higher

as the crack gets longer. A quantity known as the stress intensity factor, K, measures

how strong the crack-opening forces are. The whole point of crack patching is to reduce K

so cracks grow slowly or not at all. Figure 1 shows a sketch comparing K for an

unpatched crack with a patched crack.

You can see that the longer an unpatched crack grows, the higher K gets. If K gets too

high, the material will fracture. With a properly designed bonded patch, K reaches a

limiting value, no matter how long the crack gets. A well-designed patch will keep K so

low that the crack grows very slowly. This allows long inspection intervals for the repair.

If you know the K value of the repaired crack and the type of cracked material, you can

use the table provided later to predict the crack growth rates. Knowing the crack growth

rate lets you set inspection intervals.
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Figure 1. Non-dimensional companson of patched and unpatched K values.

Using the theory of bonded joints allows you to calculate the way load is transferred in and

out of the bonded patch. With a bonded joint, the adhesive at the edges of the patch (and

the crack) does most of the work. The rest of the bond acts as an anchor to make sure

the bond is long-lasting.

The use of carbon- and boron-epoxy composites in the repair of aluminum combines

materials with large differences in thermal expansion coefficients. The theory of heat

transfer lets you calculate the stresses in the bonded repair area that result from these

large differences. In CALCUREP, the program assumes you'll heat a small area around the

patch for bonding. Most of the aircraft will stay at room temperature. Figure 2 illustrates

this idea.

During the bonding process, the surrounding cooled structure restrains the heated fuselage
skin. This restraint limits the thermal expansion of the skin, but the patch is able to

expand freely. Composite patch materials have low coefficients of thermal expansion.
This means that thermal stresses at room temperature are small, but when the fuselage

gets very cold at high altitudes, thermal stresses can become very large.
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Figure 2. Model of local fuselage details for analysis of thermal effects on crack patching.

When an aircraft climbs to cruising altitude, its fuselage is cooled uniformly to the

surrounding air temperature (about -550C at 10,000 meters). The structure surrounding

the bonded repair has no constraining influence, and a low expansion patch material

shrinks less than the aluminum fuselage skin. This puts the patch in compression and tries

to open the crack, the opposite of what you want. The stresses in the fuselage are at

their highest point. This can reduce the effectiveness of composite patches like

boron/epoxy and carbon/epoxy.

The Rose model does its calculations in two steps. In stage one, the calculations ignore

the crack in the fuselage. This lets the computer calculate what's happening in the skin

next to the patch and in the adhesive layer near the patch edge.

The second stage of the Rose model looks very closely at the skin, patch and adhesive

around the crack. In the second step, the computer calculates what forces are acting to

keep the crack from growing.
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The next section will explain the analysis program CALCUREP. A detailed example is given

of a calculation. This is followed by some rules of thumb for preliminary design and patch

material selection.

Crack Patching Analysis Program CALCUREP

This section describes the computer program CALCUREP that performs crack-patching

analysis. It allows maintenance engineers with limited knowledge of fuselage design

stress levels to design and analyze bonded patch repairs. The program is user-friendly,

runs on desk-top personal computers, and requires short run times (less than five minutes).

A repairer knows where a crack is located and hew long it is. He also knows how much

(or how little) time is available to design, analyze and install a suitable repair. If the repair

is not specified in the Structural Repair Manual, the maintainer must contact the

manufacturer to find out what to do. He may ask the manufacturer for approval of his

own repair design, or request a design from the manufacturer. Asking the manufacturer

for a repair design is more expensive and takes more time.

With CALCUREP, the repairer must specify the following items:

structure to be repaired
* skin thickness
• skin material
* frame spacing
* stringer spacing
* crack length
* maximum operating altitude
* cabin pressure altitude
• fuselage radius

(If you know the detailed stress state at the crack location, the last two items aren't needed.)

revair patch and adhesive
* patch material
* patch dimensions (length, width, thickness)
* adhesive type
* cure temperature
* heating blanket dimensions
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With these input parameters, the program calculates the properties of the repair. It

estimates the far-field stress situation on the simple theory of pressure vessels, which

slightly overestimates the skin stresses in a stiffened fuselage. (This keeps you on the

safe side.)

PAg•am Output

CALCUREP provides the following output:

* the stress intensity factor Kr at the (repaired) crack tip
* the percent reduction in K achieved by the repair
* the maximum normal stress in the patch
* the maximum shear strain in the adhesive
* the maximum normal stresses in the fuselage skin adjacent to the repair
* thermal effects on all of the above
* bending stresses in the fuselage skin at the edge of the patch

CALCUREP provides an option to vary one input variable (for example, patch thickness)

and provide the output in the form of a sensitivity analysis. The following section presents

the results of a sample calculation.

Sample Calculation

This section describes a typical input/output session with CALCUREP. The upper forward

fuselage of an early model of the Boeing 737 is used as a typical fuselage multiple site

damage case needing repair.

Once you have installed the program on your hard disk in the subdirectory CALCUREP, log

in to it from DOS:

"* Change directory to \CALCUREP\.

"* Type barn, press ENTER.

"* Type your password, press ENTER.

"* Choose the type of introduction graphics (y/n).

"* Enter on which drive you want to store your data.

The data input and the results of the program can be stored in a separate output file.

These output files can be created with the help of the file manager. A list of existing
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output files is displayed on the monitor in the subdirectory you're using. The following

menu is presented at the bottom of the screen.

[FWI New File

Press the Fl-key to create a new output file. You will be asked to enter the new file

name. This file name is limited to eight characters (without extension) and must have the

extension ".pas". The file name you type in is checked for uniqueness and composition

(length and extension). If you give an improper file name, the program asks you to try

again. Type in "737xampl.pas" and press return. You cannot overwrite an existing file.

[F21 Exit to DOS

Use this option to copy, rename or delete output files within DOS. Every change you make

to a file in DOS must also be carried out in the master file listfile.pas. For example, if you

want to delete a file, you also must delete it in listfile.pas with a DOS text editor.

[F31 Help

Information on the use of the file manager is displayed in the message window. Use the

PgDn-key for more help or to end the help item.

[F41 Buffer File

The existing file buffer.pas is overwritten with the data input and the results of the current

session. The buffer file is a temporary file for program output.

data input plate

This section allows you to describe the structure being repaired. You can go through this

section by simple, no-value menus. A choice is made by entering the appropriate number.

The program automatically replies by displaying the corresponding serial menu.

The alternative option at the end of the list enables you to insert non-standard material

data by answering specific questions for both cases.

Enter the following data:

"* skin material: 2024-T3 aluminum
"* skin thickness: 0.914 mm (you must put the zero firstl)
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The program displays a full numeric presentation of the chosen plate material. A menu
appears at the bottom of the screen with the following options:

[F1] Continue

Press the Fl-key to move on to the next section of the program.

1F21 Repeat

Press the F2-key to repeat the corresponding part of the program.

IF31 Change Screen Data

Press the F3-key to change the data in the presentation on the
screen.
Note: The F3 option cannot be used to alter the nature of the
material (from isotropic to orthotropic).

The first value in the presentation is highlighted. Use the space bar to "highlight" your

way through the list. Upon arrival at the value(s) to be altered, you simply enter the new

values. You must use the space bar to leave this mode and return to the original menu. If

you enter a value the computer can't read (for example .05 instead of 0.05), the computer

won't accept your input. If this occurs, re-enter the data and continue.

data input reinforcement (patch)

Here, you select the repair patch material. This section of the program is similar to the

data input of the plate material.

Input the following data for the repair patch. (You will have to do each configuration on a

separate run.)

Patch materia Thickness. mm Lay-ua

Fiber metal laminate GLARE 2 0.85 2/1-0.3

Composite Boron/epoxy 0.38 3 plies

Monolithic 2024-T3 1.00 not applicable
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data input adhesive

You select the adhesive to be used for bonding. This section is similar to the data input of

the plate and the patch. If you're using an adhesive not shown on the menu, you must

enter new data for the alternative adhesive.

Make the following inputs:

adhesive type: AF-1 63-2K epoxy film, t = 0.25 mm
cure temperature: 1200C

material data input presentation

The repair materials you have selected will be summarized on the monitor. You are offered

the possibility to repeat the complete repair material data input.

configuration data input

The computer will ask you simple questions about patch dimensions, airplane geometry,

cruise conditions, repair tools and the type of loading. To decrease input variables, the

program again uses simple menus.

" patch length (perpendicular to the crack, use 160 times the patch thickness)
* GLARE 2: 140mm
* Boron/epoxy: 60 mm
* 2024-T3: 160 mm

"* patch width (parallel to the crack, use the crack length plus 50 mm): 250 mm
"* crack (half) length: 100 mm (long crack between tear straps)
"* heating blanket dimensions- 380 x 380 mm (square)
"* frame distance: - 8 mm
"* stringer distance: 254 mm
"* type of loading: 2) remote biaxial stress field due to internal pressure
"* cruise altitude: 10000 m (nc commas in numeric inputsl)
"* pressure vessel stress situation: typical biaxial stress field due to pressure
"* cabin altitude: 2500 m
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data presentation

The program shows a complete display of the repair configuration at the end of data input.
At the bottom of the screen, you'll find the menu with the following items:

(Fl I Calculate

This option ends the data input procedure and starts calculating using the

chosen repair configuration.

[F21 Repeat

Pressing the F2-key will restart the entire data input for the patch repair

configuration.

[W31 Change Screen Data

Data in the presentation on the screen can be changed (see data input plate).

[F41 Automatic

This option is very useful to investigate the crack-patching problem
numerically. It offers the possibility to change the value of one input variable

automatically (for example, the thickness of the patch) and see the effect on

the typical crack-patching properties.

Pressing the F4-key presents a menu from which the input variable can be

chosen. The program displays the variable in question with the original value,
highlighted. You will now be asked for the final value and the interval (size of

steps between the original and final values). The following menu is pres-

ented:

[F~l Calculate

The F1 -key starts the calculation.

[W21 Change Screen Data

Data on the screen can be changed (see data input plate).
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At this stage we must distinguish between the non-automatic calculation (Fl) and the

automatic calculation (F4).

1. non-automatic calculation

The option Calculate (Fl) at the previous section displays and writes the results on the

screen and to the output file, respectively.

results

The results on the monitor are divided over five pages:

page 1: Normal loading stresses

* remote stress and load-attraction of the inclusion.
stage I and II analysis.

page 2: Thermal stresses

"* situation at cruise altitude and sea level, based on the temperatures
in the so-called "standard atmosphere.'

" stage I analysis.

page 3: Total stresses

* normal loading stresses + thermal stresses.
stage I and II analysis.

page 4: Plate stresses at the edges of the patch

* with and without thermal influences.
* stage I analysis.

page 5: Bending stresses at the top edge of the patch (x-direction).

* with and without thermal influences.
* stage I analysis.

Use the PgDn, PgUp and End-key to turn over the pages or to end this section

of the program.
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The following menu appears at the bottom of the screen:

[F1] Restart CALCUREP

This option closes the file you have been working on and lets you start again on

a completely new configuration. You should carefully consider using [F21 before

pressing this key.

WF21 Change Single Variable

This option allows you to change the value of one or more input variables

without re-running the entire program input.

Pressing the F2-key presents a list of input variables. Entering the appropriate

number enables you to change the corresponding value of the variable in

question. This can be repeated until the number 0 (no more changes) is inserted.

The program starts calculating automatically.
[F31 Quit

Exit to DOS.

2. automatic calculation

The option of automatic calculation does not display the results on the screen. All the

results are written to the output file.

The following menu is displayed on the screen:

[F1] Make Plot

This option plots the results of the automatic calculation on 10 different pages.

page 1: Normal loading stresses.
page 2: Thermal stresses.
page 3: Total stresses.
page 4: K-factors.
page 5: Reduction in K-factor.
page 6: Maximum adhesive shear strains.
page 7: Maximum reinforcement stresses.
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page 8: Plate edge stresses (without thermal stress).
page 9: Plate edge stresses (with thermal stresses).
page 10: Bending stresses in the plate at the top edge of the patch.

Again, the PgDn, PgUp, and End-keys are used to turn over the pages or to end

this section of the program. The Print Option offers you the possibility to

make a hard copy on the on-line printer.

WF21 Restart CALCUREP

[F31 Quit

Exit to DOS.

After making the various inputs, you will be able to assemble an overall picture of the

patched crack. The data are summarized in the following table as a sample output. All

output includes thermal effects. Note that these data are arranged differently from what

you will see on the computer screen, for clarity.

CALCUREP Seab

GLARE 2, Boron/epoxy, 2024-T3,

Property t = 0.85 mm t = 0.38 mm t = 1.0 mm

Kr, MPa 0 6.6 <0

% reduction in K 100 88 >100

Max patch stress, MPa 156 239 100

Max adhesive shear strain 0.016 0.054 0.028

Plate stress, MPa 140 77 168

(load attraction)

Plate stress, MPa 93 50 122

(bending) +

Plate stress, MPa 233 127 290

(combined) +
Thermal effects result in crack faces being placed in compression in this case.

+ Can be reduced by tapering patch tips.

This means a wide range of patch materials can do a good job in patching large cracks in

pressurized fuselages. The patch must reduce the stress intensity factor. For a good

patch, you need low patch stresses and low adhesive shear strains so the patch lasts a
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long time. Combined fuselage skin stresses at the edge of the patch can't be so high that

a new fatigue crack starts in the skin there. The following section gives some general

guidelines for designing bonded patches.

Design Gud&s for Crack Patching

1. Reoaired Stress Intensity Factor. You should aim for a stress intensity factor low

enough so the crack grows slowly, so you don't have to inspect it every flight. Research

has shown that a certain K value for a particular material gives a predictable crack growth

rate. The table below shows a range of reasonable values.

Repaired K values needed to get various crack growth rates.

skin material 1 mm in 10,000 cycles 1 mm in 1,000 cycles

2024-T3 II OMPaJ m 20MPa•'mi

7075-T6 I4 WaMPa$f a 11MPax/'I

Cracks in 7075-T6 grow faster than in 2024-T3. You have to do a better job of crack

patching with 7075 to get equal crack growth rates. This value, plus the maximum stress

in the patch, help you choose the minimum thickness of the patch.

2. Maximum Stress in the Patch. This value depends on the yield strength of the patch

material you're using. A good guide is to stay at or below one-half the yield strength of

the patch. This gives you a safety margin so the patch can still take the ultimate design

load and not yield. The yield strengths and recommended maximum patch stresses for

some possible patch materials are shown below.

Stren•h_ Various Patch Materials.

2024-T3 Ti 6AI-4V GLARE 2 (312) Boron/epoxy

Yield Sumes (MPa) 303 925 390 1590

Recommended Patch
Design Stress (MPa) 151 462 195 795

The table shows that a large difference exists in the yield strengths of candidate crack

patch materials. Use this value to help choose the minimum thickness of your patch.
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3. Maximum Shear Strain in the Adhesive. This depends on the yield strain of the

adhesive used for the bond. A good aerospace quality rubber-toughened epoxy like AF-

163-2 has a yield strain in shear of about 0.09. Stay below half the yield strain, (or 0.045

for AF-163-2) of the adhesive to make sure the bond lasts a long time.

4. Maximum Stress in the Plate (Skin) Around the Patch. This number is a complex

combination of load attraction into the repair, bending and thermal effects. To calculate

this number, you must take the maximum plate stress value (thermal influences included)

from data page 4. Then add it to the maximum bending stress value from data page 5

(thermal stresses included). The total of these two values is what's important, and the

current version of CALCUREP doesn't add them for you.

You can reduce combined fuselage skin stresses easily by tapering the patch at its edges.

Tapering of metal and fiber metal laminate patches can be done on a belt sander or

grinder. With composite patches, tapering is done with ply drop-offs. Tapering also

reduces the shear strains in the adhesive at the patch tips. This is good for patch

durability.

If you do taper the patches, calculating the maximum plate stress is a bit more

complicated. You have to do the normal calculations for the patch that you intend to

install to get the value for plate stresses at the edge of the patch. Then you have to do

the calculation again with the minimum thickness of the (tapered) edge to get the value for

the plate bending stresses at the patch edge. Add these two values together to get the

combined plate stresses.
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Summary

CALCUREP presents a simple, user-friendly method to perform preliminary analysis of

crack patching designs using the proven Rose model. It gives the structural repair engineer

a tool to reduce costs and down time by quickly and easily calculating the items of interest

in a bonded patch repair.

CALCUREP cannot, however, replace the function of the aircraft manufacturer in the

approval of repairs not covered by the Structural Repair Manual.

The program is still in a developmental stage. If you would like to receive a copy of the

executable file, or if you have any comments or suggestions about how to improve

CALCUREP, please contact:

Captain Robert Fredell, USAF
Department of Engineering Mechanics
2354 Fairchild Hall, Suite 6H2
USAF Academy, CO 80840-6240
USA
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